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Abstract 
This is a study of the cross-cultural significance 
of the Pre-Raphaelites who helped propel the romantic 
wave in the early twentieth-century China. Their impact 
on certain Chinese writers is discussed in relation to 
the cultural changes in those days. Though the Pre-
Raphaelite Brotherhood was a phenomenal artistic 
enterprise in the nineteenth century, each Pre-Raphaelite 
is unique and distinguished in his or her own right. 
Instead of just giving a general sweep of the influence 
of the Brotherhood on Chinese intellectuals, I shall 
select the appropriate Pre-Raphaelites in different 
chapters, as much as the information is warranted, and 
discuss their significance in promoting certain themes in 
modern Chinese literature. 
The Chinese writers in this project are prominent 
for any studies of modern Chinese Literature, thus making 
it worthwhile all the more to look at the way they react 
to the Pre-Raphaelites. Doubtless, the discussion of the 
Crescent Moon poets, especially Xu Zhimo, is particularly 
essential to our study of the general sentimental 
tendency In modern China. When appropriate, feminist 
perspectives are drawn in this project and serve as a 
basic theoretical framework for examining any common 
. . . “ 
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grounds of the Pre-Raphaelites and the Chinese writers on 
the ideas of the self, artist and love. 
How did the Chinese writers make use of the Pre-
Raphaelite works for their own personal, political or 
poetic purposes? Did they ever misinterpret these 
Victorian romantics on purpose and re-write them? Did 
they assimilate the Pre-Raphaelite images, themes and 
sensibility well? How can the readers gain insights into 
the lives and works of all these English and Chinese 
writers? My discussion is geared to generating more 
* 
interest and insights for these questions and hopefully 
help contribute to a better understanding of the 
distinguishing marks left by the Pre-Raphaelites on the 
Chinese tradition. What the Chinese writers admired in 
the Pre-Raphaelites, their artistic and literary 
qualities, were exactly the points of attack and 
criticism from the intellectuals in the West who were 
against Victorian prudishness and constraints. The 
situation in Japan and Hong Kong will be briefly 
discussed so as to look at the extent of the Pre-
Raphaelite influence in an Asian context. 
V 
Abbreviations 
Chenbao fukari [Morning post supplement I^gLld ^ J] CBFK 
Chuangzao iikan [Creation quarter f.于J ] CZJK 
Chuangzao vuekan [Creation monthly 刷 ^ CZYK 
Chuangzao zhoukan [Creation weekly i^ ^ jJ] CZZK 
Dongfang zazhi [The Eastern Miscellany1 酸！£、] DFZZ 
Xiaoshuo yuebao [Short Story Magazine ��t^J f  板] XSYB 
Xinvue yuekan [Crescent moon monthly % § ft jJ ] XYYK 
- V 
1 The Eastern Miscellany and Short Story Magazine are 
official English titles. 
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Chapter One 
Chinese Modernity Reconsidered 
This project attempts to investigate the Chinese 
reception of the major Pre-Raphaelites in relation to the 
cultural change in May Fourth China, on which no research 
has previously been published. The May Fourth era1 is a 
most important and intricate era in modern Chinese 
history, during which an important influx of knowledge 
from the West occurred in China because of the return of •. 
many students who had studied abroad. There have been 
numerous definitions of this era. In 1919, there was a 
student movement reacting against the government. 
However, the cultural changes in the Chinese tradition 
prompt us to go back to roughly 1917 when the "new 
1 The May Fourth Movement is commonly-thought to 
span from 1919 to 1921. However, when we look at the 
early part of the century as the May Fourth era 
inclusively, the years from 1927 to 1937 can be described 
as the post-May Fourth era during which the "romantic" 
trend was one of the dominant shaping forces in China. 
The thinkings about individualism inevitably died down in 
the late thirties as more and more intellectuals 
emphasized collectivity in every area so as to stand 
strong as one country against Japan. For more 
information, see K.K. Tarn, "Hou wusi huaiyizhuyi yu 
xiandai zhongguo wenxue de 'xiandaixing'" [Post-May 
Fourth skepticism and modernity in modern Chinese M 
L i t e r a t u r e 飧 筚 购 代 宁 画 支 舉 鉍 • 鎮 t ] , 
a chapter of a forthcoming book, Xiandai vu duovuan—. 
kuakei i de sikao [The modern and the pluralistic••一 
interdisciplinary thinkings乱代槩冬幻—疼豹餘的 % % ], 
to be published in Taiwan. ‘ 
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thought movement" started.2 Following Chou Tse-tsung,工 
take 1917, from the intellectual and cultural point of 
view, as the beginning year for our discussion on modern 
China when scholars like Chen Duxiu (1879 - 1942)3 
advocated literary reforms, and 1937 as the cut-off year 
because of the Sino-Japanese War.4 
In the literary and cultural area, the well-known 
and acknowledged influences are major writers of the West 
2 Chou Tse-tsung, The May Fourth Movement: 
Intellectual Revolution in Modern China (Stanford: «, 
Stanford UP, 1967) 5; and Merle Goldman, introduction, 
Modern Chinese Literature in the May Fourth Era 
(Massachusetts: Harvard UP, 1977) 1. For another 
definition of the periodization of the May Fourth period, 
see Marian Galik, "The May Fourth Movement after Seventy 
Years: Some Remarks at the Opening of the Smolenice 
Symposium,11 Inter literary and Intraliterary Aspects of 
the May Fourth Movement 1919 in China (Bratislava: Slovak 
Academy of Sciences, 1990) 9-19. 
3 The pin-yin system of romaniztion is used 
throughout this project except for those names or titles‘ 
translated in the Wade-Giles system that appear in 
published works. Chinese and Japanese writers are 
presented in the traditional order in which the surname 
goes before the given name. Titles of Chinese 
books/poems/articles are presented in the pin-yin version 
and followed immediately by the English translation in 
parentheses and the Chinese original. The Chinese 
characters are given one time only when a work is 
introduced for the first time in the text. Afterwards, 
the English translation is used throughout. All 
translations, including quotations, are mine unless 
otherwise stated. 
4 Milena Dolezelova-Velingerova, "The Origins of 
Modern Chinese Literature," Modern Chinese Literature in 
the May Fourth Era 17. The author gives us an account of 
the beginning of modern Chinese Literature and agrees 
that 1917 is a departure point for our understanding of 
the May Fourth era. 
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like Shakespeare, the British Romantics, Baudelaire, and 
Rimbaud, to name but a few. Through this study,工 hope 
to contribute to the understanding of the Pre-Raphaelites 
and their influence on twentieth-century Chinese writers 
from a comparative perspective, and also to add to May-
Fourth literary history a neglected chapter about the 
impact of Victorian writing. 
In the May Fourth era, "new" and "modern" modes from 
the West surfaced in various areas like fashion, general 
Westernized appearance, schools, establishment of .-
different social and literary communities and journals, 
etc.5 What is more significant was their new perception 
on their social and personal positions in relation to 
Chinese traditions, in which we see the emergence of a 
different and modern mentality. Such a kind of 
consciousness warred against the conservative Confucian � 
mode of thinking and engendered new, or anti—traditional, 
visions on the concept of self.6 
It is widely-known that in China, at that time, 
5 For more information on this subject, see Leo Lee, 
The Romantic Generation of Modern Chinese Writers 
(Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1973), and Benjamin Schwartz, 
Reflections on the Mav Fourth Movement: A Symposium 
(Massachusetts: East Asian Research Centre, 1972). 
6 For more information on self as represented in 
Chinese Literature, consult Expressions of Self in 
Chinese Literature, ed. Robert E. Hegel and Richard C. 
Hessney (New York: Columbia UP, 1985)• 
Vv ‘• • 
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there were two main currents of personal and literary 
trends—the social and the "romantic.1,7 Pitted against 
this background, the anti-Confucian thinking permeated in 
writings and lifestyle. On the social side, a new vision 
of social relationships based on classes was encouraged 
at the expense of the individual. At the other end of 
the spectrum, we have modern writers who showed 
"romantic" aspirations and promoted a highly-
individualistic vision, especially in the area of love.8 
Both sides were definitely anti-taditional in the sense ,. 
that they broke away from the Confucian perspective. 
It is on the level of transition from tradition to 
modernity that the three broad areas of modern Chinese 
consciousness, art, new culture and women are discussed 
7 Following the viewpoints of Shen Congwen, Lu Xun � 
and Qu Qiubai, I take these two different trends as the 
background for our study (see Chapter Nine)• Scholars on 
Chinese Literature commonly agree "that the two trends are 
loaded with political, literary and cultural meanings. 
See Bonnie McDougall, "The Impact of Western Literary 
Trends," Modern Chinese Literature in the May Fourth Era 
37-61. In this article, for example, the author presents 
to us the important left-wing writers and the more 
"romantic" ones in China. 
8 The Romantic Movement denotes a specific 
historical period in the literary history in the West. 
The modern Chinese writers dealt with in this project 
belonged of course to a different era. Some of their 
writings, however,“manifest and promote Romantic values 
from the British poets like Wordsworth, Blake and Keats. 
It is in this context that we understand and discuss how 
the Chinese writers absorbed and made use of those values 
for their own purposes. 
5 
in each chapter. From the art criticism and relevant 
literary works by Chinese writers, we see how the Pre-
Raphaelite works present visualized images of the modern 
Chinese subject, especially the female. This in turn 
entails a reconsideration of the roles and expectations 
of women.9 By understanding the implications of major 
Pre-Raphaelite features, we can better comprehend the 
commonly-held ideas about literary practices within the 
rubrics of social, cultural and artistic relations in 
Victorian England, and their significance in May Fourth • 
China, in accordance with the four major aspects of 
Chinese modernity: love, "new" woman, Utopian thinking 
and decadence. 
Each writer in this project, be he English or 
Chinese, is in his own right accomplished and 
influential, and therefore a complex subject in itself. 
To. make this project manageable and yet comprehensive,工 
have divided the chapters in this study according to the 
different Pre-Raphaelite personalities related to the 
shaping of modern understanding in the four.spheres 
• . . . - - . .； . * . 
9 For more information on this subject, see Rey 
Chow, Woman and the Chinese Modernity: The Politics of 
Reading between West and East (Minnesota: U of Minnesota 
P, 1991). -
: -
‘1 ‘ ‘ ‘ . 
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listed above.10 
It is a colossal task to cover every detail 
concerning the Pre-Raphaelites, and the problem becomes 
more difficult when reading them in the Chinese context. 
The influence of the Pre-Raphaelite in the West surfaces 
in literature, the decorative arts and architecture.-
After falling out of favour, the study of Pre-
Raphaelitism has gained more and more attention in recent 
decades, especially with the rise of feminist studies. 
Through this study we examine the concrete evidence in . 
which we may discuss Pre-Raphaelites‘ distinguishing 
marks. The translated poems, both major and minor, 
criticism on them and reproduced paintings of the Pre-
Raphaelites will be discussed.11 
The Pre-Raphaelite works related to this project are 
10 It is not possible at all to cover the details of 
all the Pre-Raphaelites and their followers. In this 
study, we only look at those writers and works that made 
an impact on May Fourth writers. In other words, other 
important Pre-Raphaelites (and their works as in fiction 
and sculpture) like James Collinson, John Tupper, Arthur 
Hughes, Thomas Woolner and Walter Deverell are not 
discussed. 
11 The quality of the reproductions of the Pre-
Raphaelite paintings in this project does not do justice 
to the originals, especially those reproduced directly 
from the Chinese magazines. (In the first place, the 
details and colours of Pre-Raphaelite works are hard to 
reproduce, except Beardsley's). Hpwever, I think the 
illustrations here can still give the readers an idea of 
what the reproduced Pre-Raphaelite paintings were in May 
Fourth China. ‘ 
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taken as original texts upon which certain Chinese poets 
re-write in a Chinese context, to follow Claus Uhlig's 
idea of the first text as a palimpsest for other 
writers.12 This enhances our undertanding of the nature 
and extent of the encounter between the Victorian and the 
Chinese writers in the context of cultural transfer and 
translation. When a text is recognized as a palimpsest, 
it is essential to understand how it impinges on other 
writers. In this project, the investigation is on a 
cross-cultural dimension and is essential to perceive and 
evaluate the thematic, the stylistic and psychological 
concerns of the writers involved. 
The reception of the Pre-Raphaelites looks 
paradoxical to us in the 1920s during which they lost 
favour with the intellectuals in the West who were 
reacting against many aspects of Victorian culture but � 
gained acceptance in China. In nineteenth-century, the 
12 claus Uhlig, "Literature as Palingenesis: Or some 
Principles of Literary History,11 New Literary History 16 
(1985): 481-514. Palimpsest, in classical scholarship, 
denotes "a papyrus or parchment manuscript from which, 
mainly for reasons of economy, the original writing has 
been effaced to make room for a new text. Through this 
procedure, which could of course be repeated several 
times, the original text occasionally came to light 
again." (483) Palingenesis is a Greek word meaning 
rebirth or resurrection (483).工 was inspired by Anthony 
Harrison's way in using this approach to analyze some 
Victorian poems. See his Victorian Poets and Romantic 
Poems: Intertextua 1 ity and 工deolociv (Charlottesville: UP 
of Virginia, 1990).. “ 
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Pre-Raphaelites were praised by important critics like 
Walter Pater (1839 - 1894) and John Ruskin (1819 一 1900) 
but were attacked by equally significant writers like 
Charles Dickens (1812 - 1870) .13 Controversial as the 
position of the Pre-Raphaelites was, they certainy made 
history artistically and culturally. 
Could it be a familiar (Victorian) cultural climate 
in China that made them welcome? This is., not a 
simplistic notion to a complex and intricate phenomenon 
in China but an idea that there was a similar romantic 
yearning on the part of certain Chinese writers. The 
Romantic values of the West were unusually appealing to 
them. The Victorian romantics were (and still are) seen 
as the perpetuation of the Romantic Movement. On a 
larger scheme of things, in the May Fourth Period there 
was a rich tapestry of different needs which can be, as � 
broadly "religious," classified under different "cults," 
namely, woman, love, youth and freedom. It is within 
these rubrics that the Pre-Raphaelites found their way in 
the hearts of the Chinese young people. 
The impact of Pre-Raphaelitism is seen primarily in 
literature in May Fourth China, rather than in modern 
Chinese painting. One could surmise that the details, 
13 Graham Reynolds, Victorian Painting (Hong Kong: 
Harper and Row, 1987) 60, and Timothy Hilton, The Pre-
Raphaelites (Spain: Thames and Hudson, 1985) '9-10. 
9 
designs and colours of Pre-Raphaelite works are , 
definitely not easy to re-produce and imitate, especially 
for those who are trained in the more Impressionist 
classical Chinese tradition of painting.14 In other 
words, what we see in the Pre-Raphaelite paintings are 
completely different from traditional Chinese 
paintings.15 The emotional impact exerted by the Pre-
Raphaelites doubtlessly far outweighs anything else. 
Those writers like Xu Zhimo (1896 - 1931) who had chances 
to visit the galleries in England were by no means awed 
by the immense size of the Pre-Raphaelite paintings and . 
murals (such as Edward Burne-Jones's "Briar Rose" series 
and those in Oxford University)• Again, this was not 
what they were used to have in the Chinese tradition. 
The paintings that are huge and sometimes are of actual 
life sizes make the visual and emotional response more 
immediate and momentous. � 
The Chinese writers discussed in this project are 
all different in their backgrounds and political beliefs. 
However, there is a common denominator for them in their 
14 With such a strong sense of immaculate details in 
the Pre-Raphaelites,工 think in general it is very 
difficult to imitate their techniques even for those 
painters who are Western-trained. 
15 工 am deeply indebted to Professor Kao Mayching 
for her insightful discussion on Chinese and Pre-
Raphaelite painting. 
• .< ' • . 
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reception of the Pre-Raphaelites: they admired those 
Victorian writers most when these Chinese writers were 
young in age and at the beginning of a writing career. 
Could they, like certain writers in the West, start out 
being romantic but sharpen their political and personal 
visions as society became more and more politically 
unstable? This could be true for China in which 
political uncertainties and civil wars were raging in 
1930s and through 1940s. Wen Yiduo (1899 - 1946), a 
founding member of xinyueshe [Crescent Moon Society缺玲 
�±J, i s just the case in point, who was an admirer of « 
the Pre-Raphaelites, (and also other Romantics), but 
became more politically-conscious and nationalistic in 
his later writings. The Crescent Moon writers were well-
known for their-romantic tendencies and therefore we 
inevitably pay more attention to them when it comes to 
discussing how they received and promoted Romantic values 
i • * 
in China. 
It cannot be emphasized too much that Xu Zhimo 
clearly stands out as a different phenomenon from his 
contemporaries. We can see that his admiration for the 
Pre-Raphaelites is so unique and intense that he puts 
himself into the personality and identity of some of 
them, as seen in his writings. Of all the Pre-
Raphaelites, he assimilates Christina Rossetti .(1830 一 
I , . "' 
；' . 」 ， : . ' . / . 
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1894) best. In the first place, she is much more . 
"readable" than other Pre-Raphaelites in terms of diction 
and images. This is of course a practical reason but 
also useful because it helps Xu (and also other Chinese 
writers) translate her. 
The simplicity and freshness of her poems make her 
sentiments more "understandable" and "approachable.11 In 
other words, on the surface it is easier to imitate 
Christina than Dante Rossetti (1828 一 1882),16 or 
Algernon Swinburne (1837 - 1909), or Oscar Wilde (1854 -
1900) • The same can be said about Beardsley. The « 
Chinese artists might not be able to re-create the soul 
of Beardsley in their work but the black and white lines 
and designs. This is of particular significance to our 
t ‘‘ 
understanding of the reception of Christina because she 
is 工 think a true practitioner of Pre-Raphaelitism. 
As seen in the literary works, other writers copy 
the Pre-Raphaelites rather superficially. They imitate 
"representations" of woman in their works while Xu is 
more concerned with "women." What makes Xu special and 
unique is the way he presents his women riot just with 
different psychological and emotional longings but also 
with his own personality. In other words, the "new" 
16 In the interest of clarity, Dante Rossetti is 
referred to as Rossetti while other Rossettis are 
addressed by their first names. 
� 12 
woman as thought of by the other writers, looks sexually 
liberated but is not necessarily so, compared with those 
in Xu. 工t is through his treatment of woman in his 
writings that once again he helps us consider more 
specifically his assimilation of the women characters 
represented in Christina's work. Christina's heroines 
are flesh-and-blood, and full of emotions and desires, 
despite their seeming subdued outlook and behaviour. 
Those women in Guo Moruo (1892 - 1978) , Tian Hail (1898 -
1968) and Ye Lingfeng (1905 - 1975), however, emphasize 
the "fleshly" side of woman, to borrow from Robert 
Buchanan (1841 一 1901),17 as a way to manifest female 
sexuality and power in a physical way in a "modern" age. 
The Chinese writers did not in any way re-define nor 
question the Pre-Raphaelites for themselves, except, once 
more, in the case of Xu Zhimo. The way other writers 
looked at the Pre-Raphaelites were actually more 
"bourgeois"18 and patriarchal than Xu who was 
- 17 See Robert Buchanan, "The Fleshly School of 
Poetry: Mr. D.G. Rosset七i," Victorian Poetry and Poetics, 
ed. Walter E. Houghton and G. Robert Stange (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1959) 839-849. In this article, 
Buchanan considers the Pre-Raphaelites "fleshly." 
18 Xu Zhimo and the Crescent Moon writers were � 
attacked by their contemporaries for being too 
"bourgeois" to understand the working class and vital 
issues in. life. As a matter of fact, the terms, 
"bourgeois," "petit bourgeois," and "aristocratic" were 
used loosely and interchangeably by certain Chinese 
writers (see Chapter Nine) to describe those who were 
, 13 
comparatively more feminist in the sense that he was able 
to understand and portray the delicate and yet intricate 
feminine sensitivity of a "new" woman. The former in 
this way seemed to inherit a more masculine perspective 
from Victorian England. Nevertheless, Xu, as much as he 
admired the Pre-Raphaelites, questioned in a subtle and 
ironic way the position of women in society. Though he 
is well-known as a lover-poet, he in his work does not 
give us an absolutely practical way of loving except an .. 
"ideal." 
The response of May Fourth writers to the Romantic 
values were sentimental by nature. As far as our 
research is concerned, their reaction to the Pre-
Raphaelites -were highly appreciative and of course 
sentimental. The Pre-Raphaelites with their obvious 
themes in love, women, romance and nostalgia, captured 
the Chinese hearts, so much so that they were accepted 
without inquiry. Visually and graphically, as seen in 
the reproduced Pre-Raphaelite pictures in magazines and 
in the memory of those who had visited the galleries in 
England, the Pre-Raphaelites made a striking and 
above the proletarians and of course were much richer in 
their outlooks and lifestyles. In this context, they 
were not to be understood in the precise European sense. 
. 14 
"stunning"19 impact in May Fourth China. The mystical 
and "stunning" women in Pre-Raphaelite works were 
unforgettable to those Chinese writers who in their 
wildest dreams longed for "seeing" exotic and romantic 
women. 
"Love" was actually a most important discourse for 
the youths during that time when it was considered an 
utmost way to attain freedom and assert oneself. The 
freedom to love anybody was a sign of liberation from 
familial (patriarchal) and feudal control. The Pre-
Raphaelites' emphasis on love and individualistic spirit 
easily gained them acceptance and sympathy from the 
Chinese readers. 
The Pre-Raphaelites "fit" into the emotional and 
literary longings of certain Chinese intellectuals. This 
made them welcome at that particular cultural moment in 
China in which values and models from the West were 
unusually held in high regard. It is important to note 
that Chinese writers might accept and "re-produce" the 
images in the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood20 without much 
19 Ever since the nineteenth century, the word 
"stunning" has often been used to describe the Pre-
Raphaelite works, and the word "stunners" for the famous 
models like Alexa Wilding, Elizabeth Siddal, Jane Burden 
and Fanny Cornforth. 
20 Since Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood appears often In 
this project, the abbreviated form PRB will be used. PRB 
is a "signature" found on some Pre-Raphaelite paintings. 
. . , * 
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difficulty but not their genuine romantic spirit. ‘ Xu 
Zhimo, however, was better at handling the Pre-Raphaelite 
sentiments and spirit than simply reproducing details 
from their works. This can be exemplified by the fact 
that his lyrical works are much more Pre-Raphaelite in 
spirit than his narrative ones. 
Besides Christina, William Morris (1834 - 1896)工 
think is another successful artist-writer who understood 
and practised well the Pre-Raphaelite beliefs. He : 
provides both a literary and social model that 
. r 
distinguishes himself as an artistic and yet politically 
correct personality, compared to other members of the 
PRB. It is the romanticizing of lifestyle in China and 
not the medievalizing that the Chinese writers were 
attracted to. This is understandable as Morris clearly 
emphasizes the importance of incorporating art and beauty 
in work and life. Art therefore finds its proper place 
in life and society. Such an idea was particularly 
favoured by the Chinese Marxist critics who might not 
have the artistic bent of Morris but were touched by his 
emphasis on equal opportunity and pleasure in work for 
people in a communal surrounding. 
It all goes in line with the Utopian thinking, 
another facet of‘romantic longing, among May Fourth 
intellectuals. As an "extension" of the influence of the 
, 16 
Pre-Raphaelites, the Chinese writers were indebted'to the 
English Decadents, who were associated with the PRB. The 
result of such an encounter surfaces in the oft-
considered "outrageous" and "obscene" literary and 
personal practices of writers like Shao Xunmei and Ye 
Lingfeng. As reflected in their works, they represent a 
different generation of writers in modern China. 
As for other Pre-Raphaelites, their reception was 
more superficial and highly sentimental, (as with other 
Western authors, especially the Romantic writers). When 
Christina and. Morris were well-received and assimilated, 
it reflects how well certain Pre-Raphaelite values found 
their way in the hearts of May Fourth intellectuals, who, 
though, might not be able to make such a distinction 
between the Pre-Raphaelites. 
There has been a growing interest in the study of 
the Pre-Raphaelites in the last two decades. Anglo-
American scholarship occupies most of it. We must not 
forget the contribution of Professor W.E. Fredeman who 
has kept interest in Pre-Rephaelitism growing when most 
critics ignored them in 1960s. His book, Pre-
Raphaelitism: A Bibliocritical Study is still an 
indispensable reference ever since its first publication 
in the mid 1960s； His at-home library and museum is 
definitely unique in its collection of Pre-Raphaelite 
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materials. Scholars from the West and Japan have made 
use of the invaluable resources in his collection. 
In Japan, interestingly enough, the Pre-Raphaelites 
have been popular ever since the Meiji Period. There 
have already been several exhibitions of both major and 
minor Pre-Raphaelite painters in the past decade in 
Japan. Moreover, feminist critical essays by Japanese 
(and also Western) scholars are published in major 
journals.21 It is illuminating to briefly consider the 
reception of the Pre-Raphaelites in Japan because many 
Chinese intellectuals absorbed Western values and 
knowledge via Japan at that time.22 The political 
situation in Japan was doubtless different from that in 
China. Japan, enjoyed more prosperity and stability than 
China for a much longer period of time. 
In Meiji Japan, intellectuals were eager to drink in 
• > 
21 For more information, consult Shigenobu Sadoya, 
"Pre-Raphaelites and the modern Japan: Some fatal Women," 
Studies in English Language and Literature 29 (Dec. 
1988): 13-45; "Pre-Raphaelites and the modern Japanese: 
The Influence on the Meiji Era," Studies in English 
Language and Literature 30 (Dec. 1989): 25-36. 
22 For more information, see Cheng Ching-mao, "The 
Impact of Japanese Literary Trends on Chinese 
Literature," The Modern Chinese Literature in the May 
Fourth Era 63-88； and also Leo Lee, The Romantic 
Generation of modern Chinese Writers. 
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any models from the West.23 According to Yamaguchi,- the 
introduction of the Pre-Raphaelites in Japan "coincided 
with the rise of romanticism in Japan in the 1890s, when 
DGR [Dante Gabriel Rossetti] was taken to be a 
representative of the Victorian romantic along with ACS 
[Algernon Charles Swinburne], who was introduced as a 
great contemporary poet.1,24 There have been different 
exhibitions on the Pre-Raphaelties starting from the late 
1980s. The fabulous printing industry In Japan also 
facilitated the reproducing of Pre-Raphaelite monographs 
and paintings even as early as the 1900s. 
The Pre-Raphaelites made an unusual and phenomenal 
impact on literature and arts in Japan. Sadly, their 
impact in China was relatively smaller in scope and 
duration. Kestner observes the "cross-fertilization" 
between Japan and England.25 With the situation in 
China, we can say that it is more like a one-dimensional 
relationship between Victorian England and May Fourth 
‘ 23 Two useful and important essays on this subject 
to consult: Eriko Yamaguchi, introduction, "The Pre-
Raphaelites in Japan: A Checklist of Exhibition 
Catalogues and Special Issues of Periodicals," 
unpublished manuscript, 1993, 1-10,- and Joseph Kestner, 
"Exhibition Review: The Pre-Raphaelites in Japan," The 
Journal of Pre-Raphaelite Studies 2.2 (Fall 1993): 38-42. 
I am indebted to Professor Fredeman for giving me copies 
of these two essays. 
24 Yamaguchi 5. 
25 Kestner 42. 
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China, in which the images of Pre-Raphaelite women were 
accepted not on any intellectual grounds but on emotional 
and,personal ones. As such, the East-West encounter in 
this context is one-way rather than a reciprocal one 
between the two cultures in the same epoch. 
Although the "cross-fertilization" between Victorian 
England and May Fourth China was not as exciting, as with 
Meiji Japan, there was an important impact, part of the 
evidence being the label, "Neo-Pre-Raphaelitism," coined 
by the Chinese intellectuals, in the age of "new-ness" in 
China, to describe the followers of Burne-Jones and 
after. They, in the Chinese eyes, were more or less the 
same as the Pre-Raphaelites. When we look at the Pre-
Raphaelite situation in China, it looks as if it was a 
re-staging of what had happened decades ago in England 
when Pre-Raphaelitism was in full swing. For re-staging, 
I refer to the positive side of the reception of the Pre-
Raphaelites who were praised highly in England by certain 
contemporaries. If one can borrow the image of the wheel 
of fortune, the destiny of the Pre-Raphaelites seems to 
have rolled a full circle in the sense that the "received 
art historical categories [in the Pre-Raphaelites]" went 
unchallenged in May Fourth China.26 
Upon the disintegration of the PRB, Christina 
26 I borrow these words from Kestner 42. 
. •, . ' . 、.， ' "' " . . . .. • . ., 
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writes: -
So rivers merge in the perpetual sea; 
So luscious fruit must fall when over-ripe; 
And so the consummated P.R.B.27 
- i . . . . . . . “ ‘ ..-•'. ., . 
This can also aptly describe the fading of the Crescent 
Moon Society after the untimely death of Xu Zhimo and the 
reception of the Pre-Raphaelites amidst other important 
and influential literary personalities from different 
cultures. In the words of Bonnie McDougall, "the great 
achievement of the Crescent Society was its ability to 
harmonize Western and Chinese culture; influences beyond 
anyone's control brought it to an end."28 The fortunes 
of the Pre-Raphaelites in May Fourth China were closely 
connected with the political changes in China, which 
affected certain aspects of the readers' literary taste. 
However, "influences beyond anyone's control" brought the 
reputation of the PRB to an end. 
27 Christina Rossetti, "The P.R.B.," Pre-Raphaelite 
Writing: An Anthology (London: J.M. Dent & Sons, 1973) 
27. 
28 Bonnie McDougall, "The Impact of Western Literary 
Trends,“ Modern Chinese Literature in the May Fourth Era 
49. 一 一 —..“ 
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Chapter Two “ 
The Presence of the Pre-Raphaelites in China 
During the May Fourth era, Chinese intellectuals 
wrote numbers and numbers of articles to introduce to 
their readers non-Chinese arts and literature, in the 
hope of bringing in different kinds of knowledge.from 
different parts of the world. Though many of those 
articles are descriptive by nature, their publication 
reflects to us an open and pluralistic forum for the 
Chinese who were eager to inform and update their fellow 
countrymen on the general global and cultural affairs.1 
Some of the articles are historical surveys of literary 
or cultural phenomena of different countries such as 
Japan, England, Russia, and India; others are feature 
articles on individual writers or particular intellectual 
or artistic movements. In their enthusiasism to 
introduce "new" knowledge and information into China, the 
Chinese intellectuals could have chosen the articles at 
random and translated them into Chinese. We may call 
this age the age of "copying" during when the Chinese 
writers copied from Japanese or Western articles, and 
1 For more information, consult Lin Yusheng, The 
Crisis of Chinese Consciousness: Radical 
Antitraditionalism in the Mav Fourth Era (Wisconsin: U of 
Wisconsin P, 1979). 
. « .> . . . . 
�v . . 
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they also copied from one another. 
Japan was definitely an important source on where 
the Chinese intellectuals fixed their eyes. This country 
has had a long tradition in the study of the major and 
minor Pre-Raphaelites since the Meiji Era. In the modern 
period of China, many students went there to study, such 
as Guo Moruo, Yu Dafu (1896 - 1945) and Lu Xun (1881 -
1936), to name but a few. As a matter of fact, some of 
them were not only influenced by Japanese scholars but : 
acquired a lot of knowledge about the West through them 
as well. The Chinese readers inevitably saw the Pre-
Raphaelites, as well as other Western writers, through 
the eyes of the Japanese scholars. Therefore, it is a 
colossal project to study such a cross-referencing 
influence (Japan and the West) on modern Chinese writers. 
Lafcadio Hearn (1850 - 1904), for example, is 
another subject in itself and he was well-qualified to be 
called a bridge between the East and the West. He was 
influential in the transmission of Western literature 
into Japan and his prolific literary writings are still 
indispensable to both Japanese and Chinese scholars. The 
importance of this can be seen in the frequent 
translations of his works in literary criticism in the 
May Fourth Period. His high regard for the Pre-
Raphaelites with the translations of his appraisal on 
.....: . • � . • . . . . . . . - . 
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them did not go unnoticed to the Chinese readers. 
There are passing remarks on the PRB in many of the 
essays on the arts published during that time. They help 
us better understand how the Chinese writers thought of 
the Pre-Raphaelites. The remarks may seem casual but 
important in the sense that the Pre-Raphaelites were not 
ignored but greatly appreciated. Moreover, as reflected 
in these articles, the writers were not exactly critical 
toward these Victorian artists. Still more fascinating 
is the efforts of the Chinese writers in presenting the 
Pre-Raphaelites coherently as an influential movement. 
These articles are rather descriptive but a good way 
of introducing major authors of other countries and 
• •�. ‘. 
important movements in a comprehensive and readable 
manner. In fact, it is an easy and convenient way to 
reach the general readers and teach them about important 
intellectual information. Even though there are only a 
few particular articles on Rossetti, there are many on 
Western literary and artistic history in which Rossetti 
and the PRB are mentioned and recognized as an important 
‘ 二 ' 
and influential force in England. Pre-Raphaelitism, as 
described in those articles, is quintessential 
romanticism, or neo-romanticism, to be exact, because of 
the combination of romantic temperament and 
characteristics and naturalistic details. 
- ‘ • " »> • - •. 
• '* 一. • ‘ -‘ 
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Neo-idealism is another common attribute of the 
practice of the Pre-Raphaelites who launched a new and 
rebellious ideal amidst an unstable and materialistic 
society. These two classifications were acceptable to 
the Chinese intellectuals who were searching for a 
different spirit of the age for modern China and making 
the best out of what the West had to offer. In this case 
it was the Pre-Raphaelites that gave another extra 
impetus for changes in literary practices and . 
sensibility. 
, r 
A run-down of those essays concerning the Pre-
Raphaelites reveals that as early as 1920, an author 
whose pen-name was Xi Chen published an essay entitled 
"Xiandai wenxueshangdi xinlangman zhuyi" [Neo-romanticism 
iri modern literature 也竹（¾ 的 新 1 ¾ ] . 2 
The author focuses on the essence of the individualistic 
spirit of romantic works, those in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries, the climax being brought out by the 
Pre-Raphaelites who also initiate a new thinking, r^veil 
de l^ ame (the awakening of the spirit), which has a great 
impact on writers of later generations.3 It is this 
spirit that people are inspired and awakened to see 
2 Xi Chen, "Neo-romanticism in modern literature," 
DFZZ 17.12 (June 1920): 66-75. 
3 Xi Chen 68. The term is in French in the text. 
.v. 
-• . - . ..... .... ." ‘ • •••.• '- ‘' . • • . . - . . . - ... ‘ • ‘ • . • : ‘ • ‘ • • • 
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beyond the secular world but the mystic, unknowable*and 
romantic side of it. 
Of particular interest is an essay published in 1922 
by Yu Jifan.4 Among other essays on a similar subject, 
Yu's essay stands out because it gives us a comparatively-
detailed account of the founding of the PRB and also 
several accounts on various Pre-Raphaelites (besides 
Rossetti), such as Ford Madox Brown (1821 - 1893), 
William Holman Hunt (1827 - 1910), Edward Burne-Jones 
(1833 - 1898), Walter Crane (1845 - 1915), Lord Leighton 
V 
(1830 - 1896), Albert Moore (1841 - 1893), Alma-Tadema 
(1876 - 1912), George Watts (1817 - 1904) and James 
Whistler (1843 - 1903). While many authors focus on 
major Pre-Raphaelites (Rossetti, Morris, etc.), Yu 
presents a good network of the Pre-Raphaelites and their 
followers and their poetic and artistic achievements. 
He calls those painters after Burne-Jones, neo-Pre-
. : . . ? ‘ ‘ . . . . . . . 
Raphaelites, which is a new label for them. The merit of 
this essay lies in the fact that it is an invaluable 
Chinese source of the information, in the early 1920s, 
on the PRB and also some lesser-known painters who take 
up after the first generation of the Pre-Raphaelites. 
Moreover, some of the Pre-Raphaelite paintings and their 
4 Yu Jifan, "Yinguo jindai de huihua" [Modern 
^|lish^painting ^ (¾ 的漏 , DFZZ 18.21 (Nov. 
' . .‘， . . .， . , .‘.:. , .•.. . . . : . .‘ . . .‘“ 一 . ‘ ‘ . . . . . . . . . . 
• “‘ > ‘ 
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techniques are described as well. Relatively speaking, 
this was a most comprehensive and informative essay on 
the Pre-Raphaelites in Yu's day. 
Rossetti's "Ecce Ancilla Domini" [Annuncaition] 
certainly does not escape Yu's attention and it is 
reproduced in the same issue as an important insert. 
This painting must have struck the fancy of the general 
Chinese readers as it was reproduced three times during 
the May Fourth Period (Fig. 1) .5 Christina is the model 
for Mary, which was we11-known among the Chinese readers. 
In short, this was the most popular Pre-Raphaelite 
painting during that period. 
Some pictures were, however, reproduced just to 
grace the covers or serve as inserts in a magazine. 
Burne-Jones's "Wine of Circe" appeared in 1926 and was 
the only painting reproduced of the artist during that 
time (Fig. 2).6 John Millais (1829 - 1896) was a 
founding member of the PRB and was recognized in England 
and China as a great Pre-Raphaelite (and Victorian) 
5 DFZZ 18.21 (Nov. 1922): N. pag., Yiban zazhi 
[General magazine 一抵敏誃丨]4.3 (March 1928) : N. pag., 
and XYYK 1.4 (June 1928): N. pag.； reproduced in Andrea 
Rose, The Pre-Raphaelites (Oxford: Phaidon, 1977) plate 
1 • 
. 6 XSYB 17.5 (May 1926): 1; reproduced in David 
Cecil, Visionary and Dreamer. Two Poetic Painters: Samuel 
l^iner and Edward Burne-Jones (New Jersey: Princeton UP, 
1969) N. pag. 
' . . . . . . , « � ’ . . 
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artist. His "Mercy-一Saint Bartholomew's Day, 1572" 
graces the cover of XYSB (Fig. 3) .7 The title of the 
magazine in Chinese appears on the top. There is a story 
about the painting on p. 1 in the same issue. The knight 
in the painting is a Catholic who is ready to participate 
in the massacre of the Protestants, but is stopped by his 
former lover, now a nun, kneeling on the ground and 
pleading with him not to go. 
Since Pre-Raphaelite works are usually symbolic and 
rich in literary content, some of them were reproduced in 
the May Fourth China in major magazines, especially in 
the articles on literary and artistic subjects. 
Paintings used in this way certainly gave a more powerful 
visual exposure to the readers and helped them understand 
better what Pre-Raphaelite paintings were. It is 
essential particularly to those who had not gone abroad 
to study and visit famous art galleries. 
‘...：•’• - ' • ' •' • .: . . . . . . 
Two other of Millais's paintings reproduced were 
"Glen Birnam" (Fig. 4)8 and "Spring" (Fig. 5) .9 The 
description on the left of "Spring" reads: "'Spring' by 
, . .‘ ‘ : * 
an English Pre-Raphaelite Millais, owned bu Xu Beihong." 
Xu Beihong (1895 - 1953) was an important painter in 
7 XSYB 15.11 (Nov. 1924): Cover. 
8 DFZZ 16.10 (Oct. 1919)： 1.. 
9 XYYK 1.7 (Sept. 1928)： 1, 
'•‘ 2 8 
modern China. As discovered in our research, this is the 
only Pre-Raphaelite painting owned by a Chinese artist 
during that time. 
Zheng Zhenduo (1897 - 1958), an important literary 
historian, writes a well-known series of articles on 
Western literature, "Wenxue dagang" [An outline of 
literature 文等 丸 ]. In several of his essays, 
he mentions not only the Pre-Raphaelites but reproduces 
some Pre-Raphaelite paintings in the texts as well. As a 
matter of fact, of all the Chinese writers on the arts, 
•• 
he was the one who used Pre-Raphaelite paintings most to 
illustrate better his ideas not just on the PRB but also 
on relevant periods or literary works, given the fact 
that many Pre-Raphaelite paintings have strong literary 
content. 
From the Pre-Raphaelite paintings chosen by Zheng, 
we find that he favoured in particular two Pre-Raphaelite 
"disciples"--John Waterhouse and Lord Leighton. The 
paintings reproduced of Waterhouse are "Hylas and the 
Nymphs" (Fig. 6)10, "Echo and Narcissus" (Fig. 7)11, 
10 XSYB 15.3 (March 1924): 24393 ； reproduced in 
Graham Reynolds, Victorian Painting (Hong Kong: Harper & 
Row, 1987) 86. The nymphs fall in love with Hylas, a 
friend of Odysseus. 
11 XSYB 15.3 (March 1924) ： 24399. 
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"Penelope and Her Suitors" (Fig. 8)12. By Leighton, we 
have "Icarius" (Fig. 9)13, "The Return of Proserpine" 
(Fig. 10)14, and "Helen of Troy" (Fig. II)..15 It is 
clear to us that these paintings are "convenient" to 
illustrate mythic stories. These subjects were painted 
by other Pre-Raphaelites as well. However, instead of 
Rossetti's "Proserpine" or "Helen," Zheng chose an artist 
who was indebted to Rossetti. As famous as Rossetti was, 
he did not necessarily be the first choice for any r 
Chinese writers. 
Unlike Rossetti and Morris who made a literary 
impact on the Chinese writers, artists like Waterhouse nd 
Leighton seemed to make distinguishing marks only on the 
"visual" side,' as nothing more was written specifically 
about them except in biographies and general works on the 
arts, (Chinese publishers and editors being content with 
just the reproducing of some of their paintings). What 
, .. • • 
Zheng did was far more influential than just inserting a 
few paintings to support his ideas. He played an 
important role in "graphically" introducing two Pre-
12 XSYB 15.1 (Jail. 1924) ： 23881. 
13 XSYB 15.3 (March 1924) : 24391. 
14 XSYB 15.3 (March 1924) : 24445. 
15 XSYB 15.1 (Jan. 1924): 23879; reproduced in 
Victorian Painting 132. 
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Raphaelite associates into the Chinese scene. 
Like Waterhouse and Leighton, nothing was 
particularly written about George Watts, who was 
recognized by the Chinese readers as an important 
Victorian painter in the last wave of the Pre-
Raphaelites . A lesser-known writer, Xu Jiqing, states in 
the postscript to his poem, "Haishang de wange" [The 
night song at the sea 為上象敢]that he has borrowed the 
image in Watt's "Hope," a major painting of the artist 
(Fig. 12),16 for a couple of his verses.17 The two 
verses read: "The Hope of Watts seemed to be there at the 
sound of the waves/ Playing all kinds of music, bending 
over to wait for the dawn."18 匚机 4 漠臂中乇骈 \ 
餘、的4 1 ， / 备 丛 - 切 的 樂 卡 侷 I f l臬备。 ] 
From what Zheng and Xu Jiqing did, the extent of the 
influence of the Pre-Raphaelites can be seen in "small" 
and "casual" ways. 
In one chapter on Greek literature, Zheng describes 
Sappho as the best lyrical poet and translates into 
.¾ •、 ‘ 人 . . . 、 . . . 厂 ‘  . . - . ‘ • . . ‘ ‘ . . . . . . 
16 XSYB 15.2 (Feb. 1924) ： 24288. 
17 Xu Jiqing, "The night song at the sea," CBFK 29 
Dec. 1926: 23-24. “ 
18 Xu Jiqing 24. 
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Chinese one poem by her, which Rossetti has translated.19 
This is the same poem re-translated from Rossetti's 
English version into Chinese by Xu Zhimo in 1925. (One 
may notice how the information flows from one writer to 
another in the Chinese literary milieu and they could 
have similar attachment to certain poems). A painting by 
Lawrence Alma-Tadema is reproduced, showing Sappho, and 
her students. 
In an essay on European medieval literature, Zheng 
makes use of two of Rossetti's we11—known paintings to 
enrich and illustrate his discussion. The author is 
obviously interested in the chivalric ideal on love and 
particularly Dante, which he describes at length.20 
Dante's love story is considered the most unusual and 
beautiful in the whole world. Beatrice inevitably is an 
attraction and inspiration for readers and artists. 
Rossetti was no exception (Fig. 13) .21 
Beatrice in his 11 Beat a Beatrix" was painted after 
the death of Elizabeth Siddal and from the memory of the 
• ' c •‘ • • . • . ‘ ‘ ‘ 
19 Zheng Zhenduo, "Wenxue daigang: Xila, Luoma" 
[Outline on literature: Greece, Rome k 零欠網：4> 
蓋.¾ ] ‘ ^XS 15 (July 1924) : 1-34. 
20 Zheng Zhenduo, "Zhongshiji de ouzhou wenxue" 
[European Literature in the Middle Ages 中也 & 岛歐 
V叫（孿],XSYB 15 (Oct. 1924) ： 1-23. 
21 XSYB 17 (Dec. 1926) ： N. pag. , and XYYK 1.4 (June 
1928): N. pag.； reproduced in Rose, plate 40./. 
. .：-• • ’- * 
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artist. The notes under the reproduced painting in XSYB 
read: "This is one of the most famous paintings by 
Rossetti. Of all the immortalized images of Rossetti's 
wife, the lady [Beatrice] with her head thrown backward 
in this painting presents the purest image of them all." 
This comment aptly tells us how much the mystic 
Rossettian Beatrice struck the fancy and imagination of 
the Chinese readers. 
Since the love story between Dante and Beatrice 
really excited their fascination, it is not surprising 
that another painting about Beatrice was reproduced. 
Henry Holiday's "Dante and Beatrice" was a "bes七-seller" 
in the nineteenth century, though the artist was a minor 
Pre-Raphaelite -(Fig. 14) .22 We need to always remember 
that the Pre-Raphaelites were fond of painting and 
writing classical and medieval subjects. 
In his essay,, two of the reproduced paintings are 
taken from Dante's stories, namely "Dante's Dream" and 
"Paolo e Francesca"; the former is from La Vita Nuova in 
which Dante dreams of Beatrice's death (Fig. 15),23 the 
latter is from Divine Comedy. The forbidden love between 
. 22 XSYB 15.11 (Nov. 1924) : 25984; reproduced in 
Victorian Painting 85. Beatrice is seen denying her 
greetings to Dante, who is then heart-broken. 
. 23 XYSB 15 (Oct. 1924): 11; reproduced in Timothy 
Hilton, The Pre-Raphaelites (Spain: Thames and Hudson, 
1985) 21. 
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Paolo and Francesca proves to be fatal and the two lovers 
end up being spirits in hell (Fig. 16) .24 Besides 
Virgin Mary and Beatrice, other Rossettian ladies that 
found favour with the Chinese readers are Lilith (Fig. 
17)25, "The Blessed Damozel" (Fig. 18)26 and Fiametta 
(Fig. 19) .27 
Chaucer is another major figure Zheng discusses in 
the same essay and he is considered the father of English 
poetry. A painting by Ford Madox Brown is reproduced in 厂 
this section, "Chaucer at the Court of King Edward 工工工" 
in which Chaucer is seen reading poems to the King and 
other nobles, and is regarded as the epitome of the 
finest of English Literature (Fig. 20) .28 Such an 
unusual figure is modelled by Rossetti. One can see that 
Rossetti's prominent position is once again affirmed. 
In an essay on nineteenth-century English poetry, 
published in 1926, Zheng covers the major Pre-Raphaelite 
poets, Dante and Christina Rossetti, William Morris, and 
24 XSYB 15 (Oct. 1924): 12; reproduced in Hilton 
177. 
25 XSYB 16 (Oct. 1925) : 10 and 11; reproduced in 
David Sonstroem, Rossetti and the Fair Lady (Connecticut: 
Wesleyan UP, 1970) 116. 
26 XSYB 19.5 (May 1928) : 32312; reproduced in Rose, 
plate 41. 
27 XSYB 17 (Dec. 1926) ： 29959. 
28 XSYB 15 (Oct. 1924) : 19; reproduced in Hilton 21. 
•‘ . ' .
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Swinburne; and presents them as representative literary 
talents in the Victorian Age.29 At the end of the essay, 
he mentions the re-discovery of Omar's The Rubaiyat by 
Rossetti and Swinburne, who have helped turning it into a 
classic. 
An author whose pen-name is Zhong Yun writes a 
similar survey of English poetry and also praises the 
Pre-Raphaelites highly for their rebellious spirit, bold 
and romantic practices in paintings and poetry, and 
spiritual perception of the world and life as a reaction 
against the prevalent secular and scientific thinking of • 
the nineteenth century.30 
Morning Post Supplement was an indispensable 
newspaper in those days to which we need to pay 
particular attention, because it contains a rich 
reservoir of literary works and criticism.31 Those 
articles related to our topic mainly recognize the Pre- � 
Raphaelites for their unusual romantic spirit amidst the 
empiricism and materialism of the Victorian period and 
29 Zheng Zhenduo, "Shijiu shiji de Yinguo shige" 
[Nineteenth-century English poetry t h t 吳已 美國 
1¾ 敬],XSYB 17.5 (May 1926): 13-22. � 
• 30 Zhong Yun,�"Du iindai wenxue" [Reading modern 
literature 瘭也代太蟹],XSYB 15.1 (Jan. 1924) : l-io. 
31 For more information on the popular journals and 
newspapers in May Fourth China, consult Chow Tse-tsung, 
Jhe May Fourth Movement: Intellectual Revolution in 
Modern China (Cambridge: Harvard UP, i960). 
.- ‘ 一 • 
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also their far-reaching influence to other major authors 
of English Literature such as Oscar Wilde and W.B. Yeats 
(1865 一 1939)• They were valued strongly for their 
celebration of love as well. 
Among those essays in the Supplement are: "Nanbeiou 
wenyi yu Yinguo zhi guanxi" [The literary relationship 
between North-South Europe and England ^  it 政义 ^ ： 
by Wu Tingxian (27 Jan., 1922:1-2), 厂 
"Bolonine yinjiu" [Studies on Browningf/, ？| % ^ % ] by 
Huo (1 June 1924: 1-2), "Yinguo de langman zhuyi" 
[Romanticism in England 國的•来)¾^  ^ ] by Zhang • 
Ziping (1893 - 1947) (12 Aug. 1925: 77-78), and 
"Langmande yu gudiande wenxue" [The romantic and 
classical litertaure )¾ feiy 壞古净、祐欠缚]translated 
of Lafcadio Hearn (10 Feb. 1928: 18). 
After looking at the essays in which the PRB is 
praised highly, we may be interested to find one article 
whose author thinks otherwise. The only achievement of 
the PRB, according to Zhang Yinhai, is that they 
criticize rightly those who follow Raphael blindly.32 
Though their ideal for a new kind of poetry and painting 
sounds noble, the Pre-Raphaelites fail to produce really 
‘— 
32 Zhang Yinhai, "Houqi yinxiangpai huajia Seshangnu 
de yishu" [The art of a post-impressionist painter, 
Cezanne ^ % 印 ^ ^ \ % % ^ K 的蟮 ], 
CBFK 13 Jan. 1925: 1-2. This article was dictated to Li 
Puyuan by Zhang. 
. . . —— . . .-,.» 
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distinguished art works and they end up being like those 
whom they criticize, i.e., they get more and more 
affected and pretentious just like the undiscerning 
followers of Raphael.33 Zhang‘s remarks may seem a bit 
harsher than what we have seen earlier in other Chinese 
authors. However, it gives us a different picture of 
another side of the Pre-Rapaelites and is in line with 
the neglect of the Pre-Raphaelites in Britian after World 
War I. 
We need to pay attention to one journal, Yinwen 
—zazhi [English Magazine 展支後該丨]which was one of the .. 
instrumental magazines in those days in introducing 
Western literature and literary figures to the Chinese 
readers. There are two main essays on Rossetti, "Luo 
Sedi mingshi 'The Blessed Damozel' shiyi" [Commentary on 
Rossetti's famous poem, "The Blessed Damozel" 色寻名 
1¾ "rk Blessed bomozel ^ ] and "Luo Saidi mingshi 
zhushi" [Notes on Rossetti's famous poem 
也釋],published respectively in 1925 and 1927.34 It 
reflects to us that Rossetti did not go unnoticed, 
especially his poem, "The Blessed Damozel," which was the 
best-known poem of the poet in modern China. 
33 Zhang 1. 
34 I could not locate this magazine. Those two 
essays however are advertised in The Eastern Miscellany. 
• . ‘ .. �V 
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When it comes to art criticism in China, Liu Haisu 
(1895? - 1992) and Feng Zikai (1898 - 1975), artist-
writers, must not escape our attention. Both of them 
wrote and translated numerous essays on artistic and 
cultural movements in the West. Though they did not 
express a special preference for the Pre-Raphaelites, 
their articles on them are worth studying as they are 
useful and informative. However, repetition is an 
inevitable problem in their works. We need to remember 
that many of the articles written during that period are 
not just descriptive but repetitive as well. The Chinese 
writers so "shared" similar information that it is easy 
to find the same event repeated over and over again. 
Liu, a supportive friend of Xu Zhimo, was familiar 
� with the Crescent Moon circle and made a name for himself 
by painting live nudes. In an appreciative tone, he 
writes an essay to praise the romantic, mystic and 
imaginative spirit of the PRB.35 The merit of this 
essay is that the author discusses more Burne-Jones' and 
G, Watts' works, (other than Rossetti) which again help 
expand the horizon of the readers. A memorable thing 
about this artist and related to our topic is that he 
35 Liu Haisu, Liu Haisu vishu wenxuan [Selected 
w^ rks of art criticism by Liu Haisu ^ % 象 ^¾¾ 丈 
後],ed. Zhu Jinlou (Shanghai: Renmin meishu, 1987) 
305-425. 
• ' • : ' . ' , - . .• .. ' . ' . ' . . K- • ‘ 
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copied two self-portraits by Rossetti (Fig. 2136 and Fig. 
22) .37 His admiration for Rossetti was therefore 
apparent. 
Being an artist well-versed in the arts and 
r literature of the East and the West, Feng was clearly 
attracted to the Pre-Raphaelites, as seen in his various 
appreciative essays on them, which outnumbered any other 
works on the same subject in the late 1920s. Feng 
acknowledges Rossetti as the only artist in the 
nineteenth century, who can excel in both paintings and 
poetry and combine the two together beautifully. What is •• 
particularly attractive to Feng is that Rossetti, as well 
as others- in the PRB, is able to paint and write romantic 
subject matter from literature; and that their works are 
more substantial and artistic because they tell stories 
or present moral or religious messages (in Hunt's and 
Brown's paintings, for example). Paradoxically, this 
very quality was seen in English art criticism of the 
period as a grave failing. 
In 11 Zhongguohua de tese--hua zhong you shi" [The 
characteristics of Chinese painting—poetry in painting 
. 36 XYYK 1.4 (June 1928) : 39. We can see Liu's 
signature at the bottom right corner. 
37 XYYK 1.4 (June 1928) : N. pag. The Chinese 
characters at the bottom left corner read: "Liu Haisu 
mimeographing a self-portrait by Rossetti the Master.11 
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1 ¾ % 的特包-一 I：宁凊锜],Feng compares 
Rossetti to Wang Wei (699 - 759) and discusses their 
individual merits as painters.38 Both of them are 
considered distinguished poet-painters. One is amazed at 
how knowledgeable the author is in both cultures. One 
point of criticism is that he concentrates on 
interpreting Wang Wei and Chinese painting more than 
Rossetti. It would be more instructive if he could • 
analyse Rossetti's works more. 
Feng concludes by saying that the Chinese and the 
Western paintings are actually too different in many ways 
to be put together. Nevertheless, he insists that 
Rossetti is unique because of his choice of literary 
subjects for his paintings. It is illuminating to see 
. t �. 
how different the writers' preferences and understanding 
are: both Wen Yido and Feng value the Pre-Raphaelites 
highly, and are attracted to their romantic, dreamy and ’ 
mystic qualities; but the former puts them on a higher 
artistic pedestal than the latter. It proves to us once 
more how Rossetti excites various opinions and artistic 
discussions. 
38 Feng Zikai, "The characteristics of Chinese 
painting--poetry in painting," Feng Zikai wenii: 
Yishuiuan (1930.5 - 1934.11) [Works of Fena Zikai: Arts 
(1930.5 - 1934.11) m I t U 磁 1 (丨1 30. 6 -
II], vol. 2 (Zhejiang: Zhejiang wenyi, 1992) 34-51. 
This essay was first published in 1927. 
.,.... . . . . . . . ‘ • “ .〜. ‘. .：. 
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It cannot be emphasized too much that the PRB is 
always seen under the covering of romanticism. It is 
nostalgia, Feng explains, that inspires and produces such 
great artists as Rossetti and Chopin.39 He defends this 
sentiment not as. hypersensitivity but "sweet sorrow" or 
"nameless sorrow."40 The author justifies his discussion 
by relating to Rossetti's Italian origin, which, in his 
view, instilled the passionate and romantic temperament 
in the artist. It is because of the conservatism and 
utilitarianism of England that Rossetti becomes more and 
more nostalgic and imaginative. 
However, Feng explains, Rossetti is one of the very 
few artists who are propelled by the inner nostalgic urge 
to express himself brilliantly and handsomely in the 
t V 
arts. In other words, nostalgia is not the only quality 
that makes a great artist.' This essay is helpful in 
understanding how the author perceives Rossetti, and on � 
top of that, his ideas about romanticism and the making 
of a poet, which in turn inspire many Chinese 
intellectuals in his day. 
In an essay written in 1928, the author writes about 
39 Feng, "Xiangchou yu yishu" [Nostalgia and art 
辦 噪矮術],Works of Feng Zikai: Arts (1930.5 -
1934.11� 99-105. This essay was first published in 
1927. 
40 Feng 100 and 103. These words are in English in 
the original text. 
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the major and minor Pre-Raphaelites, descriptive yet ,. 
useful in informing the readers of some Pre-Raphaelite 
followers, which in turn enhances our understanding of 
the broad influence of the PRB.41 Another of his essays 
also written in 1928 is about "Neo-idealism" in the Pre-
Raphaelites.42 As the title suggests, the author is 
interested to look at the PRB as one agent responsible 
for launching a bold, new and individualistic way as a 
reaction against the mainstream cultural thinking of the 
Victorian Period. 
Feng further expounds his discussion by comparing 
Pre-Raphaelitism with Impressionism, which is another 
dominant movement in the nineteenth century.43 The 
author traces not only the establishment of the PRB but 
. ‘ ‘ , 
emphasizes its emergence as a unique and romantic revolt 
which exalts love and carries over the Romantic 
characteristics into the Victorian Age and after. The � 
PRB passionately awakens the soul life in those who are 
41 Feng Zikai, "Beiou nanou dejcneishu" [The arts of 
northern and sourthern Europe 托 ^•龟默的 Works 
of Fer»a Zikai： Arts f!930»5 -1934.11) 255-268*. — 
生42 Feng Zikai, "Xinlixiangpai" [Neo-idealism Ifr 1^, 
i .桑 ] / Works of Feng Zikai: Arts. 1930.5 - 1934.11 236-
240. “ . 
43 Feng Zikai, "Jinshi lixiang zhiryi de huihua^ ' 
[Painting of modern idealism ^ 1) H L \ 4 ], 
Horks of Feng Zikai: Arts, 1930.5 - 1934.11 343-351... 一 
This essay was first published in 1928. 
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under the bondage to the old and mundane moral code. 
Most important of all, Feng gives us a pointer as to 
how to appropriate what the Pre-Raphaelites believe in 
for modern China. The landmark of the PRB is that it 
adapts literary subjects for paintings, thus infusing 
more psychological and artistic depth into art. It is in 
such paintings that people understand more about 
feelings, love and beauty. Since literature reflects 
life, Feng continues, it is essential to combine it with 
painting so as to enhance interaction and response. 
Paintings such as the Pre-Raphaelites' could therefore in 
turn develop our interest and feel for literature.44 
This is an invaluable tenet Feng makes because he 
guides us to see the Pre-Raphaelites reinforcing 
t i 
through their work a literary and artistic trend what 
already existed in Chinese painting. We can see how 
didactic his message actually is. This could help � 
explain Feng's success as an illustrator--he illustrates 
for several of Lu Xun's novels. Even though the Pre-
Raphaelite techniques are hard to imitate or follow 
because of their unusual attention to objective details, 
it is the literary essence and romantic spirit of Pre-
Raphaelitism that impressed Feng so strongly. Of all the 
. ,Pre-Raphaelite painting has been condemned for 
its literary dimension by twentieth—century Western art 
critics. 
,. J . . . • . . . . . . “ ^ 
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essays by Feng discussed here, we may find the above more 
analytical and illuminating because of the position Feng 
takes for the Pre-Raphaelites as regards the literary 
scenario in China• 
i . 
； ' . .‘！ ‘ , . ； • - . . . ' < . : • 
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Chapter Three -
The Cross-Cultural Counterparts: The Pre-Raphaelite 
Brotherhood and the Crescent Moon Society in China 
At a glance, Xu Zhimo seems like Rossetti's counter-
part who happened to live in the fast-changing China in 
the early twentieth century. Both were from prominent 
backgrounds: Xu's family was distinguished in every way; 
Rossetti's parents, though they led an humble lifestyle, 
were no less cultivated and distinguished. (His father 
was a professor of Italian and translated The Divine 
Comedy, while his mother was a devout Christian)• 
In their respective love lives, they wrote a 
controversial and widely-known page in history. Both 
were regarded as lover-poets, Rossetti was notorious for 
his affairs with different models who sat for him; Xu, 
though unlike Rossetti in this area, caused a scandal � 
because of his second marriage which shocked the nation 
and was a radical and "modern" event at that time. 
Rossetti and Xu were leaders in their individual literary 
circles. Since the PRB's founding in 1848, Rossetti has 
often been considered its natural leader and spokesman 
who upstaged his co-workers in the fraternity, with 
like-minded friends,.they each founded a community and 
then a journal to voice their poetic concerns and give a 
45 
venue for their artistic endeavours. Amazingly, their 
respective brotherhoods started with young men only. As 
far as their literary fortunes were concerned, they 
shared more or less the same fate. They were exalted and 
despised by their contemporaries. 
Rossetti,s writings and Xu's were attacked by their 
fellow critics as being fleshly and obscene. One can 
understand how devastating emotionally it was to be 
rebuked like this, especially for the young men who were 
searching and experimenting for something new and close 
to their hearts, hoping to have a true breakthrough in 
poetry. To be individual and original was one of the 
main emphases of the PRB. The brothers were not to 
follow Raphael who was by no means a most influential 
artist in the history of Western painting. What the Pre-
Raphaelites had in mind was a conscious and honest 
reaction against those who, by following and copying � 
Raphael, lost their personal flair and taste for genuine 
expression of their inner beings. As such, academic 
rules concerning painting were to be abhorred. 
"Pre-Raphaelitism is not Pre-Raphaelism/11 a founding 
father of the PRB, William Holman Hunt, explains, "The 
master [Raphael] himself, at the last, was not exempt 
from furnishing examples of such conventionalities. • • 
The name Pre-Raphaelite excludes the influence of such 
46 
conceptions of perfection."1 In 1848, several young ： 
artists began to hold regular meetings and discuss 
anything concerning arts and literature. The mystic, 
romantic and somewhat medieval overtone was captured in 
the naming of this society "The Pre-Raphaelite 
Brotherhood." The general secretary and biographer, 
William Michael Rossetti writes: 
The temper of these striplings, after some 
years of the current academic training, was the 
temper of rebels: they meant revolt, and 
produced revolution. • • • The Praeraphaelite 
Brothers entertained a deep respect and a 
sincere affection for the works of some of the 
artists who had preceded Raphael; and they 
thought that they should more or less be 
following the lead of those artists if they 
themselves were to develop their own ‘ 
individuality, disregarding school-rules. This 
was really the sum and substance of their 
"Praephaelitism."2 
The Pre-Raphaelites are very well-known for their 
1 William Holman Hunt, "Pre-Raphaelitism is not Pre-
Raphaelism,11 Pre-Raphaelite Writing： An Anthology, ed. 
Derek Stanford (London: J.M. Dent & Sons, 1973) 23-25. 
2 William Michael Rossetti, "The Brotherhood in a 
Nutshell," Pre-Raphaelite Writing： An Anthology 14 and 
16 . 
” _ * 
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truthful representation of people and objects: every 
detail is painted immaculately and super-carefully. The 
overall effect is by no means dramatically "stunning." 
This was a group of artists who could literally take 
Keats's maxim, "Beauty is Truth and Truth, Beauty,11 and 
put it into practice. They were fervent admirers of 
Keats.3 It is not surprising to find in the Pre-
Raphaelite paintings Keatsian subjects, for example, 
"Isabella," "The Eve of St. Agnes,11 and "La Belle Dame 
sans Merci." Hunt is a good example who tracked down the 
last details for his biblical paintings by travelling to 
the Middle East.4 
Their tenet was full of youthful vitality, energy, 
and allurement because they were young and passionately 
fond of medieval and mythical subjects for their 
paintings and poems. The young artists who set out to 
deform arts, change traditions, liberate themselves, , 
satisfy their dreams and ambitions certainly had an 
unusually vigorous, romantic and emotive appeal to other 
young people. 
• ‘ ； . � > . v , 、 . : . , . .:. . ' . . ； . . . . . . . , . > ‘ 
Following such an artistic and rebellious spirit, Xu 
3 For the influence of the British Romantics on the 
Pre-Raphaelites, see Rose 3-14. 
• 4 For more information on this subject, see Marcia 
Pointon, "The Artist' as Ethnographer: Holman Hunt and the 
Holy Land,11 The Pre-Raphaelites Reviewed (Manchester: 
Manchester UP, 1989) 22-44. 
j.,..,:::…二： • . - - . . . . .... 
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claims in what Liang Xihua considers the most important 
document of the Crescent Moon Society that the Crescent 
Moon Poets should make a breakthrough in modern China.5 
It is "sticking out the horns" 
[ t 後 � t h a t 
二 matters.6 Xu states with boldness: 
Not being able to stick out the horns is 
shameful. • . .We a few people love to dream 
and stick together with some creativity and a 
little foolish spirit of not admitting defeat. 
f 
What kind of regime can we not overturn? What 
else can we not do? In the same way, the 
Rossetti brothers and sisters, together with 
Burne-Jones and several friends, opened up a 
new horizon in the arts.7 
[% b出軚I朱1頁•個f奴辱的人，一 
眾各劇作的能L —S各各务服轎的1變軋,々 左一 
科麼鉍代继\�U,补麼I t te ^ ^ ？ I ^ � 
傯 郞 f c t 鸯 術 畀 悝 鉍 釕 P 4 3-森新辂。] 
5 This is an editorial note at the end of this 
essay: Xu Zhimo, "Zhi Xinyueshe pengyou" [To friends of 
the Crescent Moon Society 良新 8 ftg 良],Xu Zhimo 
shiwen buy! [Xu Zhimo poetry and prose supplement^  度 
6¾ i 彿嶺],ed. Liang Xihua (Taipei: Shiwu wenfa, 198T)) 
31. 
6 Xu, "To friends of the Crescent Moon Society" 29. 
7 Xu, "To friends of the Crescent Moon Society" 30. 
. , - . . . . , . . . “ ‘ 
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This is a powerful expression of the author's aspiration 
which is representative of his fellow co-founders of that 
brotherhood and also those follow similar tendency in 
personal and poetical thinking. 
As these writers were well-versed in Western 
literature, they often took up some Western literary 
models or attitudes or ideas for their personal 
transformation, i.e., to be modern and in tune with what 
was going on outside China. The vigor, talents and 
youthful beauty of the Pre-Raphaelite brothers by no 
means stood out in a clear-cut manner as dream models for 
those who were concerned about poetry and arts. It went 
in line with what they were longing for. The young 
Rossetti appeared like a reincarnation of an English 
i . 
Werther who dressed in a big dark cloak, and had long 
flowing hair.8 As The Sorrows of Young Werther was at 
that time a "Bible" for the young people in China, so � 
Rossetti with his romantic outlook and lifestyle (plus a 
8 The Pre-Rpahaelites, with their artistic 
practices, created a different dress code which made a 
statement in the conservative Victorian society. It 
perpetuated itself through the Aesthetic Movement. Jane 
Burden is a famous example modelling the long loose-
fitting dress as a reaction against the traditional style 
of dress for Victorian ladies. For more information on 
this subject, see Elaine Shefer, "Pre-Raphaelite Clothing 
and the New Woman,“ The Journal of Pre-Raphaelite 
Studies 6.1 (Nov. 1985)： 55-67. 
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bohemian touch) was unusually appealing to them.9 
Being a vivid example of a high-spirited, rebellious 
and aesthetic community, the PRB was an inspiring and 
encouraging force for the Chinese intelligentsia to 
organize themselves, lay down rules and experiment 
different kinds of writing. "The cult of youth," Vera 
Schwartz explains, "inaugurated [in the May Fourth 
Period] a new concern with individual development and 
with self-fulfilment. It was to become the hallmark of 
the Chinese enlightenment. "10 One may not fail to notice 
though a bourgeois spirit in the whole enterprise. 
These groups of poets, the PRB and the Crescent Moon 
Society, were from bourgeois backgrounds, and this was 
one reason why they were time and again attacked harshly 
for not being able to deal with real issues of life but 
the "petty" and "obscene." The PRB was composed of male 
members and many stories have been told of how the � 
brothers excluded women even Christina Rossetti from 
their meetings. As for the Crescent Moon Society, its 
members were mainly male but women were allowed to attend 
meetings, write and publish their works. However, the 
9 Consult Terry Yip, "Goethe in China: A Study of 
Reception and Influence," diss., U of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, 1985. 
10 Vera Schwartz, The Chinese Enlightenment: 
Intellectuals and the Legacy of the May Fourth Movement 
of 1919 (Berkeley: U of California P, 1986) 60. 
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leadership still fell in the hands of the brothers. 
These English and Chinese poets were already legends 
in their own time. One may take note of what Susan 
Casteras says of a Romantic tradition which helps 
describe the respective phenomena in these two cultures: 
"As part of their emphasis on self-expression and 
individuality. . . [the Romantics] idolized each other 
[in what is called the] Romantic cult of male genius.1111 
The rise and fall of these literary societies, Rossetti 
and Xu's, were closely connected with their leaders' 
participation and involvement. Amazingly, the members 
departed from the rules which had been laid down earlier; 
especially the leaders, thus turning from what was 
supposed to be a unifying force and becoming more and 
. ‘ � I- v . - . . . , . 
more individualistic. 
Though they were inspiring to some of their 
contemporaries and the writers of latter generations, � 
they did not really practise what they had said. In 
other words, all these brothers went their separate ways. 
Paradoxically, such a failure was not necessarily a 
stumbling block but, like reversal of fortune, seemed a 
11 Susan Casteras, "Excluding Women: The Cult of the 
Male Genius in the Victorian Painting," Rewriting the 
Victorians: Theory. History and the Politics of Gender, 
ed. Linda Shires (London: Routledge, 1992) 117. 
Casteras discusses how the Romantic characteristics are 
carried over to the Victorian literature and arts. 
: ‘ . . : . . . . • .,. . ., . - ^ _ . . . . 
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way for them to make a name for themselves. Xu, for 
example, claims that the Crescent Moon poets should write 
against any sentimental and emotionally extravagant 
tendencies.12 However, in the hearts of Chinese (and 
also Western) readers, Xu stands for a generation of 
romantic and aesthetic poets in modern Chinese 
literature. 
These two communities did not exist long as unified 
and organized enterprises per se but their-sweeps of 
t-
influences are nevertheless broad and far-reaching. 
Rossetti was easily acceptable to the Chinese readers 
when he was compared to a famous Chinese poet, Wang Wei. 
Readers who have been exposed to Chinese poetry may find 
this phrase familiar, which is the hallmark of Wang: "shi 
zhong you hua, hua zhong you shi" [poetry in painting, 
painting in poetry ^ ^ ]• We are 
reminded at once of Horace's idea of ut pictura poesis. � 
In Wen Yiduo's view, the works of Rossetti, as well as 
those of other Pre-Raphaelites, can demonstrate well the 
meaning of such a phrase, much more so than those of Wang 
Wei.13 
V .! • ' ' . . . . . .' ' ' . . . , . .• ' . . ‘ . • ‘ , . r" . . . . . . . . . 
12 See Xu Zhimo, "Xinyue de taidu" [The attitude of 
the Crescent Moon |fr ^ ^ 後立],XYYK 1.1 (March 1928): 
3-10. 
‘ ' , " . • . . � . _ • ' * 
丄 W3 Yi»tduo, "xinlafeyi zhuyi" [Pre-Raphaelitism J^ 
故旅 1 3 - ¾ ], XYYK 1.4 (June 1928): 15. 
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When there was a compatible example in the West, it 
was easy and also convenient for the Chinese to put 
Rossetti in the category they were familiar with. 
Rossetti found a place easily in the hearts of Chinese 
readers because he was seen better, according to Wen who 
was a prominent writer in his own right, than Wang Wei 
who had already been praised and respected highly. (We 
know that in Chinese culture a virtuous, educated and 
refined gentleman of China is good at both painting and 
- : 
poetry). Therefore, Rossetti was in the advantageous 
position of being recognized and appreciated by the 
Chinese. 
As reflected in some of his letters, journals and 
writings, Xu Zhimo pays particular homage to Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti and Christina Rossetti--Rossetti in his 
view was second only to Shakespeare and Christina was one 
of the two greatest poetesses in English Literature � 
(Elizabeth Barrett Browning was another one). As such, 
the intensity of admiration towards the Rossettis cannot 
be neglected and undervalued. Surprisingly, Xu only 
仏.: t 
translated a few poems written by the Rossettis. Did he 
identify too much with the Rossettis? Were their poems 
too difficult to render in Chinese? 
Even though Xu the poet-translator wrote no 
particular essay on the Rossettis, he expresses his views 
• ' , . .•‘ ..... - '• 
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on translating Western poems in general in some of his 
works, which can help us to understand better his 
personal taste on this subject. In "A response to Mr. 
Wen Yiduo," Xu talks about the difficulties in 
translation: "There are bound to be numerous difficulties 
involved in translating from one language to another one, 
even if the languages are quite close to one another. 
The many differences between Chinese and English make 
translation more unthinkable: There are many proper nouns 
I decided not to translate into Chinese, or only their 
, general meanings."14 [一條太 | 1¾ 玟局-獲么纥參、 
骁的因鞔&冬扣有冬‘夕，所�11驭m蝗1  1昶 
也的釓0 1 ^ i | 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ (犋蒗支，醉B | 
鉍 譯 的 蝮 I p 1 直 i 夂 选 視 J � 3 
His translated works include works from different 
Western writers, but they do not have a strong mythic and 
cultural connotation--the diction and the style of such � 
works are not easily translated and understood in 
Chinese. The Iliad is a good example to illustrate this. 
To understand fully such a work demands erudition of the 
Chinese readers. This is a very condensed poeln with all 
kinds of aesthetic and cultural subtleties, as many poems 
are; and it is so hard to translate that it therefore 
J - ‘ " ' • 
14 Xu Zhimo, "Da Wen Yiduo xianshen" [A response to 
Mr. Wen Yiduo 签鬧—% H , Xu Zhimo poetry and 
Prose supplement 701. “ 
, ' . 
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requires meticulous and heavy annotation. It is true 
that in Short Story Magazine and Crescent Moon Monthly, 
there are essays on Greek and Roman literature, and 
translations of Western myths, but they are only 
descriptive, and not symbolic. In other words, a work 
with a mythic subtext, once translated, necessarily 
presents intralingual obscurities to Chinese readers. 
Moreover, the multisyllabic proper names would sound 
awkward in Chinese. -
When we look at the translation by the Crescent Moon 
poets, seldom do we find works with a strong reference to 
the past. Dante's The Divine Comedy was only partly-
translated and summarized in prose form in 1921, while 
one part of Ulysses was translated. The corpuses of the 
translated works of Xu Zhimo and Wen Yiduo, for example, 
indicate an avoidance of Western works with an immense 
number of culture-specific and mythopoeic allusions. � 
' ： • • • ；. • . . , * . 
Suffice it to say that the strong medievalism in many of 
the Pre-Raphaelite poems certainly makes translations 
into- Chinese not so much difficult as incomprehensible 
for both the translators and readers. However； by-
locating and understanding the use of typical images and 
allusions in Pre-Raphaelite poems and paintings,工 hope 
to contribute to our understanding of their influences on 
the Chinese poets. 
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Xu in his essay on Baudelaire comments that the so.ul 
of a superior poem is not translatable because "spring 
water can only flow in a spring. "15L5： ^ K % t 1 
In an essay on D'Annunzio, he expresses that he sometimes 
has to leave the original works intact and not translate 
them, because "it would be like a butterfly flying into 
the middle of hundreds of flowers and never wishing to 
leave them. 便如-散镚嗾裉X i T I^l中,ft乜务钆袼| J� ] 
Xu's. high regard for Dante Gabriel Rossetti-helps justify 
the fact that Rossetti is paradoxically "unapproachable" 
in the area of translation. It is also because he gets 
much involved in Rossetti's works on an emotional level 
that he finds it hard to detach himself from them to be 
an objective translator; he ends up being the 
aforementioned butterfly who gets lost by indulging 
r himself in the beauty of literary masterpieces. 
When we look at the poems translated of the � 
Rossettis, we may be surprised to know that there are 
only a few. However, the number of translations is not 
the only yardstick to measure and determine their 
15 Xu Zhimo, "Sishui 'Une Charogne"1 [The corpse 
"Une Charogne" ？b hs "Une charo^ ne" ], Xu Zhimo poetry 
-�nd prose supplement 206. "Une Charogne" is one section 
).in Baudelaire's "Les Fleurs du Mai.11 
16 Xu Zhimo, "Danlong Xueniao de xiaoshuo" 
[D'Annunzio's fiction 丹良 ％ .¾ ^  Hv I^ J ], Xu Zhimo . 
poetry and prose supplement 229. 
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V 
popularity. As we have seen, on many levels, it is ,. 
difficult to translate Pre-Raphaelite poems into Chinese. 
This is not to say that the Pre-Raphaelites had no 
consequential and far-reaching influence in China. 
Instead, many of their characteristics, temperament, 
aesthetic sensibility were borrowed and "internalized" by-
Chinese writers. It is the aforementioned features that 
made these Chinese poets stand out, for appraisal or 
criticism by their contemporaries, and made their 
literary works a special landmark at that juncture in 
Chinese history, in which an important and new chapter of 
intellectual and artistic achievement has become part of 
the Chinese literary renaissance. 
Interestingly, Rossetti's famous works such as "The 
. . . ‘ • [ . t • . . . . . . . . . 
Blessed Damozel," "Hand and Soul," or "House of Life" are 
not translated but his lesser known poems, "Sappho" and 
"John of Tours.1117 (As a matter of fact, seldom do we � 
find these two poems on any reading lists of literature 
courses)• Both are translations; the former is a short 
epigramic poem by Sappho, the latter from a ballad 
written in old French.18 
17 For the translations of "John of Tours" and 
"Sappho," see Xu Zhimo shiii guanpian [The complete poems 
,of Xu Zhimo 符、% ff | | l i ^ ], ed.Gu Yongdi (Hangchou: 
Zhejiang, 1983) 197-198 and 448. 
18 Dante Rossetti, Poems and Translations (London: 
Dent, 1961). 
. ' 、 ：. . . 、、.. . . .""""" , ‘ . ' • • •. 
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Suffice it to say that the daring Greek poet, a 
phenomenal woman who is still a legend, is interesting, 
complex and romantic in the hearts of many Chinese 
writers, including Shao Xunmei who was considered a 
notorious disciple of the Pre-Raphaelites and the 
Decadents. Sappho seems more like a poet of their 
wildest dreams and imagination, who is also an 
incarnation of love and forbidden desires. The ballad 
"John of Tours" is about the tragic fate of a woman who 
loses the will to live after her husband's death. It 
portrays the directness and simplicity of a woman who 
lives for love only. 
Even though these two poems are not Rossetti's 
finest and not representative of his talents, it is not 
f , 
an accident at all for Xu to translate these love poems 
which in turn inform us of the translator's concerns and 
temperament. Of all the poems, essays, and translations � 
by Rossetti, Xu chooses to translate those poems that can 
put his own feelings and experience into words. 
‘With "Sappho" and "John of Tours" we see the direct 
mentioning of Rossetti. Of particular interest, 
however, is a poem written by Xu, "Mingxing yu ye'e" [The 
% 
star and the moth 吒 L 瑕表嫩 ] i n which Xu uses 
�"Rose Mary" as his pen-name when the poem is first 
- ' , , ； , . ... ‘ . ” , • _. ..." - ‘ - . :1 - : . ..... ‘ 1 
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published in 1923.19 It is significant to note that Xu ^ 
borrows not only Rossetti but his well-known character 
"Rose Mary" to speak his mind. "Rose Mary" is a very 
complex major narrative poem of Rossetti about the tragic 
love of the heroine, "Rose Mary.1120 One could surmise 
that Xu must have been so impressed by Rossetti's poem as 
to call himself "Rose Mary.11 Strangely, in terms of 
theme and technique, Xu's poem, "The star and the moth,11 
does not bear any resemblance to Rossetti's-"Rose Mary." 
In "Rose Mary," the medieval mystical overtone is 
certainly strong and the form is that of a ballad. The 
dialogues make the whole drama vivid and intense, 
especially the conflicts in the love relationship between 
Rose Mary and her lover. Moreover, the depth of feelings 
is certainly moving as the different layers of the story 
unfold. Rose Mary is in love with a knight, Sir James of 
Herouhaye, who secretly has a love affair with another � 
-woman. After the knight has left to fight, Rose Mary 
inquires of the Beryle-stone to see if her lover is safe. 
When she discovers that he has been unfaithful to her, 
she dies. 
Xu's poem, however, does not have such a complexity 
19 See The complete poems of Xu Zhimo 455-457. 
20 See The Poetical Works of Dante Gabriel Rossetti 
103-136. 
. . '一.• • ‘ 
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of plot and characters. In "The star and the moth," we., 
have a conversation between these two figures about love. 
The poem is structured in two parts: the first part is 
the star's speech to the moth, the second is the moth's 
reply. The star, appropriate to what its position and 
nature suggest, presents love as .romantic, yet illusive 
and unattainable. What it stresses is the unreal and 
dream-like quality of love,七hat is too heavenly and 
noble to reach into the physical world. The- moth, 
nevertheless, reacts against such an abstract and 
ephemral idea of love. Love is not high-sounding and 
theoretical, according to the moth, but is passionate and 
physical, and possible in the real world. Though love 
may appear dreamy and inaccessible, it can be realized in 
a true love context. The moth quotes the example of 
Pygmalion and Galatea, Paris and Helen to support his 
argument• ， 
The moth reinforces the importance of pursuing 
fervently one's dream, desires and of course love, 
despite the brevity of the love. With all his passions, 
he declares his determination to attain his love: 
工 have indeed decided to get 
her, even if 工 ：Lose my body in 
the flames. My broken wings will 
flutter forever in the dark. I have 
‘ •-
-,.-.--. • . ; . • . ‘ 
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decided to get her.21 -
11¾ 爽"I� I 舨得 
鉍使 敌的 矣身氐 或 、 4 m 
t, K ^ 魏的 1^ - .k 4 
^ I tfet, 起 
冼i, 私得 1 
This is doubtless very typical of Xu to be so strong-
minded in the pursuit of love. To him, life is either 
love or nothing. To love or to die is his philosophy. 
Even though we do not see any common grounds of 
discussion between Rossetti's poem and Xu's, it is clear 
to us that Xu expresses a desire for passionate love in 
his work. One distinctive feature in Xu is his tender 
and feminine sensitivity in the subject of love. This 
poem is of course no exception. 
Technically, Xu experiments with a new style to 
express a topic definitely close to his own heart and 
‘ ‘ ' .. _ 
also his belief in the power of love. This is the 
poetic form he uses more extensively and praised by some 
of his contemporares a few years later. The poet in an 
article written in 1923, explains that he is 
21 "The star and the moth" 457. Sadly, this reads 
)like an omen of his death in 1931—he died in a plane 
cyash. In my translation,工 follow the format of Xu, 
with more spaces between the words. This is actually a 
techique Xu is experimenting with by isolating the 
images. 
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experimenting with a different poetic form, namely the -
prose poem.22 Xu expresses his admiration for James 
Joyce, especially his Ulysses, and therefore hopes to 
write a different kind of poetry in Chinese without using 
punctuation marks, thus letting the text speak for 
itself. 
Here is another example from Xu's work: 
The star says to the moth:-- Love 
is an inaccessible realm.23 • 
道 % 良；j�f到 
的 。] 
However, the idea is not to abandon any punctuaiton marks 
in all writing, Xu explains, but be creative in certain 
forms of writings. The special feature we see in "The 
star and the moth" is the minimal use of punctuation 
marks. Instead, the poet leaves a few spaces between the 
words. This is an essential point we should not miss in 
order to understand the contribution of the poet for 
modern Chinese literature, 
o Xu does not seem to make much out of "Rose Mary," 
but he takes on the woman's name to present his own 
manifesto of love, which in a way gives us an idea of his 
H fl
22 ^Xu Zhimo, "Yifeng gongkaixin" [An open letter -
^ m /(¾] , CBFK 22 July 1923: 4. . 3 
23 "The star and the moth" 455. 
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standpoint.24 The last stanza we have just read proves ‘ 
to us that the poet, like Rose Mary, is unrelenting in 
the romantic area. This poem, unfortunately, is 
neglected by critics but is surely an illuminating 
example showing Xu's innovation in poetic form and also 
his philosophy about love, a significant theme to 
consider when discussing this poet. 
It also confirms to us that Xu takes Rossetti 
seriously and personally to the point that he enters into 
the identity and will of Rossetti's heroine. There is no 
denying the fact that the tragic destiny of a woman in 
love is unusually heart-rending. Rose Mary gives up 
everything, even her life, to love her knight only to be 
betrayed. Xu in his life and work exalted love more than 
I 
anything else, and so it is clear that for Xu it was easy 
to find admirable Rose Mary's persistent and long-
suffering love and personality. Xu does not imitate � 
., ..., • \ * ‘ . 
Rossetti in specific ways but he makes use of the 
substance and feeling of Rose Mary for his own poetic 
purposes. The importance of this is to see how Xu has 
internalized and assimilated Rossetti/s work for his own 
creation. 
24 I think the way Xu builds his own poem on "Rose 
Mary" is very similar to the way Wen Yiduo does with "The 
Blessed Damozel" (see Chapter Four)• Wen is so creative 
and original that his own poem basically bears no 
resemblance to Rossetti's poem. 
..:.'..._•.'., • . . . . . . :•... .'、 . .. ..',—..‘ . ., • . ‘ ， . . . ， . : 
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To look at another role played by Rossetti in the . 
Chinese readers, let's go back to Sappho. There is no 
doubt that those Chinese writers who have some knowledge 
of Western literature know about Sappho. One can say 
that they are impressed all the more by her because of 
one well-known writer's interest in her, i.e., Rossetti's 
interest in Sappho helps popularize her and spark off the 
attention of other writers to this poet. 
The same thing can be said about Omar Khayyam, a 
twelfth-century Persian. Edward Fitzgerald translated 
some of his verses and had them published in 1857. 
Sadly, they went unnoticed until Rossetti rediscovered 
them and regarded them highly. The Rubaivat. the 
collection of Omar Khayyam verses, then became one of the 
f 
classics. The enthusiasm for Omar25 can be seen in the 
various translations by several Chinese authors, Xu, Guo 
Moruo, Hu Shi, He Dong and one whose pen-name is Tian � 
Xin. In an essay on Omar, Guo translates some of his 
verses and mentions the rediscovery of The Rubaivat by 
Rossetti in 1860, and his appraisal, as well as 
Swinburne's, of it.26 The enthusiasm and interest of 
25 This Persian poet was referred to by the Chinese 
;writers as Omar only. 
26 Guo Moruo, "Bosi shiren Womo Qieyamo" [The 
Persian poet Omar Khayyam 琰斯篛人 & 叙仂D 蘐], 
CZJK 1.3 (Nov. 1922) : 11. 孜 ^ 
•'： y . '/. '； . '. . • ' • ' ' , . ' • ' . ,. ,、'•. . - " 
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these Pre-Raphaelites further popularized other writers, 
such as Sappho and Omar to the Chinese writers. In other 
words, the Chinese intellectuals, through their 
admiration for Rossetti, appreciated all the more other 
writers who stood.high in the English poet's favour. We 
can say that Rossetti was like a facilitator playing an 
essential role in making smooth the transmission of 
knowledge of Western literature or arts. 
f • :, , . . : ； • . • .. 
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Chapter Four . 
New Images of Lovers: Chinese Adaptations of 
Dante Rossetti's "The Blessed Damozel" 
In Pre-Raphaelite works, various images of women are 
not just represented as unusual "stunners" but, on a 
larger scheme of things, they present to us discourses 
about gendered definitions of masculinity and femininity. 
"The cult of woman plays a leading role in Pre-Raphaelite 
art and letters,11 Stanford Derek explains, " [For] good or 
for bad, the wives, mistresses and models of the P.R. 
painters and poets were imitated as to their appearance 
by many thousands of women who had never seen an easel or 
entered an artist's studio.Ml In the words of a 
Victorian critic, Frederick Myers (1843 - 1907), 
Rossetti's pictures are "the sacred pictures of a new 
religion [the] forms and faces [of which] bear the same � 
religion to that mystical worship of Beauty on which we 
： • • 
.1 Stanford Derek, Pre-Raphaelite Writing： An 
,Anthology (London: J.M. Dent & Sons, 1973) 94. For more 
information on the influence of the Pre-Raphaelite models 
on the general outlook and fashion in England, see 
Kenneth Clark, Feminine Beauty (New York: Rizzoli, 1980), 
Susan Casteras, "Pre-Raphaelite Challenges to Victorian 
Canons of Beauty," The Huntington Library Quarterly 55 
(Winter 1992): 13-35, and her Images of Victorian 
,Womanhood in English Art (New Jersey: Farleigh Dickinson, 
Rutherford, 1987) • Though we do not see any. concrete 
evidence of such an influence on the outlook of May-
Fourth women, certain Pre-Raphaelite characteristics 
about women are clearly seen in literature. 
••• . ' ; -T 声 • 
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have dwelt so long.1,2 . 
By looking at some relevant Chinese poems influenced 
by Rossetti's "The Blessed Damozel," we can discuss the 
notions of masculinity and femininity in social 
commentary and artistic working. This subject is also 
related to the way one tries to make sense of one's 
identity. It then leads us to consider how solid or 
volatile one's identity is in the currents of society at 
a particular point in history. *• 
"The Blessed Damozel," Rosse七ti's ever popular poem, 
did not escape the attention of 七hose Chinese poets who 
greatly admired him. The themes in this poem are 
dominant in some of 七he May Fourth love poems. Themes 
such as the separation of lovers were actually not 
strange to the Chinese readers at that time because they 
are common in classical Chinese poems and myths.3 A 
common device in Chinese love poems at that time is the � 
- -
2 Frederick Myers, "Sacred Pictures of a New 
Religion," Pre-Raphaelite Writing： An Anthology 95. 
� 3 Shen Yao is one of the few scholars who relates 
Rossetti's "The Blessed Damozel" to a well-known Chinese 
poem. See his "Accident or Universality, " Western 
Humanities Review 10 (Winter 1955-1956) : i~ain 
indebted to Professor W.E. Fredeman for giving me a copy 
this essay. Shen states that "many more detailed 
similarities, both in theme and in description, are found 
/in Rossetti'The Blessed Damozel' and 'A Song of 
Unending Sorrow' [^ 版叙]"(78). "In bo七h poems," he 
continues, "heaven with all its glory is without color 
and 七he duration of remaining 七here is uninterestingly 
long when the beloved one is not there" (79)• 
. • ‘ • . • . - . • �... . ‘' • 
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image of a lady leaning on a bar or window, which is an' 
icon made popular by Rossetti in English paintings and 
poems in the mid-nineteenth century. "Rossetti's 
painting of 'The Blessed Damozel' which shows a fully 
materialised spirit leaning voluptuously over the bar of 
Heaven," according to Diana Basham, "was an enormously 
popular ikon during the high noon of English 
Spiritualism."4 
A bereaved earthly lover desiring his heavenly lady 
- ‘^ 
activates the predicament of how the lover perceives his 
beloved and how he understands the dichotomy between the 
physical world and the ethereal realm. The fact that the 
lovers occupy different modes of being illustrates the 
gap between earth/heaven (world/otherworId) and the 
present/the past. These poems register the issue of the 
masculine gaze--the beloved is the object of 
gaze/desire/art.5 By looking at this gendered � 
4 Diana Basham, The Trial of Women: Feminism and thp. 
Occult Sciences in Victorian Literature and Society (Hong 
o Kong: Macmillan, 1992) 123. See also Paul Barlow, "Pre-
Raphaelitism: The Articulation of Fantasy and the Problem 
of Pictorial Space," Pre-Raphaelites Reviewed, ed. Marcia 
Pointon (Manchester UP, 1989) 66-82; and Steve Kolsteren, 
"Rossetti's Writings as a Source of Inspiration for 
Victorian Artists," Victorian Poetry 20 (AutumivWiriter 
1982) : 113-143. — 
J . . . . . . • '• 
. 5 For more information on the subject of gaze in 
Paintings, see Grisela Pollock, Vision and Difference: 
Femininity. Feminism and Histories of Art (New York:-
Routledge, 1988)• 
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differentiation, I hope to contribute to the discussion, 
of notions of masculinity and femininity in some works of 
the Crescent bourgeois poets in China. 
The rapid changes in various spheres in late 
nineteenth-century China inevitably made the young 
intellectuals quite restless and strive for excitement 
and "newness•” The burgeoning of magazines, journals, 
and newspapers, as a result of better finances and 
printing technologies, provided outlets and space for the 
writers to exchange boldly their opinions on current 
affairs; and for the poets to express themselves in ail 
artistic way. 
Freedom was a catchword during the May Fourth 
Period--freedom to voice their views, freedom to choose 
their lifestyle/career, and first and foremost, freedom 
to love, which was considered a revolutionary and modern 
way to show that the self was in control of everything � 
and master of its fate. Love stories/poems were 
enormously popular, when young readers took them not just 
for the sake of leisure-reading, but regarded some of the 
heroes/heroines as role models.6 
The Crescent Moon poets were known for their 
. 6 For more information on this aspect of the Chinese 
literary scene, see Terry Siu-han Yip, "Goethe in China: 
A Study of Reception and Influence," diss., u of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign, 1985. 
‘ 、. .. ’ 
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"romantic" tendencies and among them Xu Zhimo was .. 
considered the pillar. A comparison of several of his 
poems and others‘poems with "The Blessed Damozel" 
illustrates how similar these works are in presenting the 
theme of love and how layers of feelings and concerns of 
the Chinese intelligentsia are added onto this 
palimpsest. 
"Liang di shuangsi" [Lovesick on both sides % 也本目 
§,] written in 1926, shows how Xu adopts the* dominant 
allusions from "The Blessed Damozel.1,7 This poem depicts 
the separation of lovers and the gnawing sense of 
lovesickness of one lover for another. Structurally, it 
is divided distinctly into two parts, with each lover 
soliloquizing and fantasizing about the other.8 This is 
7 For the translation of the title of this Chinese 
poem,工 borrow and modify the title from Rossetti's 
"Lovelost on Both Sides," in which a love triangle is 
described. For more information on the Western literary-
influences on Xu Zhimo, consult Gaylord Leung, "The 
Poetry of Hsu Chih-mo [Xu Zhimo],11 M.A. Thesis, U of 
British Columbia, 1969. Leung acknowledges the Pre-
Haphalites as one of the influences on Xu, and also 
thinks that "Lovesick on both sides" is a direct 
borrowing from "The Blessed Damozel.11 Leung's M.A. Thesis 
. and his doctoral dissertation (on Xu Zhimo too)., are 
invaluable as they are an extensive source on the study 
this poet to date. 
8 See Cyril Birch, "Hsu Chih-mo's Debt to Thomas 
Hardy," Tamkanq Review 8 (April 1977): 1-24. Birch 
argues that this poem of Xu's is a direct borrowing from 
Thomas Hardy's "The Moon Looks In." Both are structured 
in two parts: the first half is the lover's soliloquy; 
th予 second, the beloved's. The form of Xu's poem, in 
this aspect, is quite Hardyesque; but the overall matter, 
； ‘ •- - - . . 
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unlike the complexity we find in "The Blessed Damozel"‘ 
with the narrator interweaving between the soliloquies of 
the Damozel and her lover. Rosse七七i,s lover is separated 
from her because of her untimely death. Xu's lovers are 
separated for reasons not clearly specified in the poem. 
The woman explains that "it is because of me that he 
suffers much and today he is still running about"9 [也 
碗 乇 ‘ 3爷，鉍1¾彔也4乞 l屯务诚� ] 
Some love stories written at that time are about 
young lovers, mostly those who oppose arranged marriages 
by 七heir parents and choose their own partners, 
struggling together to make ends meet. Lu Xun's short 
story "Regret for the past" [i| is a typical example 
illustrating the kind of difficulties the "modern" young 
lovers have to go through in a traditional Chinese 
society. The trials, such as finding a house and looking 
for a job, are doubled- because, as rebels against old 
customs, they are not welcomed and respected. This kind 
of separation has a strong social overtone and may be 
c. what XuAs lovers are trying to go through. 
From a mythical perspective, there are numerous 
stories depicting the theme of separation with strong 
^one ^ t h e intensity of feeling are certainly more Rossettian. 
9 Xu Zhimo, "Lovesick on both sides," The complete 
Poems of Xu Zhimo 217-219. 
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sentiments and emotions. A goddess or fairy changed into 
a woman falls in love with a mortal and then marries him. 
After a lapse of several years, the celestial court 
discovers them and decrees that they be separated; and 
they are separated but not without a series of agonizing 
conflicts and much drama. These stories are often 
highly-charged with emotional intensity, as a result. of 
the tragic love between mortals and immortals. since 
they are well-known to the general Chinese readers, they 
actually constitute part of the literary heritage of 
China. Who woundn't feel hurt when being separated from 
one's love? The parting or separation of lovers is a 
real-life phenomenon in both cultures. It is because the 
Chinese readers in the early twentieth century were both 
in life and in literature familiar with such stories that 
they could respond quickly to the separation of 
Rossetti^s lovers which was then not totally foreign to 
them. 
That the Damozel is dead and "blessed" qualifies her 
to be, even in the Chinese category, the type of goddess 
longing for her lover. She fantasizes, cries, smiles all 
for love. Her earthly lover also yearns for her deeply 
and is the kind of loyal and faithful lover well-loved by 
t h e Chinese readers. As such, the emotive appeal is 
unusually strong when 七here is a deep and irreconcilable 
' . ‘ - . • 
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chasm between the lovers. The earthly lover can never ‘ 
enter his beloved's world and 七he separation is absolute 
unless he dies. Such a situation makes one deplore the 
conditions of the world and pity the fate of man. In one 
famous Chinese myth, the Lady of Weaving marries an 
immortal and is taken back forcefully to heaven. Their 
situation is certainly pathetic but they are able to.meet 
with one another by walking on a bridge formed especially 
for them by birds. By comparison, the Chinese readers in 
the May Fourth Period would easily find 七he Damozel's 
story more heart-rending. 
The separation of Rosset七i,s lovers is the vast gap 
between heaven and earth. The golden bar on which the 
Damozel leans symbolizes the definite barrier between the 
physical realm and the heavenly realm: "The blessed 
；' Damozel leaned out/ From the gold bar of Heaven/ Her 
eyes were deeper than the depth/ Of waters still at even" 
(232).10 George Trail comments that "the damozel's time 
is a transitional state between the several earthly times 
and the absence of time in 七he Heavenly estate一一'Time 
10 Dante Gabriel Rossetti, "The Blessed Damozel,» 
ae Poetical Works of Dante Gabriel Pn卿什i (London: 
E11is � n d Elvey, 1859) 232-236. In this chapter, all the 
quotations from this poem are from this book and are put 
in parentheses. 
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like a pulse shake fierce/ Through all the world'" ‘ 
(233).11 The adamant difference in 七his temporal—spatial 
separation is accentuated by the fact that the Damozel is 
trapped in Heaven and is grieved all the more by virtue 
of her immutable heavenly status while her lover is in a 
corruptible and mutable world. 
Trail also makes this point by emphasizing that .the 
repetition of the word "now" in the poem shows the gap 
between "the mythical past" and the "actual present."12 
工 would add 七hat another key and recurrent word 
describing the heavenly absence is "still" and that the 
sadness lies in the fact that the Damozel imagines the 
blissful future when she reunites with him after his 
death, and all the heavenly activities she can teach him 
while actually everything is only lying still—her still 
looks in still weather make her rather like a "still 
unravish'd bride of silence." This is a key word that 
helps us to anticipate her eventual silence and 
inactivity. The Damozel, ironically, is not so much 
blessed as cursed because her heart still remains with 
her lover, and as such, her love is condemned as 
unrequited. Such an absence is aggravated by the 
i,, 11 George Trail, "Time in 'The Blessed Damozel�" 绝e Pre-Raphaelite Pop上s, ed. Harold Bloom (New York: 
Chelsea, 1986) 43-51. 
12 Trail 144. 
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constant reference to words like "depth," "gulf," and ‘ 
"space." 
When we look at the painting, we notice that the 
Damozel is paradoxically positioned as a rather dominant 
and big figure but she is actually caught in absolute 
stillness of the heavenly vastness. "Her bosom must have 
made/ The bar she leaned on warm" (235), and that is .all 
there is to it for the Damozel—the bar is the only point 
of tangible contact she can lean and rely on. All her 
fancies for a common future between her and the lover are 
sheer fancies only. The bar is the visible window to 
remind herself of the fact that she is eternally 
"framed•” In the background, there are lovers embracing 
one another as they are enjoying each other's company in 
heavenly reunion--"Around her, lovers, newly met/ 'Mid 
deathless love's acclaims" (233). However, the beloved 
does not have any body to put her arms around except the 
bar. In the poem, from the beginning till the end, her 
arms are still on the gold bar as "she cast her arms 
along the golden barriers" (236). 
. > - . ‘ * 
Her persistent leaning on the bar reflects her 
intense longing for real love and communication with her 
earthly lover who, in the painting, interestingly, looks 
heavenward with his arms folded and put back above his 
head. It seems that such a position of "holding back" is 
‘ 7 6 
in contrast to that of "leaning forward" of his beloved； 
He feels that his beloved may be leaning on him, thinking 
that "her hair fell about [his] face," but suddenly wakes 
up to the fact that "nothing: the autumn-fall of leaves/ 
The whole year sets apace" (232) • He is more realistic 
than his beloved, knowing that fancy and reality do not 
mix. Such a viewpoint, I would say, is quite typically 
masculine. Even though they are "vague in distant 
spheres," he claims to see her smile and hear her tears 
(236)• At that moment, the Damozel, as we are told, is 
really weeping: "[She] laid her face between her hands/ 
And wept" (236). 
One may think that the lover is only imagining what 
his beloved is doing in heaven but it may as well be 
appropriate to say that his understanding of her 
otherworld is a way to mystify her. In his vision, his 
beloved, though deceased, retains him as the focus of her 
desire and life, and most probably as much as she did 
when she was alive, and now is smiling, praying and 
crying for him. In short, whether living or dead, she is 
all for love. Despite the fact that she is in a higher 
spiritual realm, she is not in any way preoccupied with' 
cosmic or ethereal matters but thinks only of her lover. 
She seems more like a misfit than a real angel and still 
operates within the traditional expectations for a woman 
,.•.：.:..:::. : , . • - . . . . 、 . ， . . . 、 - . > . ‘ • ；• . t .. . . 
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in love. -
Richard L. Stein explains: 
It is Rossetti's first attempt to define a 
relationship between the real world and a 
spiritual ideal, between human and divine forms 
of love, [and he] uses these themes to 
dramatize the complexity of human experiences 
and the difficulty in comprehending it.13 
This is more of a problem to the Damozel than the 
earthly lover as regards the difficulty in perceiving the 
present world and the otherworld. On the one hand, the 
lover knows that she is transfigured into a heavenly 
being,, on the other hand, he is actually projecting his 
ideal vision of love onto her. "The 'bar, suggests the 
protective barrier placed in front of paintings in 
nineteenth-century galleries," Stein states, "[and] 
Rossetti is playfully underscoring the theme of the 
Damozel's unreality."14 The reason for her "unreality" 
is that she is like an artistic object to her earthly 
lover. Her otherworldliness is no more than an 
externalization and liberation of his masculine 
imagination. For the lover, her death can be seen as a 
J • 13 Richard L. Stein, Ritual of Interpretation: The 
[ine Arts as Literature in Ruskin. Rossetti and Pater 
(Masschussetts: Harvard UP, 1975) 148. —— 
14 Stein 148. 
' ' '• ‘ . _ “ • ‘ - - . 
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mere metaphor of the tendency to idealize a woman. “ 
The Damozel at the end "regresses into the passive 
mode of Mariana, waiting for him to come • • • his [the 
lover's] final triumph occurs when the Damozel cries.1115 
This can be related to his posture in 七he painting in 
which he lies down on the ground, misses his dead beloved 
but somehow looks rather restful and assured of his . 
comprehension of her emotions. The Damozel, however, is 
helpless in the vast space of heaven and looks nervous, 
restless and deeply melancholic; and is,工 think, like a 
Mariana right from the start and no different from the 
chaste maiden in a traditional bridal role except that 
the context here is heaven. 
The spatial separation of Xu's lovers is more 
geographical compared to that of Rossetti's. The Damozel 
begins to speak when "the curled moon was like a little 
feather" (234) . Xu's lover, also begins in the same way 
as he looks at the moon: "Tonight the moon is like her 
eyebrow/ And how lovely is the curled moon/ Tonight the 
t sky is like her love/ And how deep is the blue sky.1,16 
忒月 l 徼地的 I iL f f « 1¾ ^  ft , / ^ ^ 
的、良像他的t t , / i L H 的 询 ^ I • j 
15 Andrew Leng, "Behind 'Golden Barriers': Framing 
and Taming the Blessed•Damozel,» Victorian Newsletter 77 
(Spring 1990): 13-16. 
16 "Lovesick on both sides" 217. 
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The Damozel's eyes tell of her great love--"Her eyes were 
deeper than the depth/ Of water stilled at even" (232). 
The moon, traditionally serves as a lyrical and emotional 
outlet for Chinese poets, and there is little variation 
in many love poems. This imagery is often seen, in Xu's 
poems, in the context of emotional romance. 
In "Xiao shi" [A short poem 4� i | ] 1 7 (1922), for , 
example, the poet is again gazing at the moon which he 
considers a sole agent to witness all his tears and toil, 
and the bitter-sweet experiences in love. The moon being 
the poetic otherworId, the poet can let flow any of his 
affections and emotions in an artistic manner. We can 
compare this poem with one sonnet in Rossetti's "The 
House of Life, " "The Love-Moon, "18 and discover that Xu's 
poem appears like an abridged version on the love-moon 
which records the emotional ups and downs of the poet. 
Xu's lover fantasizes the present circumstance his 
beloved is in: "She is now,工 think, leaning on the 
window/ Charming chin on her palms/ And thoughtful, with 
a single tear on her cheeks/. • •/ counting the days I'll 
be back to her"19 ^ fe ^, iL I J 1, / J fc 
i 仳 俏 阪 龐 ， / t H � - 馮 淚 掛 t 膦 臬 乂 •. / it 
17 The complete poem of Xu Zhimo 39. 
18 The Poetical Works of Dante Gabriel Rossetti 195. 
19 "Lovesick on both sides" 217-218. 
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駕 秦敌的群 M ] • And his beloved loves him 
totally: "A pure heart full of love for me/ So devoted 
and so true"20 [ - 氟纯環的 f 較的 , / if 象 ^  I, /评 
tl<s ] • Like Rossetti's lover, he claims to see the 
lady's every move and her frame of mind and is confident 
of her undying love. The window framing a beautiful lady 
who is longing for her lover is an interesting masculine 
voyeuristic fancy--the dedicated beloved is distant, 
positioned on a higher plane yet under control in his ！ 
mind. 
Another way of looking at this is that his mind is 
controlled by her image which he imagines he knows and 
controls-一he is obssessed by the image he has created. 
Rossetti's Damozel is a "Pre-Raphaelite saint" whose 
movement is a cultic gesture and is a madonna-like trope 
in itself.21 Being seen through the eyes of the lover, 
Xu's damozel displays a cultic figure of woman in love. 
In other words, her devotion to her lover sanctifies her, 
and it is proper for her to do so because of the 
traditional Chinese belief that women live for their 
love, feelings; while men, familial and social 
20 "Lovesick on both sides" 218. 
21 Lothar Honnighausen, The Symbolist Tradition in 
n^crlish Literature: A Study of PreHRaphaelitism and Fin 
Si^ cler trans. Gisela Honnighausen (New York: 
Cambridge UP, 1988) 180, 195. :: 
• • . ：' - ‘ . -. ‘ • • . •： • ' ' • . ‘ - - ‘ - r ‘ •• 
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obligations. 
It is easy to imagine that both Xu's lovers are, in 
their respective locations, looking at the moon at the 
same time on the same night. The lady reflects on what 
happened six months ago: "That night 工 shouldn't have 
drunk those three glasses of wine/ Hence my life-long 
sorrow/ I shouldn't have tossed away my freedom"22 [針-先 
扳孓VK棊卧三杯通，/添J紱一 t的裆,，/ 
No reason or explanation is given for what : 
exactly happened that night but it seems to have to do 
with her eventual relationship with the present lover. 
Her loss of freedom implies her responsibility to remain 
to be his beloved. As time goes by, she has changed her 
mind about her love for him: "I don't have the courage to 
tell him about my changed heart"23 [务又沒有會表對也 
\ 1|, / 我 良 警 3 W � 隖 � ] 
- ； . 、’ 
She resolves to keep silent: "This secret is not to 
be let out/ But when 工 let him kiss my lips/ Love, it's 
you he is kissing"24 [^¾ | j � 破 的 戴 /倥气 13 叙象fe % 
% J 吣 ^ t 你 、 6 ¾ c^  ] • The beloved actually no 
longer loves him but does appreciate his sincerity and 
true love. Her lover sees her like a Pre-Raphaelite 
22 "Lovesick on both sides" 218. 
23 "Lovesick on both sides" 219. 
24 "Lovesick on both sides" 219. 
, : • / . “ . - . . . . -
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damozel who is beautiful, desirable and consumed by love. 
The readers, just looking at the lover's monologue and 
even the title, assume that they are deeply in love; but 
contrary to expectation the lady is a reluctant Mariana. 
Her desire to keep the relationship and remain silent 
about her true feelings reveal that she is a passive yet 
ambivalent Mariana regressing into a conventional 
feminine mode. 
Nevertheless, like Rossetti's lover, Xu's lover at 
the end triumphs, in the sense that his beloved wills to 
yield to him, however frustrated and complex her feelings 
are. His yearning for love, though one-sided, is 
' , • • . ： - • ' ' _' . . • ‘ " • • ‘ • , ‘ r�. • 
paradoxically requited. He is more single-minded and 
naive about their, love, while the lady gives herself up 
in the name of love so as to please him. Such a self-
negation makes her behave at the end like the Damozel who 
is "less sad of speech than mild" (236)• The outward 
-.'.’,•, ‘ , . . ., ； ‘ .“ 
silence masks and suppresses the inward voice. That the 
Damozel is leaning on the window crying in his lover's 
vision anticipates, ironically, her final silence and 
submission. 
This typical Pre-Raphaelite imagery is a device 
"used frequently by Rossetti to underscore the 
disparateness of internal versus external reality or to 
‘ 83 
stress the extraordinary quality of a particular “ 
scene.1,25 There is disparity in perception between the 
lovers—the lover thinks his beloved is completely loyal 
and faithful while the beloved, though imagining their 
future together, detaches her real inner self from the 
scenario and understands that their perception is 
afterall "vague in distant spheres" (236)• . 
The celebration of the cult of love was one way the 
Pre-Raphaelites affected England in the Victorian Age in 
the socio-cultural and artistic areas.26 For the youths 
in the May Fourth era, this was an iconoclastic way to 
assert their independence, freedom, and liberation from 
conventional ethics. The youths particularly advocated 
the freedom to choose their lovers, even to the point of 
going against the wishes of their parents or seniors. 
However, such a pursuit of love could in turn aggravate 
" • ‘ . ‘ .  ,. .. �.‘ 
emotional frustration. The lady in Xu's poem can be seen 
as a woman who stands in the cross-roads between 
traditional and modern values, hence self-abnegation and 
�self-realization. Were she a completely "new" and 
"liberated" woman, and were he casual about their 
relationship, she would leave him and go after the 
desires of her heart. The fact that she is neither 
25 Kolsteren 129. 
26 Honnighausen 192. 
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absolutely "modern" nor traditional creates her inner 
turmoil. 
Such problems actually presented to May Fourth 
youths at the time, on a larger scheme of things, a 
crisis which was both emotional and cultural. Could they 
really effect what they advocated in reality? Could they 
leave behind the bags of all the customs and enjoy 
freedom with no strings attached? Knowing that her lover 
is truly loving and passionate, the beloved re-channels 
her regrets into pity. It lies on her conscience that 
she cannot slight the feelings and emotions he bestows on 
her. She will be, when he comes back to her, physically 
close yet emotionally distant to him. There are limits 
to freedom and in' the light of a romantic relationship, 
one can only be free so much, as exemplified by this 
beloved. 
Borrowing the title of a critical essay on "The 
Blessed Damozel," I would assert that "Lovesick on both 
sides" is about "a young man's fantasy."27 This young 
man's intense emotions and his idealized thoughts about 
his beloved make him strive for "fantasy, sensuality, and 
longing in the midst of decay,11 or in the Chinese 
context, in the midst of the changing Chinese society in 
27 P.M.R. Bent ley, "'The Blessed Damozel': A Young 
Man's Fantasy," Victorian Poetry 20 (Autumn-Winter 1982): 
31 4 3 • 
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which moral values can be volatile and fleeting, thus 
qualifying him to be fit for "the romantic image of the 
Pre-Raphaelite poet."28 Both the male lovers enjoy their 
thoughts about their respective beloveds, are elated and 
"in complete harmony with [themselves]" when the damozels 
weep helplessly for them.29 By using this Pre-Raphaelite 
trope, Xu depicts the psychological predicament of a' 
young woman who is representative of the youths being 
torn between relational obligations and personal desires. 
The beloveds being objects of masculine desire, the 
lovers use their imagination to transcend their 
bereavement or loss of love, permanent in Rossetti's case 
and temporary in Xu's. They envisage their damozels 
being immaculately in love, thus revealing their hope to 
build "an ideal, faultless otherworld upon his own 
terms."30 In the West, there is a long tradition of 
idealizing the beloved as a heavenly lady or a "patron 
saint," or a Beatrice.31 The longing to escape from 
insecurity and secularism in life is so great that it 
28 Bent ley 34. 
29 Andrew Leng, "Behind 'Golden Barriers': Framing 
and Taming the Blessed Damozel," Victorian Newsletter 77 
, ( S p r i n g 1990): 13-16. 一 
30 David Sonstroem, Rossetti and the Fair Lady 
(Connecticut: Wesleyan UP, 1970) 198. 
3 1 Honnighausen 192. / 
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encourages the emergence of "distant spheres" (to borrow 
Rossetti's term), earth and heaven, and "threatening past 
and momentary escape.1132 In "The Blessed Damozel," a 
typical Pre-Raphaelite imaginary and perfect realm for 
escape is then created and is one reason for its being 
called a "paradisal poem" by Algernon Swinburne.33 
The Damozel is the object of masculine gaze and' also 
of the readers', as in the painting, she is 
disproportionately big and the overall visual effect is 
that of an artistic object beautifully and securely 
framed within golden bars.34 Both of them are gazing at 
one another, the Damozel downward while the lover ^ upward. 
However, the masculine gaze is more powerful and 
pervasive than the Damozel's. The irony is dramatic all 
the more when we see how tiny the male is in the 
painting. Our view of the poem is modified by the 
picture. The poem begins with the beloved looking 
earthward for her lover and concludes with her hiding her 
32 Honnighausen 136. 
33 Algernon Charles Swinburne, "On 'The Biessed 
Damozel' and 'Jenny'," Pre-Raphaelite Writing： An 
Anthology, ed. Derek Stanford (London: J.M. Dent and 
Sons, 1973) 162-166. This article was in his Essays and 
Studies, published in 1875. ——— 
For more information on the artificiality of the 
Damozel in the painting, see Stein 148, and Anthony 
Harrison, Victorian Poets and Romantic Poems: 
Intertexualitv and Ideology (Charlottesville: UP of 
Virginia, 1990) 98. 
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face in her hands crying. Her gaze at the end reduces to 
tears, her hope to despair. 
She looks like the focus of the painting but the 
subtext indicates that her beautiful face will finally be 
hidden, and that it underscores her seeming dominance. 
The earthly lover from the outset, in his grief and 
longing, struggles to understand the differences between 
human and divine experiences; and expresses his confusion 
in questions only, such as "Strove not her step to reach .-
my side/ Down all the echoing star?" (234), "But shall 
God lift to endless security/ The soul whose likeness 
with thy soul/ Was but its love for thee?" (235).. His 
speech occupies only a very small part in the poem but 
there is a clear shift from question to affirmation, 
which is succinctly summarized in these two concluding 
statements--"I saw her smile," and "I heard her tears" 
(236).35 From uncertainty and assurance, the lover's 
. . y • “ , ' • , :. . . »• 
gaze is not so much other-oriented as self-oriented. 
The Damozel has often been seen as an anima 
figure.36 Throughout the poem, he is trying to make 
. 35 For more information on the similarities and 
differences between the lover's narration and the 
narrator's, see Harrison 94, and Trail 51. 
‘ 1 • . 
36 For more information on the Damozel being her 
lover's anima, see Honnighausen 197, Leng 16, and Barbara 
‘Gelpi, "The Feminization of D.G. Rossetti," The Victorian 
Experience: The Poetsr ed. Richard Levine (Ohio: Ohio UP, 
1 9 8 2 ) 9 4 - 1 1 1 . 八 
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sense of their respective circumstances. Not only does 
he construe a vivid image of the Damozel, he also 
mystifies and subordinates her as well. The two compact 
statements at the end declare his victory and security in 
re-shaping his deceased beloved into an artistic object. 
The Damozel's gaze, comparatively speaking, is sterile 
and frui七less/ and her self-assertion and well-poised 
manner are undermined. Rossetti presents to us a typical 
Pre-Raphaelite characteristic which aims at 
"[stabilizing] positions of masculinity and femininity 
through the language/hierarchies of romantic love," and 
which, in Rossetti's day, succeeded in "[securing] a 
regime of sexual difference."37 The male/female 
hierarchy is used, in this poem to illustrate the 
essential authority of male over female. On the macro-
level, this is necessary to secure the basic social, 
familial and even personal powers in Victorian society. 
While Pollock mentions "the aggressive eye topos" 
being prominent in love poetry and meaning that "the look 
of the beloved at the male poet/lover is central to the 
instigation of love," I would propose 七hat an aggressive 
moon topos is central in Chinese poetry to instigate 
feelings and expressiveness.38 Full of lyricism and 
37 Pollock 127, and 114. 
38 Pollock 134. 
i. ； . .:  ： ., : .. •、. • • 4 ‘. 
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sensitivity, this topos allows room for an immense array 
of sentiments and subtleties. The moon is an object of 
gaze for both Xu's lovers in "Lovesick on both sides," 
but different imagination and emotions are activated. It 
is the counter-part in which the man transfigures his own 
affection, but on which the woman projects her emotional 
hang-ups. The lover's soliloquy bears one thematic • 
concern central in Rossetti's "Jenny," in that the woman 
is "viewed from a distance" and that "the masculine 
attempt to comprehend the woman [is criticized].1,39 The 
beloved is remote and distant but at the same time is 
under surveillance emotionally by the lover. 
His devotion and passions parallel those of Xu who, 
in his day, was well-known as an "educated" poet-lover. 
Xu's poems are always well-loved by readers, especially . 
so in the May Fourth Period in which emancipation from 
the social and moral constraints was expressed in the 
unleashing of one's passions. Such a release of 
spontaneous and powerful feelings is more like a cultic 
gesture of asserting oneself than just finding a life-
long partner. 
The love affair between Xu and Lu Xiaoman is an 
39 Elizabeth K. Helsinger, Robin Sheets, and William 
Veeder, eds., The .Woman Question: Society and literature 
jJl. Britain and America. 1837-1883, vol. 3 (Chicago: U of 
Chicago P, 1989) 148. _ 
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oft-cited example to illustrate this. Both were of good 
families and renowned for their wealth, looks, and 
knowledge of the fine arts. Some considered their extra-
marital relationship beautiful and romantic,- others, 
ignoble and unbearable. The former regarded them as 
real-life revolutionaries upholding a high cause. One 
poin七 of criticism towards Xu in 七hose days was that' he 
did not deal with significant and vital subject matter. 
In his day, according to Shen Congwen, the Chinese 
readership was generally divided into two camps—Guo 
Moruo's intellectual poems and Xu's love poems.40 
Going back to Xu's "Lovesick on both sides," we may 
say 七hat because of self—deception the lover is ignorant 
of his lady's change of heart.41 Is it Xu's intention to 
present to us a man living in a fool's paradise? Is he 
undermining the reality of "true and free love" which he 
is famous for? We may say that the lover does not really 
know his beloved well. He is in love not so much with 
the lady the way she is as with the idea of love itself 
and himself as a lover-hero who loves unconditionallyhe 
I. . . ' - - . 
is obsessed with "love.11 
In aestheticizing the love relationship, he is also 
40 Shen Congwen, "Lun Wen Yiduo de 'Sishui'" [On Wen 
^d u o ' s "Dead water" 1¾¾ -¾ i^'Wl, XYYK 3.2 (July 
1930): 1-7. .  
41 Birch 10. /-
；. , • 一  -
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aestheticizing and justifying himself. The lover may 
deserve our pity but not sarcasm. What is admirable in 
him is his sincerity and boldness in asserting his love. 
Such kind of courage and perseverance is the credit he 
can live on. Xu also seems to imply that to be committed 
in love, in this case, is risky business. Xu makes his 
personal trademark by declaring "I love, therefore 工 
am"42 [^f,所 W�Ci秀]• The lover who is close to Xu 
himself in this poem is more likely announcing his own 
romantic manifesto than jus七 voicing his love for his 
lady. 
"To love was also considered an act of defiance and 
sincerity," comments Leo Lee, "of renouncing all the 
artificial restraints of hypocritical society so as to 
find one's true self and expose it [to] one's beloved."43 
The general reading public was enthusiastic about the 
idealism and intensity in Xu's love poems and impressed 
with his ardent pursuit of such an ideal in real life. 
Lee explains: "[Xu's] ideals would not be only expounded 
in words but also exemplified in action. Thus .his second 
carriage, albeit a private affair, was regarded by Hsu 
•d 42 Xu zhiltl°/ "Falangshi xiansheng de yawai" [Mr. 
France's wisdom 迁即i t 良的牙§�], Xu Zhimo poetry and 
££pse supplement 327-333. Mr. France is Anatole France. 
43 Leo Lee/ The Romantic Generation of Modern 
Writers (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1973) 265-266. 
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[Xu] also as a gesture of dramatic defiance of social 
convention."44 Just as his life informs his work, so his 
work does his life. 
Besides portraying to us a young man fervently in 
love, Xu at the same time paints another side of 七he 
picture—the traditional "lovestruck but fate-doomed 
ingenue" gives way to a woman who doubts her commitment 7 
but determines to serve her lover.45 The poet explores 
her psychology in a very sensitive but ambivalent way— ! 
the feminine sensitivity is mixed with remorse, 
frustration 
and finally, is checked by her conscience. 
She may be bold enough to defy social conventions in an 
outward manner, but is judged by her inward self, which 
is still mandated by traditional codes. 
All in the name of love, her female subjectivity is 
established but wrecked. She exemplifies one facade of 
the woman question during the May Fourth Period in which 
"'the woman problem' quickly became a topic of general 
concern to the intelligentsia."46 How free is freedom 
for a woman? The subject appeared to be an intellectual 
discussion at the turn of century in China but it might 
44 Lee 145. 
45 Rilke Witke, Transformation of Attitudes towards 
tenan during t:hP. May Fourth Era of Modern China 
(Michigan: UMI, 1980) 3. 
46 Witke 7. / 
. . “ . : . . s , , . , . : � . , . 
\ / -；• ； :.. .. . . , • .. • : - - . . • '. • , .:. . . •.‘- . . . . . .-:. 
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just be an empty shell without much reality in it. 
As mentioned before, the lover takes the moon as the 
canvas on which he paints his damozel the way he pleases, 
while actually, behind the canvas, the beloved is 
agonizing over her identity. We could decode that this 
woman shares the same dilemma of the Pre-Raphaelite 
models: "They were, in short, very different from the 
soulful, static images of Pre-Raphaelite painting. • • 
its fascination lies in the sense of active struggle for 
identity and self-determination that shines from each 
phase of themselves. "47 Behind the mask of obsequious 
and submission, there is often a battle for self-
realization. 
Xu's "Wo derighou ni" [I'm waiting for you% 展 
你、]or "Wo kanjian ni" [I'm looking at you 我房 gj 
H], first published in 1929, was considered at that 
time by the Crescent Moon writers the best lyrical poem 
in Xu's whole life. Like "The Blessed Damozel," the poet 
is staring heavenward and fantasizing the much longed for 
return of his beloved. The whole poem is the soliloquy 
about his passion and lovesickness, and no reason is 
given of why the lovers are separated. Xu seems to imply 
人that what matters is the lovesickness itself which is 
47 Jan Marsh, The Pre-Raphaelite Sisterhood (London: 
Quartet, 1985) 359. . • 
:�u., ...... • ‘ \ ' . ' . .. . 人.- ,,...:......i...... . •:..:� 
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already the reality and frame of mind for the lovers, and 
that the reason cannot wipe off the sadness. 
As the lover is waiting for his beloved, he pictures 
her the way Rossetti's lover does: "I'm waiting for your 
walking towards me/ your smiling voice, your face/ your 
soft hair/. • •/ [and] the stars above your eyes and in 
your hair"48 [玟,崦I佤鈞考應，/敞钧复詩，佤的 V 
瓶 軋 蚝 鍪 緣 、 ， / . . • / 傢 的 鏊 上 眠 | «惟1。1 
In his fantasy, his beloved seems to bear the same 
ethereal quality like the Damozel for "the stars in her 
hair were seven" (232). His desires resembles 
Rossetti's lover's when he wishes to feel her soft hair, 
hear her voice and have her walk towards him--"Strove not 
her accents there/ Fair to be hearkened?/. • •/ Strove 
not her steps to reach my side/ Down all the echoing 
stair?" (233). 
He reinforces his deep yearning as follows: "I'm 
hungry and thirsty for your everything/ your hair, your 
smile, your hands and feet/ Any fancy or prayer/ cannot 
！ - ' ' • ； . : . - . , ' . . ' . . . 、 . . • . 
, ： . . . • : • - . ‘ • ‘. . 
shorten an inch of our distance"49 聂 \ 你 的 . - 你 的 
银威f爛/fe何的痴银填新橇，能癫龟―、吃/ 
A® W 鉍链麵].Time and again, the lover mentions her 
beautiful hair which is an unadulterated romantic symbol 
48 "I'm waiting for you" 228. 
49 "工/m waiting for you" 230. ‘ 
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evocative of feminine allurement and sensuality.50 Such 
a device is impressive but a七七he same time delicate 
enough to express his affection and vision for his 
beloved, who is his source of pleasure, hope, life and 
pain. 
His intense passion makes him determined to wait 
upon her, even though he is not sure how and when she is 
going to respond: "[My] affection is true and 
unconditional/ Not even God can call back a heart so set 
in affection, when sometimes a general calls back a 
soldier already dispatched to the fatal front"51 [痂 J 
It痤侮件的，/上令也觖毛調® - 姻 , / 痴 t j ^ ^ 如同一 
偈沾寻/有時_回¢^¾錄的寸L], This 
young man's 
fantasy is "emblematic of unsullied youthful passion" for 
which Rossetti's 'The Blessed Damozel' serves as "七he 
inspirational fount of Pre-Raphaelitism. "52 His devotion 
reflects that he is.七otaily cjomrni七ted to 七he idea of love 
.50 For more information on hair symbolism in Pre-
Raphaelite works and the nineteenth-century paintings and 
literature in general, see Liana De Girolami Cheney, 
Locks, Tresses, and Manes in Pre-Raphaelite Paintings ” 
Pre-Raphaelitism and Medievalism in 七he Artsr ed. Liana 
De Girolami Cheney (New York: Edwin Mellen, 1992) 159-
+73; and.Elizabeth G. Gitter, "The Power of Women's Hair 
in the Victorian Imagination," PMLA 99 (Oct. 1984): 936-
：954 • 
51 "I'm waiting for you" 230. 
‘ " . • , --
.i / . .. • ‘ 
• 52 Jan Marsh, Pre-Raphaelite Women: Images nf 
Femininity (New York: Harmony 1987) 56. --
. . . . . . . • . * 
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and is another example illustrating the temperament of a 
Chinese youth amidst the pervading spirit of the cult of 
love. 
The dedicated lovers in Rossetti and Xu express 
their wild love for their distant ladies who are then 
seen as "someone" and "七he decisive difference being that 
these lovers do no七 cry urrto 七he Lord but to their 
'sainted' beloved."53 This is the "de profundis or out 
of 七he depth motif" in which 七he earthly lovers call out 
of their sorrowful and emotional depth.54 Honnighausen 
further explains that this represents a "cultural 
crisis": � 
The lover no longer dares to approach God 
directly [and] his way of imagining God's 
response to these supplications betrays a 
specific uncertainty and sentimentality 
resulting from the contemporary religious [sic] 
and characterizing many poems of the waning 
-�nineteenth—century addressed to God or to the 
ideal beloved.55 
The beloved is idealized not just for the sake of 
sentimental desires but, on a larger scheme of things, 
、:：• r ' , . . ‘ 
53 Honnighausen 196. 
54 Honnighausen 197. 
55 Honnighausen 196. -
...^ ； • .. . : ; . • • _ .々• . . . ‘ 
• • • . \ :、： .： . , . . . : . . , , “ .. .-::.:；..:. . . . : . : : : : . :人 . . 
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for the sake of deeper religious and cultural needs as 
well. When people lose faith in official religions, they 
have to fi l l up their spiritual destitution with their 
very own creations which help give 七hem a firmer grip on 
life. On the one hand, the sainted lady provides a safe, 
accouri七able and supernatural outlet to cry to; on the 
other hand, she, being a woman, is subordinated to the 
traditional patriarchal ideology of coirtirol .and 
manipulation. This is presented in the dual perspectives 
of the mortal/the immortal, and the lover/the beloved. 
The immortal beloved is a convenient image for the lover 
to make his feelings and desires more noble, project onto 
her any of his wishful thinking, and transcend upheavals 
in an unstable society.56 
In many nineteenth-century poems and paintings, 
especially in the Pre-Raphaelites', "literary iconography : 
gave womanhood virtually exclusive access to spiritual 
depths and heights."57 工 would add 七hat in making 七he 
beloved madonna-like, the poet-lover is actually 
56 For more information on the beloved made a saint 
s，e Nina Auerbach, Woman and the Demon: The.Life nf a , 
yictorian Nyt.h (Massachusetts: Harvard UP, 1982) ； Liana 
Girolami Cheney, "The Fair Lady and the Virgin in Pre— 
Raphaelite Art: The Evolution of a Societal Myth," Pre-
^Eaphaelitism and Medievally Arts 241-280; Bram 
七ra, Idols of Pervertitv: Fantasies of Feminine Fvi i 
•n Fin-de-siecle Cult.nrp (New York: Oxford UP, 1988).; and 
Jan Marsh, The Pre-Raphaelite Wo^ pr. • 
57 Aubrbach 64. . … 
•V;； .. , • ... “ . •� 
../. ‘ . ：  . . • , . .、• . . .... ‘ . •‘ , 
、.';•. -.:、..•..:.，’，- ： . : \ . . ‘ . . . . . . . ‘ ‘ ‘ “ • ； . . . . . . . • . ‘ • : : 、 . . . . . . . . . . . 、 
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enshrining himself as an icon full of both humanity and 
nobility. She remains madonna-like as long as she is 
related to him in one way or another, for example, in a 
love relationship, or the mythical "Holy Grail" search, 
or any venture related to his self development. 
By comparison, the man is more of a "round" 
character, a flesh-and-blood hero embodying human 
virtues, deserving honour, respect and sympathy, and 
qualified to be the focus of any dramatic happenings. 
The woman, however, is inactive and reacts only within 
the parameters prescribed to her, hence the aforesaid 
stillness in golden bars. The beloved's saintliness 
•- � . 
makes all these worthy of his efforts and energy and 
justifies any of his fantastic articulation and self-
elevation. In casting the beloved as "someone," the 
lover is making an identity statement about his 
potentialities. 
Xu presents the transforming power of love in 
, . . . 
"Tianshenxi de yingxiong" [A god-like hero 瓦枵机的要鲍： 
工 am a clumsy and mediocre mortal/ She is an 
incomparable immortal/ But when love snuggles her up to 
me/ evenvI can become a god-like hero"58 良一 ^ ^ 
1¾、敌的愫夂/ 拔 b . 變 ^ J 种处^英魄丨 j 
58 "A god-like hero" 176. /-
：•'；•.•：(.-. V ' ; • •  ••  : -’ ： . ： - : .. ' •' ' ' • •. ‘ ；.. . 
: , : . - ‘ . . . ‘ f •‘ . . . . . . . 
,”，...，‘....• ‘ '''. ‘ - . ‘ , . . . ： • 
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Love can empower and sanctify a man to such an extent 
that he is turned from a mediocrity into a hero. When 
Honnighausen mentions a cultural crisis in the Victorian 
Age, we can say that in the May Fourth China, there was a 
similar crisis in which some intellectuals did not cry 
unto God, or any other official religions or 
institutions. The worship of love as a means to complete 
liberation was a secularized gesture of expressing their 
craving to fi l l the spiritual emptiness. Once they 
framed themselves within golden bars, they were entitled 
to unlimited poetic power and license to an otherworld 
without any socio-political censors. 
The emotional vacuum needed filling in romantic 
relationships. The cult of love entails another 七opic—一 
the object of love, which in turn leads to a new mythos -
.n- _ ' ' 1 . . . . . ' • • 
about 七he beloved. It is quite similar to 七he way the 
� 
Pre-Raphaelites searched for their models or "stunners" 
) ; _ 
to express 七heir ideals. Walter Hamilton comments that 
"it is in the portrayal of female beauty that Aesthetic 
Art is most peculiar, both in conception as to .what 
constitutes female loveliness, and in the treatment of 
it."59 The female beauty portrayed in these poems of Xu 
7is sensual and "stunning", for example, "Her sweet lips, 
59 Walter Hamil七on, »'A Pale Distraught Lady,--The 
Pre-Raphaelite and Aesthetic Type," Pre-Raphap.1 i>p 
writing： An Anthology 100. . 
‘ ： : ： ‘ . . . . V ' ： ‘ . : . . . , . .... . . . : • • ： : . - . .. “ ： • : ;.： '•；.• ; • ‘ 
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and her hotter-than-fire body"[节fc ^ f §, ^ ^ ^  & 
沾 ^ ¾ k ] from "Lovesick on both sides," and "I want your 
flaming ho七 smile and your agile waist"[极专你、的欠逾 台  
炙,1¾、的1¾.的艘身]from "I'm waiting for you." This 
kind of description may not be totally new in Chinese 
poetry but clearly carries a message about male/female 
relationships. 
These two ladies share the same kind of desirable 
feminine physicality: such an evocation of sensuousness : 
is the poet's and reveals his idealized vision of 
womanhood being a mixture of spirit and flesh, natural 
loveliness and sensuality. This image of a woman helps 
• K 
us understand certain powers of her age-_her passionate 
and physical appearance is a concrete way of reflecting 
the extent of the lover's emotionalism. Her absolute 
femininity does not just prove herself a desirable goal 
but also brings out-the masculine self as the ardent and 
heroic pursuer. In other words, pursuing 七his woman 
fulfils his ideals and assures himself of his masculine 
：；, • • . .. , . .、: . . . .： . . .：： . . . . �+,..: .。 . ... ' • •- . , ' . . . . ‘ ..... 
soul. By presenting to us such a woman as this, Xu is 
"functioning within bourgeois ideologies of heterosexual 
romantic,love."60 The popularity of his love poems in 
his day helps explain the emotional needs of his readers 
and exposes a wider surge for the consolidation of such 
60 Pollock 109. ,. 
‘ : . . , . . . ,. 1 . ‘ -
. . .. \ . ‘、‘. '•‘ .、 ： 
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gender differences, hence one's identity. 
The self-transforming power of love is reinforced in 
another poem in which Xu writes about a lover's reunion 
with his beloved in heaven. They come before God on that 
last day when "all the naked souls prostrate themselves 
before the Lord"61 [為、稞樣的靈或們的艰鲒。1 
Both lovers appear "like snow-white binate lotus 
flowers"62 1^-¾¾½ 的片等 and realize that "before 
the Lord, love is the only glorious light"63 [右^的妄艮热會 ‘ 
I - SjJ"Binate lotus flowers" are a traditional 
Chinese symbol of devoted couple. Like "The Blessed 
Damozel," there is a reversal of Christian values-
according to the Bible there is no reunion of lovers or 
husbands and wives, let alone marriage, and the Lord is 
the only light and justification for mankind. 
Reunion of lovers after death is not a foreign thing 
• • � ' ' . . . . . . . “ ‘ 
to Chinese readers,. "The Bu七七erfly tovers" is a classic 
example in which we see the lovers turn into butterflies 
after death, when they are eternally together. Theology 
being part of Xu's education, he doubtless understands 
basic Christian principles. That the lovers do not come 
, 61 "Zuihau de na yitian" [The Last Day ^  SJ 
16 8 • . . . 
62 "The Last Day" 168. . 
63 "The Last Day" 168. - ： ‘ 
<,.'.:.:.•..:,.•‘.. '•、..，’. . . . . . ..:.〒. ... ” . “ “ . ‘ . . ： , .;,• ： '• 
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before anyone but God adds not so much religiosity as 
purity and romance to their reunion, and enhances the 
tenderness with greater endearments, which make it 
attractive and acceptable all the more to Xu,s readers. 
Love then is seen as a sanctifying agent which defies any 
conventions but asserts itself as a distinctive quality 
of its own. • 
This reunion picture presented by Xu is reminiscent 
of 七he heavenly reunion of 七he Damozel and her lover. ‘ 
Rossetti writes: "Herself [Virgin Mary] shall bring us, 
hand in hand/ To Him round whom all souls/ Kneel, the 
clear-ranged unnumbered heads/ Bowed with their aureoles/ 
And angels meeting us shall sing/ To their citherns and 
citoles" (236). This is a stanza Wen Yiduo acclaims very 
highly: 
紛;":. . 1 .. . . . : . . , . . . . ..... . . . • • . , ‘ . 
We know clearly that this is no七 just 
picturesque but is a picture itself—a picture 
painted, by an old monk in a medieval monastery 
(Fra Angelico perhaps), resplendently with 
variegated oil paints with 七he colours golden, 
sapphire and rose. • • . who doesn't paint with 
• •. •； ‘ ‘ ； . . . . • . ,. . . - _ ‘ , . . ...：、 
words in literature? But such a Rossettian 
� picture as this, we have never seen. We also 
know this is what exactly Aristotle says about 
"shifting his ground to another kind," but 
:、：‘ .,-.• ‘ : . ； ( • .- . , 
:.�+.. ： - • < � . ‘ . . . . . . .... “ , r . : 
. . . . . . . ‘ .. . ‘ . * ‘ 
- | , . . . • • ’ : ‘ ‘ • ? - . 
：,：'• ：'•：•.•：. • ：‘ •. . . . • •. “ ‘ • • ‘ . . • ‘. • ‘ : •'.：" 
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Rossetti's talent in "substituting one thing 
for another secretly" is admirable. Moreover, 
the flower blossomed from this substitution is 
marvellous and exotic in fragrance and colour, 
and especially seduces people into appreciating 
it.64 
L 宁 芭 沁 i . 陝 i 肝 一 個 兔 如 ^ 
(也作 I FV-ol R e^llco ) ® i 的、f I 
咚丸泰的、^ 1 ¾ 十 匕 的 泊 4 危 
沁灰W - 鴣 ！ | t . . • I t } � 
备 t 蟹 I c 屬 幾 幡 t 彘 1 ^ 
I 1. %等這樣^敉們a ^ ^ 
I � ’ 激 們 乜 t e 炎 i L /1 jL-琨t 
I 德 ^ " s^ t^m^  grou^ i to 
哪tWr kmi, ； ^ L iL rfl ^ ^ � 
的：务應L f ^ 服 站 ， 
t" I M 努 芝 和 魬 已 ， 特 对 能 
% 3 i � 們 的 i 玉 f o � � 
+.,5.'：',..:‘ % . ' • ‘ ‘ • . ； ： . . ； ‘ ‘ • , . . . . - ‘ ； ： • 
. C , . , ” ; . : : ： . • '• , ‘ •. .. ‘“ ：, . . . . . • ：‘‘ . 
. . • ‘ . ‘‘- . 
:;,.'’..，.-• ‘ , • ‘ • 4 ‘ . 
• ： . . . . . . . J . 丨 . . . . . . 
iqoo>64 YidUO, "P -^Raphaelitism," XYYK 1.4 (June 
丄928) : 1 4 一 , . 
. . . . - '.、. . . . . . ‘ . . ‘ , : . . 
v
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From this description, we notice that Wen is deeply 
attracted to the romantic, poetic and mystical colours 
typical of Rossetti. The beauty and feeling are 
heightened by attributing to the medieval atmosphere 
which is sensuous but at the same time nostalgic. Wen's 
commentary on Rossetti is as imaginative and beau七iful as 
Rossetti's verses. His strong appreciation for the Pre-
Raphaelites, especially Rossetti, is undeniable. 
Moreover, like many of his contemporaries, Wen also 
admired scholars such as George Saintsbury, Lafcadio 
Hearn and Walter Pater, who all esteemed Rossetti highly 
and awarded him a special position in English Literature 
and arts. 
In defending "The Blessed Damozel," which was 
attacked by some critics in the poet's day for "want of 
sense," Sainstbury explains that the poem "may be said to �� 
lend itself a little to the attacks of 七hose critics who 
charged Rossetti with, in 七he Aristotelian phrase 
'shifting his ground to another kind' or (to vary the 
words) of taking the quotation of ut pictura poesis in 
too literal a sense."65 in his article on 七he Pre-
Raphaelites, Wen also expounds the idea of ut picture 
"poesis in several Pre-Raphaelite writers. For the above 
65 George Saintsbury, A History of Nineteenth-
Century Literature (1780-1900^  (London: Macmillan, 1922) 
2 91 • 
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short analysis on "The Blessed Damozel," Wen borrows part 
of Saintsbury's ideas on Rossetti. His accolades for 
Rossetti, in other words, are coupled by his personal 
admiration with his knowledge and acceptance of what the 
well-known and distinguished scholars say of Rossetti. 
Saintsbury's A History of Nineteenth-century 
Literature was widely-read in China during the May Fourth 
Period among those interested in literature." In the 
section on "Pre-Raphaelitism,“ Saintsbury's high regard 
for Rossetti is important and crucial in establishing him 
as an unusual talent at that particular point in English 
Literature. He considers Rossetti a master to other Pre-
Raphaelites such as William Morris and Algernon 
Swinburne, and "The Blessed Damozel" "a typical example 
of the whole style and school though it is individualised 
by the strong pictorial element rarely absent from his 
work-1,66 His appreciation and approval of Rossetti had 
far-reaching significance not only in the late 
nineteenth-century but in the May Fourth Period as well. 
His text was often referred to by Chinese writers 
working on critical essays on English Literature. Zhao 
Jingshen, a prolific and miscellaneous writer whose 
writings critical and creative were frequently published 
in journals and magazines, made use of Saintsbury's 
‘； r ' - ‘ •, • 广 . • . - - /. . •‘ - . - . 
66 Saintsbury 289. 
’：‘；•  ‘ .•/ ‘ ?s 
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critique extensively in his essay on Rossetti entitled 
"Siren Luo Saido bainian jinian"67 [The birth centenary 
of the poet Rossetti ^  A. ^ 警 1^ ¾ ^fc^j . This essay is 
of particular and especial significance because it 
contains the one and only Chinese translation of "The 
Blessed Damozel," and also several synopses of other, 
major poems by Rossetti, which far exceed those mentioned 
by other Chinese writers, even Xu Zhimo. 
Zhao's way of translating Rossetti was one "vogue" 
in the method of translation in the May Fourth Era. We 
then need to look at what Lafcadio Hearn says about 
translation. In 1926, Teng Gu translated several of 
Hearn's essays and grouped them under 七he title "Xiaoquan 
bayun de wenxue jiangyi" [Lafcadio Hearn's essays on 
literature4�钆% 的 鐫鉍• Hearn remarks that 
"anyhow, verse translation cannot bring out 七he essence 
of the original text. Therefore, prose translation is 
better"68 [ fe淪如何婊迟|零冬嘈1|也 
！ �, A k 的,Wr … t 碍 1 fe•-辩].We could 
surmise that writers such as Xu and Zhao did not slight 
Hearn's suggestion but adopted this as one way to 
j—— —~. 
67 Zhao Jingshen, "The birth centenary of the poet 
Rossetti, XSYB 19 (May 1928): 646-653. The Rossetti in 
his essay is Dante Rossetti. 
68 Teng Gu, "Lafcadio Hearn's essays on literature," 
XSYB ,17 (Sept. 1926): 1-16. 
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approach translating poems. 
This can be seen in Xu's translation of "The Sonnets 
from the Portuguese" by Elizabeth Barret Browning. Xu 
translates the sonnets into prose form, retains separate 
divisions of the ten sonnets and adds notes between some 
parts. This is one example illustrating a common way of 
translation in those days. In "The Blessed Damozel," 
Zhao follows a similar pattern--he translates each stanza 
into prose and annotates it with notes, especially on 
certain Christian symbols or his personal reflections. 
This is a safe and protective way of translating poems, 
in which the translator runs less risk of being accused 
of inadequacy in bringing out the musicality of the poem, 
is able to introduce some cultural or religious terms and 
concepts to the Chinese readers, artd is free to react to 
the poem immediately and personally. 
Zhao begins his essays with some basic biographical 
facts about the Rossettis. The focus of his account is 
Rossetti's relationship with Elizabeth Siddal who turned 
from a model to wife, which often happened in the Pre-
Raphaelite circle. According to Zhao, Rossetti's 
. : , '
:
: . . : . . . . ： . • : ' .. . • - ‘ : . . . . . . . . . . . 
• , • , - ' • ‘ 人 , • • • 
creative talents in poems and paintings evolve from his 
love for Siddal. In other words, Siddal is his muse and 
motivating force for his poetic and artistic activities, 
even after her death. It is not surprising for -Zhao to 
... ") . . . . .、. ！ . •‘ . � "T " - .；.... 
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recount for this famous love story for Rossetti's general 
output as a poet-lover because, like most of his 
contemporaries, Zhao considered love life an important 
part to one's temperament, genuine feelings, and hence 
one's literary career. 
The effect of this can be seen in the frequent 
retelling of love stories of well-known personalities 
such as Beethoven, Keats, Byron, etc. In the November 
and the December issues of Short Story Magazine in 1928, 
for example, there are a series of "Oumei mingren di 
ailian shenhuo" [Love stories of famous Europeans and 
Americans 欧美皂 A-^ 蝥赛生洁]and extensive coverage 
on 七he romances of Rousseau, Shelley and Tolstoy. On the 
whole, we can see all the more the broad sweep of the 
cult of love in May Fourth China, as reflected in the 
works of Crescent Moon writers and their perception and � 
understanding of Western literary personalities. 
In Zhao's view, Rossetti was an undeniably faithful 
lover whose "The Blessed Damozel" was written to 
commemorate the death of his wife Siddal, and whose 
lingering sentiments for her lasted and lasted and 
finally wore him out. The earthly lover in "The Blessed 
Damozel," according to Zhao, is Rossetti himself who 
expresses his undying love for his dead wife in a deeply 
touching way. The Damozel, of course, is Siddal who also 
.:‘..,..:: .. i ' ' ' ： , . . . - • ^ • 
:
-:.::.--.... -) t 
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longs for the poet/Rossetti. That the lovers cannot meet 
up with one another is strikingly pathetic. Zhao 
comments: "Poor him who is on earth! Poor her who is in 
heaven! Their tragedy is more tragic than that of the 
Lady of Weaving and her lover"69 [可 ^ ^ ^ 妇乡 
谇 引 虿 嗎 的 . 天 t 的 他 啊 ！ 遣 I kt肀ap和愈 
% T 的 % fej�1 
The notes Zhao writes after each stanza are more of 
paraphrases and his exclamation with deep feelings than 
intellectual criticism--there is a strong bent for 
sentimentalism rather than critical analysis. His 
appreciation of Rossetti, like Xu's, is more personal and 
"romantic." His is another example showing how Rossetti, 
as much as identified with the earthly lover in the poem, 
is considered a true lover who is able to touch one to 
the depth of one's soul and heart； and is thus received 
by the Chinese writers with deep love and affection. 
Zhao quotes Hearn to support his view on Rossetti: 
'’ "Although we know that Rossetti writes about a mystical 
heaven, everywhere conforms to human feelings. Thus says 
Lafcadio Hearn: 'Reading Coleridge's and Scott's 
narrative poems is like reading fairy tales, but reading 
j . 
Rossetti's narrative poem can observe life and experience 
:69 Zhao 649. 
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human passions"70 Ljk們|; j皡雖窩的1砷秘的之 
饽^树司各稚 ,敬 | 如 | | 祌 仙 M 氣 舟 瘦 氣 
I _ 的 敬 | 詩 $ P II f；钊人、慼到 
He concludes his essay with a final sentimental 
touch: 
By now Rossetti has probably found in heaven 
his blessed damozel leaning on the golden bars. 
They are looking at one another smiling. Will 
he no longer feel the mean rebukes of critics 
when he knows that on earth there is still a 
person as insignificant as me commemorating him 
and his lover Siddal?71 
PL 丸約 ^ I # ^ J • 屯 i 
鄉轲丘鉍乞女，他們俑昶礼馓复，知 . 
I & 闞 4 偏 对 、 小 鉍 & 岸 4 紀 兔 、 
拟 也 的 t 人 戽 f . 先 ， d 感 划 f e 評 氡 
的幷 | j心？ 1 
“The bibliography indicates that two popular books on 
Rossetti are used, namely Saintsbury's A History of 
Nineteenth-Century Literature and Joseph Knight's Life 
and Writings of Rossetti. The latter was published in 
- j • - . 
70 Zhao 650. 
71 , Zhao 653. Among those who attacked Rossetti Zhao 
considers Robert Buchanan the major opponent. 
.；'".:.•, . . 八 . - , . . . . . . •> * . . . 
Ill 
1887 but is, however, notoriously unreliable. After 
Rossetti's death, Knight wanted to write a book on him 
and William Michael agreed to provide him with necessary 
information, on condition that Knight sought his guidance 
and approval in writing certain episodes. William was 
"especially concerned about the Lizzy Siddal section" 
and, after reading the draft submitted by Knight, "found 
'the spirit in which the facts are treated'.. 
satisfactory. "72 
Siddal died of an overdose of laudanum but it is 
commonly believed that she committed suicide. Rossetti 
in reality was not a devoted lover and his various 
relationships with different models are well-known 
stories to us. He was an indecent and obscene poet, in 
the view of Robert Buchanan who called his poetry 
"fleshly." Siddal came from a humble background and her � 
whole life was full of grief and sorrows, not any less 
after she became Mrs. Rossetti. William tried to hide 
from others the background of Siddal, the way Morris did 
with Jane Burden whose background was also humble. That 
they were said to be daughters of businessmen actually 
created suspicion and tension even within their own 
j - • -
72 Stanley Weintraub, Four Rossettis: A Victorian 
Biography (London: W.H. Allen, 1978) 254. For more 
information on this subject, see also Brian and Judy 
Dobbs, Dante Gabriel Rossetti: An Alien Victorian 
(London: Macdonald and Jane's. 1977). 
. - ‘ 
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relationships and families.73 
Oscar Wilde comments on Knight's book: "It is just 
the sort of biography Guildenstern might have written of 
Hamlet. Nor does its unsatisfactory character come 
merely from the ludicrous inadequacy of the materials at 
Mr. Knight's disposal. . . . Rossetti's was a 
personality, and personalities such as his do not easily 
survive skilling primers.1,74 From Wilde's description, 
we know that Knight's unreliability is not a recent 
discovery. Zhao's choice of Knight's book as one of his 
sources somehow reflects his own tendency of 
romanticizing Rossetti and his personal interest in 
reading Rossetti the way he wants. Doubtless, his 
appraisal of Rossetti is sincere and personal, but his 
overall appreciation is within the parameters of romantic 
feelings and, all in all, quite superficial and 
unfortunately misinformed. 
Let's now look at how the other two writers make use 
of Rossetti's poem. A writer by the pen-name of Pin 
published a poem, "Qiuse" [The colour of autumn 化 ], 
73 For more information on this topic, the histories 
and social struggles of major Pre-Raphaelite models, see 
Jan Marsh, Pre-Raphaelite Sisterhood. 
74 , This extract is quoted in Weintraub 255. Wilde's 
article was published in Pall Mall Gazette in April 1887. 
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which is clearly a borrowing from "The Blessed 
Damozel.1,75 In this poem, we see the same typical 
Rossettian features such as the falling autumn leaves, 
being love-sick and feeling confused between reality and 
fantasy. The following verses are reminiscent of what we 
have read in Rossetti: 
The colour of sadness 
Was cloaking the thin branches, 
Like the dejected shadow of a dream in the 
pas 七， 
Roaming my heart, indistinctly. 
L % h的氣克， 
ft t i k 鲥 的 勸 
洛 t « b HL, 喬紹钧。] 
Oh, thinking of my past love, -
My tears are like falling dew on withering 
leaves. 
我的赂淚，如錄養、L i t • � � 
The vast and hazy power of memory has dimly 
、 . ' . . . • : . - • ‘ . + 、 . ： ， ， ; . ,. t- •‘ ‘ .. . . . . . . . • 
: . ‘ J _ • - • ... . . • . . 
、 . . . . . . . . ： . . . . . ， . . . . . . . ： , . ‘ . • . • 
75 Pin, "The colour of autumn," CBFK 28 May 1927..: 
63. Pin could be the pen-name of Hu Yepin [各月 who 
in the fsame issue publishes another poem, "Aiqing yu 
kunao" [Love and sorrows ^ ^ ]. 
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Destroyed all my smiles.76 
1¾ % ^ i t ® It SL 3t 的 h� 
毀 戚 5 私 所 有 < I 芙 。 ] 
Pin's poem shows us how he has built it on 
Rossetti's. More specifically, the melancholy, the 
feelings of love-sickness and the conflict between one's 
memory and reality are seen here. The remembrance of 
past love aggravates the sorrows of the speaker who, at 
the end is like the Damozel, loses all his smiles, and is 
reduced, to tears. It clearly shows us the extent of the 
influence of "The Blessed Damozel" in Pin's poem. As a 
matter of fact, this is a rather sentimental poem in 
： 
which emotions are presented quite thinly and 
superficially. The associations to autumn are too 
traditional to be original. In other words, Pin's poem 
sterotypes Rossetti's, i.e. the falling of autumn leaves � 
and the frustration of remembering the past love. It 
reads more shallowly when compared to Xu Zhimo's poems. 
Despite the shortcomings of this poem, it gives us a good 
example of how the poet makes use of Rossetti's images. 
Another poem we can look at is "Nulang de si" [The 
thoughts of a maiden女卸的医，]by C.K.77 This poem is 
‘ ‘ J . ‘ ‘ • . ‘ • . 
76 Pin 63. 
77
 r C.K. "The thoughts of a maiden," CBFK 17 June 
1924: 3. C.K. is only a pen-name. 
.‘• '：‘' ‘ • ‘ ‘ .• »V 
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again written on the model of "The Blessed Damozel.11 
However, in terms of feelings and plot, this short poem 
is much "simpler" than Rossetti's. It all begins with 
the maiden, leaning against the window frame and 
fantasizing about her love. The following are examples 
showing the influence of the Damozel: 
The bottom of her little heart 
Seemed to be rippling with the boundless 
longing for love. 
She lowered her head, playing with her pen, 
And leant on the window frame, silent.78 
的 4� 4�的 1^, I , 
奴 t 1 I fe限的耒S.. 
I t � 翁 m , I秀為驽蒗； 
锫 紮 也 瘸 I 镀 南 极 v 。 ] 
The maiden hopes to write a love letter but feels � 
uncertain as to how to do it. Feeling frustrated about 
finding the right things to write, she ends up feeling 
depressed and not being able to write anything at all: 
Her helpless countenance 
And languid manners 
Showed her sinking into extreme boredom with 
her worries. 
One little heart 
、 • - 厂 
,78 C.K. 3. 
. . ' . • . • • : . . • . 1 » 
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Seemed to be rippling with the boundless 
longing for love.79 
L 3^ 普、甸的种鳴， 
m 埤 ： 1 細 _ ^ 
甌比砣萬分fe IP轅的lc, I � 
机 F >1 >K I K 限 艮。] 
This is doubtless a much simpler poem compared to 
all those we have read. The feelings are more affected, 
shallow and sentimental. We see that there is not much 
substance and depth in it. However, it is important to 
read because of the images borrowed from Rossetti. It 
helps us better understand how "The Blessed Damozel" is 
received and used by another Chinese writer. Pin and 
C.K. apparently do not assimilate Rossetti's poem as 
creatively as Xu Zhimo (and also Wen Yiduo as we shall 
， . . . .�‘. . .’' ' . .�. see) • 
Relatively, there is more personality in Xu's poems 
though he borrows from Rossetti. He is able to capture 
the feelings in Rossetti and re-writes them in his own 
fashion. As regards technique, the poems by Xu we have 
looked at are clearly more lyrical. The conversational 
structure, as in "Lovesick on both sides," for example, 
is a frequent rhetorical device employed in some other of 
�79 c • K • 3 • . 
：；-V..；, . - . . . . . . ‘'. • • ^ . •  , ‘ • 
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his poems. The readers can feel that Xu has put himself 
and his passions in his work. What Xu also expresses is 
the complexity of feelings in a love relationship, which 
are only reproduced thinly in Pin and C.K. 
Therefore, we can say that Xu is more successful and 
innovative in making use of other resources (Rossetti in 
this case) for his own literary purposes. It is 
worthwhile to look at the manner in which Pin and C.K. 
copy Rossetti. As with many things in the world, things 
can get dull and lose the original flair once they are 
copied or reproduced excessively and undiscerningly. 
These two examples,reveal not only this but also the 
sentimental trend the Chinese intellectuals wanted to 
follow and imitate in those days. 
Wen Yiduo, however, takes up a more critical stance 
than the writers seen above in his discussion of Rossetti 
and adopts the model of "The Blessed Damozel" for his 
poem, "Li Bai zhi si" [The death of Li Bai % ^ 1 ¾ ] . 
It is in his own special treatment that "The Blessed 
Damozel" is painted over with a more Chinese face. 
His "The death of Li Bai, written in 1922, appears 
so unlike "The Blessed Damozel" in both form and content 
J ."� � . . . ... ':... 
that it seems hard to .mention them in the same 
':... • < . - . - … . 
； ‘ ‘ ', • . . . . . . ' . •• . - • ,v 
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breath.80 This poem has not yet received as much 
attention as "Hong zhu" [Red candle ,紅燭]or "Si shui" 
[Dead water^ • In this poem, one sees the artistic 
struggle of a poet, which not only reveals Wen's own 
poetic ideal but also his endeavour to create a new kind 
of poetry for China. It is actually quite difficult to 
know in detail what Wen thought of his "The death of Li 
Bai" because he did not comment much on it,• this poem 
being unfortunately a rarely discussed poem. However, by-
referring to his letters concerning this poem and his 
philosophy on art during the time of its composition, we 
can have a better and clearer picture of the poet's views 
on poetry. In this chapter, therefore, I shall make use 
of Wen's letters and critical essays as the main 
references for my discussion. 
In a letter to Liang Shiqiu in 1923, he states that • 
"The death of Li Bai" is like an epic and it draws 
references from "The Blessed Damozel." Wen writes: 
•"Yisheng zhi si' [The death of Yisheng jP^  ii ^¾] is 
just right. However, the part about going against the 
current should make use of description. If I were he,工 
would describe it extensively; as in the moonlight scene 
j ' • • 
• 80 Wen Yiduo is in every aspect a great and 
important project. Since it is a complex subject in 
itself,工 shall narrow down my discussion on comparing 
him with Xu Zhimo as regards their respective responses 
to Dante Rossetti. 
' .... . .. • . T ‘ • 
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in 'The death of Li Bai.‘ But describing currents is 
more difficult. 'The death of Yisheng' can only be a 
ballad, 'The death of Li Bai' is more epic-like. Please 
refer to Rossetti's 'The Blessed Damozel'1,81 [ Hj t i. 
死令作奶妗彪。包>s i ^ 瑚 H T幻,iiw^ 
他 … 的 蝇 f , 滗 i 髹 ， 鉍 良 欠 之 描 i - i , 各 
^ i ^ » 宁 椹 ％ H L -氣，桓铟窩3¾ AC雞 
多！。尸、可 % UII0,4, ^II? H I 叙…c 
Rossetti fe ^ Tke B\eS5ei l>amo^ e\ >> _ 碜 恢 一 下 。 1 
This is a significant part of the letter because it sets 
the stage for comparing Rossetti's work with Wen's. 
In another letter to Liang, Wen talks about a poet 
called Wan Changli: "He has a genius for writing 
narratives, not lyrics, though he hasn't written a formal 
epic."82 [ fe ^ 1 ^ /3 1 I ^ 
f � 夂 fe € A 奄 4 良 1 式 ^ epV . J � 
As reflected in his judement on Wan Changli, Wen seems to 
equate an epic with an extensive narrative poem. From 
f here, we can have an idea of what Wen thinks of different 
modes of expression from which he defines a particular 
genre, lyrical or epical. He does not really define the 
exact qualities of an epic, much less the manner one 
) ' • - * .. 
81 Wen Yiduo, "To Liang shiqiu," Wen Yiduo shuxin 
xuanii [Selected letters of Wen Yiduo Pf? - 11 4 § f ] 
(Beijing: Renmin, 1986) 156. n 7 e 义方、 
‘ ‘ . . . ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 ( V “‘ . • ‘ - , 
k 82 Selected letters of Wen Yiduo 79. 
.:‘ ....:..:.........‘:.... 7 - ‘ • 喊 . ‘• ‘ • 
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should relate "The Blessed Damozel" to a traditional epic 
such as The Iliad. Epic itself is a complex subject and 
I do not attempt to discuss it in the Chinese context. 
Wen's definition of an epic as a long narrative poem may-
be too simplistic but it tells us how he could classify 
"The Blessed Damozel" and his own "The death of Li Bai" 
(modelled on the former) as epics. 
In his article, "Pre-Raphaelitism," Wen praises "The 
Blessed Damozel" highly and expresses how he is deeply-
attracted to the romantic, poetic and mystical colours of 
Rossetti.83 It is widely-known that Wen, as early as the 
1920s (his days at Qing Hua University), "was drawn to 
the aesthetics of the Pre-Raphaelite Rossetti (his 
sensuous mysticism or mystical sensuality) .1,84 "The 
death of Li Bai" contains a rich tapestry of images and 
is heavily annotated with classical allusions and notes � 
which 11 [demonstrate] his erudition and his conscious 
effort to master an impressive array of historical and 
literary allusions to serve as his poetic images, of 
which the heart burning into ashes [an image in the poem] 
quite appropriately became the motif of his 'Red 
83 Wen Yiduo, "Pre-Raphaelitism," XYYK 1.4 (June 
1928): 1-15. 
丨.�84 Hsu 41. , 
. ««. . 
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Candle' .“85 
The classical outlook of the poem serves well as the 
framework for the legend of Li Bai, a famous Tang poet 
drowned as he tried to catch the moon's reflection in the 
water. "Even though this story was not credible," states 
Wen to his brother Wen Jiasi in a letter dated March 28, 
1922, "it is good for a poem 工 am writing about which is 
entitled 'The death of Li Bai'"86 [批專後孓 | f l 统 
爽焦作妨材斜。硤友t作伏詩毛®�4包夂5L>701 
Wen emphasizes in the preface of the poem that his poem 
should not be read as an historical account of the life 
of Li Bai but a pprtrait of his character. The poet is 
conscious enough to clarify the tenet of his work and 
Point directly to his desire to rewrite boldly a popular 
and unusual subject with stronger poetic fantasy. We can 
surmise that it is good tactics to attract attention from 
the readers. 
In the poem, Li Bai is obsessed by the immaculate 
t beauty of the moon which he considers pure yet 
inaccessible. He expresses his admiration and yearning 
for the moon and his misery in the mortal world in a 
soliloquy. The poet's deep lamentation over the 
separation between him arid his beloved, the moon, has a 
85 Hsu 46. 
:...."1�86 Selected letters of Wen Yiduo 24. 
•.' ‘  ： • . ^ ‘ . . # 
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Dantesque touch to it and is also reminiscent of the 
courtly love tradition in which the man drinks in the 
lady's flawless beauty and acknowledges her as his guide 
and joy, but on the other hand feels utterly unworthy of 
her. The moon is represented by the poet as an 
inaccessible beauty who remains distant but alluring to 
the lovesick admirer. He cries out to her: "I am wild 
over your charm and want to pluck you off the sky/ But 
-. as always 工 cannot reach you. Alas! So cruel yet so 
dear are you"87 睃你、媚紅3 , | f彻、下表/虾德， 
% 瓴 � 到 0 ^！ H ^ ^ 11 4 ^ ！ J 
Other ways of looking at this lover/beloved 
relationship are/those of earth vs. heaven (world vs. 
otherworld), and the present vs. the mythic past. The 
earth is a corruptible and perishable realm and the moon 
is an otherworld of perfection and beauty; hence the 
object of desire f;or the poet/Li Bai. Li Bai claims that 
he is of celestial descent but lives now in exile on 
( earth: "Which heavenly law have I broken?/ 工 was 
.v..:, . -.-. . , ,  ‘ , • . 
relegated here. Haven't I been recalled yet?"88 (¾¾犯 J 评 
轮 ® i 3 ]• When Li Bai reminisces 
7 87 Wen Yiduo, "The death of Li Bai," Wen Yiduo 
guanii [The complete works of Wen Yiduo M -冬含 | � ] , 
vol.3 (Shanghai: Kaiming, 1948). Instead of following 
the classical style of the original poem, my translation 
is more literal. 
‘88 "The death of Li Bai" 47. 
/'V ：：； • : , . : • . . 、. ' • / • .. . . ‘ . : J . . . . . ‘ • . 八 . . . 
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about his banishment, his sorrows are aggravated by-
realizing how impure he is in the face of the immense 
heavenly beauty. He says: "I don't believe that there is 
such a beauty in the universe!/ Ahi Arrogant mei 工 
should feel inferior/ How dare I show my face before 
her"89 [ 软 � ^ fo ? 1 fa^  \ / 啊，丸取 
铋叛嚙，t & 晰 略 楡 ， 1 贩 乱 妗 • 旬 3 
However, such shame does not prevent him from 
• ； 
desiring and pursuing the moon any less. A Rossettian 
damozel she is leaning on the heavenly bar to look at the 
poet: "She is like a beauty who, after bathing, leans on 
the window, drying her hair in the air"90 [德、本寵的 li 人 
屯喊读 ® 口 0為、* - Thinking that she has fallen in 
the water, he jumps down the water to embrace her. He 
struggles and struggles till sheer fatigue overcomes him 
completely. "He sees the full moon staying in the sky 
peacefully/ His energy is exhasted, his breath is gone; 
he wants to smile/ But can't. He just thinks: 'I have 
saved her back to the sky'"91 [sl ii !| IS ^ ^ ^ ^ ？ 
地 % 4天上。/她的力Sa I . ; |L &為3，也％笑,/ 
芙 ？ 、 嗥 I 「驳b故俨上乞“] 
His death illustrates the tragic destiny of a poet 
89 "The death of Li Bai" 46. 
90 "The death of Li Bai" 47. 
r ' . .. ； 
, � 9 1 "The death of Li Bai" 47. 
..:.:..:.::..‘
:
'.:..:.：......•''.' ....... . . : • . '•.； . . . . . . • •• ‘ • 
； ： \ ••+:.: • •  ‘ “. ‘ ‘ - - _ . . . . • 
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who dies in ecstasy in his pursuit of ideal beauty92 and 
represents "a romantic hero who embarks upon an odyssey 
to discuss ineffable truths.1,93 In the light of the de 
profundis or "out of the depth" motif (which 工 borrow 
from Lothar Honnighausen) ,94 I would add that this is an 
aesthetic way for the poet to cry out to a sainted being 
and to express his artistic and emotional predicament. 
Instead of dragging out a perfunctory existence, dying 
for one's ideal is the passionate quest manifested at its 
noblest. 
Part of the preface of the poem are two verses 
written by Li Bai: "Being drunk with the moon you often 
attain saintly virtues. And being in love with flowers 
you prefer not to serve in the king's court"95 玲版今 
聖，¢:¾ 务 I 启]• Besides showing us the seemingly 
carefree and romantic attitude of the speaker, it � 
ironically presents to us the fate of an intellectual-
turned-sour, which is one common motif in Chinese poetry. 
An aspiring and promising young man works hard to reach 
the top, only to be disillusioned by the crude reality of 
92 Hsu 46. 
93 Garver 110. • 
94 Honnighausen 197. 
95 "The death of Li Bai" 40. This is HsuCs 
translation on p.45. 
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politics and humanity. As his dreams and efforts now 
:、、. .•； > . . . . ‘ 
seem futile, he takes off like a free spirit and perhaps 
ends up leading a hermit's life. 
Li Bai in the poem states how he has lost favour in 
the court: "I didn't mean to write a poem to scorn 
anybody/ But they were petty and ruthlessly carped, about 
i t / and said that my poem sneered at them"
96
 C 
作 iV 的 II , % \ % � I fe"們 m�人 
溆 L 、 也 吹 b 茱 焱 ， I 賒 I 譏 H 的。] 
Wen is not so much vindicating the suffering of Li Bai as 
portraying the predicament and fear of unfulfillment of a 
young and talented individual like himself or any other 
poets. Keats is, sadly, an example of how 
misunderstanding, poverty and early death wiped out a 
genius. 
There is no denying the fact that Wen understands 
his case well as he is deeply interested in the 
..::f . : “ ‘ • ‘ 乂、 .. .. ‘ ... • . , � 
Romantics. “工 can't continue writing 'The death of Li 
Bai'," writes Wen in 1922, "my talents and resources are 
exhausted"97 k k 也 >�線召、咴，江 &P l 唼力 | _>� ] • 
His apprehensions of not having his potential fully 
developed and being cut off at his prime are 
understandable for an emerging talent. Li.Bai is a 
96 "The death of Li Bai" 44. 
‘ ；‘：‘‘ ( .’ • . - • ^. —:. 
� 9 7 Selected letters of Wen Yiduo 29. 
U::. . . . . : . ,.,.. ‘ ‘ ^  “ ' ；>' .-- ' , . .• • - .... .. . - . . ‘' • ., •‘  ..... 
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subject close to his own heart and reflects his 
coirmiitirient to poetry/art. 
"The death of Li Bai" was written in the early-
period of Wen's poetic career. His early works celebrate 
his belief in the pursuit of art not just for its own 
sake but also for bettering "human sympathy.1,98 Besides 
the quest for beauty, his poems written during that 
period show his interest in truth, life and death; in his 
own words in English, "themes [in his poems] have 
involved a bigger and higher problem than merely personal 
love affairs."" "The death of Li Bai" is a typical poem 
illustrating how deeply fascinated Wen is with the love 
and pursuit of ideal values amidst an unstable and 
volatile society.100 
Of particular significance is Wen's attempt to 
create a new form of poetry for May Fourth China. As 
much as he admires Guo Moruo‘s "Nushen" [Goddesses 女妻,], 
Wen criticizes it for being too "foreign" because of the 
. . . . , . . - . . . . ' —.入， .• ' . 
•； / , 、 _ ‘ • 
" , '•>.' . . 、 ： . ‘ . . . . . . _ .. - . . . . . . . . . - . . • 
.、.. " 、 . . , - . , . . . . _ . •丨 -• . “ . ‘ . . • , . . . . 
98 Selected letters of Wen Yiduo 142. "Human 
sympathy" are Wen's own words in English. Such a 
betterment is not to be understood in the practical and 
militant sense of the word. Wen is making a point that 
"art for art's sake" is the priority and "art for human 
sympathy" is the bonus. 
99 Selected letters of Wen Yiduo 62. 
100 Liu Fuyou, preface, Wen Yiduo daibiao zuo 
[Masterpieces of Wen Yiduo M - � A * 作](Henan: 
Renmin, 1992) 1-23. 丨叭 ^ ^ 
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Western names in English in it. What he wants to 
advocate is a new poetry which should be neither entirely 
Chinese nor Western, but a marriage of the best from each 
culture. He writes: 
I don't want to be a Westerner talking Chinese, 
nor have people think that my works are 
translations of Western poems. • . . I always 
think that if new poetry needs to be "new,11 it 
must be newer than the kind of poetry China has 
had and also the same for the poetry already-
existing in the West. In other words, this 
kind offpoem is not just any poem in the local 
language, but retains its local colour. It is 
not any poem in a Western language but in the 
best way absorbs the good points in Western 
poetry. I;t is to be the child of the marriage \ 
.of the poetics of the East and the West.101 
:.‘：：’ ； . . . (、 • 丨 ‘ - . . . • 
[昶片今考% & 埤 x ^ 1 1 也孚 
： \ KN ,愈的作 c°o ^^ T 
脊 • … s 癜 & I 析 笥 1 1 L •新" 
的 , 务 极 靳 T t 菌 ® 韦 铋 铮 ， 卸 支 鲫 
t ii % 111 4 & § II) i , ^ ^ % ^ 
蚝 辨 也 镜 ， 叔 、 I f 保 奋 令 他 W 
101 Wen Yiduo, '"Nushen' de difang secai" [The local 
colours of 'Goddesses'$ ^  ^ ^ i b^Pjl f Masterpieces of 
Wen Yiduo 272. * ^ 
,..::.:.;._..’,、':、:..?:.，...： ..、:. .. . : . ' •； : . , . . : ' •' .. "" . ., •', . : . 
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邑 电 + f 做 掩 铒 的 H ^ H,仗 
1 t H 砰 l | 的！x I ) 
^ % ^L ^ fe % 為 诡 後 t 
t M f 弩 i � ] 
While other poets adored and embraced the Western 
literatures (as well as those who considered anything 
"foreign" or from the West worthwhile for replacing any 
traditional entities/ideas in China), Wen here radically 
puts forth a re-definition for the poetry for China. 
Very often the Chinese intellectuals borrowed Western 
models for revolutionary purposes which in turn 
advertised to the, public how "modern" and "liberated" the 
users were. 
Departing from the general belief of intellectuals 
like Guo Moruo and Xu Zhimo, Wen claims that to be "new" 
or "modern" one does not have to imitate absolutely 
. . . . . . , . : . :卜. ， - . • 
Western models and write Western names in English in 
Chinese poems, and on top of that a poet must express his 
individuality and unique temperament by adopting and 
modifying things he has assimilated. Poetry to him 
should be the melting pot of the best from different 
cultures. Such an idea is quite world-shaking in the 
sense that this poetry monumentally stands out both in 
the East and the West. We can see that Wen's statement 
is not just a breakthrough in the Chinese literary 
..:••’、•••，.. .； 1 . . . "••‘. . . . . '" : . . .....:. . 
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context but also in the overall intellectual trend in his 
day. 
The poem about Li Bai is an example in which Wen 
consciously attempts to put together literary allusions 
from different cultures to bring forth his vision for a 
new poetics for China. In that era, during which the 
Chinese intellectuals advocated the use of vernacular 
language over classical language, Wen demonstrated how he 
could combine the classical language easily with free 
verse to serve his poetic purpose. The way he combines a 
Chinese legend with the matter, tone, and theme borrowed 
from Rossetti shows his creative imagination in using 
different sources. 
Xu Zhimo and Wen Yiduo unreservedly express their 
admiration towards Rossetti and as seen from the above 
Poems they take "The Blessed Damozel" as their foundation 
for their poems which are compatible with their poetic 
purposes and individual personalities. In Xu, the self 
is seen as a quintessential lover-poet; while in Wen, an 
artist-fighter. Xu presents his characters in a romantic 
framework but Wen casts his in a more intellectual 
struggle. As discussed above, Xu explores the feminine 
psychology in a non-traditional Chinese way. Besides 
often putting his heroines within the parameters of love, 
f 
Xu at the same time places himself within feminine 
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consciousness. Behind these representations of 
femininity, there lurks a subtext about the romantic 
conception of masculinity and most of all his own 
perception of himself as a poet. In his life time, his 
love affairs invited criticism; however, he lived his 
life as it were his own manifesto and boldly and 
dramatically defied social conventions. 
Comparing Wen's way in building his poem on "The 
Blessed Damozel" with Xu's, we can see that Wen's 
temperament is dramatically different from Xu's: his is 
more controlled and intellectual. It somehow anticipates 
a shift to more patriotic writings in the latter part of 
his life. The scope and themes of "The death of Li Bai" 
are certainly profound and noble for a poet at the 
beginning of his career. He is concerned with the fate 
of an artist, being a man of missions and ideals and 
hoping to launch new things in China. The self is 
depicted against the backdrop not just of love but of 
cosmic siginificance. It is not difficult to detect the 
political aspect of this poem, though the poet makes a 
point that his poem is not about politics and history. 
Both Wen and Xu represent a class of bourgeois 
poets, well-versed in classical Chinese learning and 
educated in the West. Unlike Guo Moruo and Yu Dafu who 
endured the hardships of life, they had enough- resources 
" . . . ；' ... . . . • t ^ . “ … t 
i ... 7:.: .. V 7 ... ‘ ' . , _ 
:.:.. . / • . . . :. • . 
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to pursue and live their romantic ideals. When we 
consider how they look at the issue of self, we can 
better understand one important facet of the history of 
May Fourth love poems, and to be more specific, the 
Crescent Moon School, whose poets were well-known for 
their romantic tendencies. Their popularity in turn 
helps give us a vision of one feature of the literary 
taste of readers, i.e. the more sentimental and idealized 
preference in the parameters of romance, in those days. 
• • . _ .'
 :
 ' ： • , • . ' , • I , ' 
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Chapter Five 
The Lyrical and Melancholic Women: The 
Reconstruction of Christina Rossetti 
From what we have seen in the articles discussed in 
the Rossetti section, Christina, in the hearts of the May 
Fourth Chinese intelligentsia, was not only a founding 
member of the PRB but also a prominent and * accomplished 
poet in English Literature. Tian Han, an important 
dramatist in modern Chinese Literature, for example, like 
Xu and Zheng Zhenduo, praises Christina Rossetti as the 
greatest poet for 'all time after Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning.1 Her name was closely attached to her 
brother‘s and they were seen as an incomparable family 
who worked powerfully together for a noble literary and 
artistic cause. 
In their view, Christina exemplified another side of 
Pre-Raphaelitism: she was more controlled, religious and 
mystical, simple and complex at the same time. Instead 
of the worship of love and women we usually find in most 
Pre-Raphaelite works, the confusion and perplexity of 
love, as well as life, are common in her works. In her 
1 Tian Han, "Liangge shaonian shidai" [Two youthful 
periods^ 勺 啐 代],Tian Han sanwen ii [Prose of Tian 
Han 勢](Shanghai: Shanghai jindai, 1978) 107-
：:.:r、.:,‘. ..... .. ‘ , . .'、 •. " -
‘ V . . “ ‘ 
• ‘ ''' 、：. ‘ • ' ‘ - • 
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poems, Christina presents an image of a woman who has to 
live through uncertainties, social and familial control 
or misunderstanding and who definitely is in love and yet 
trapped in her surroundings, be they physical, emotional 
or social. Such a romantic heroine easily gains sympathy 
and understanding from Chinese readers as she can bring 
to mind comparable examples in China. 
Christina could be seen as a prototype of a Chinese 
lady: she was refined and well-versed in poetry, 
unusually talented and yet, because of the bondage 
imposed on women, found it hard to step out of the 
boundaries set for her. Despite hardships in life, she 
remained responsible to her family and seemed like a 
guardian angel of the entire Rossetti household, 
especially in the later years of her mother's and 
brothers' lives. Her filial and religious piety made her 
comparable to the traditional chaste Chinese maiden. 
Moreover, Christina's chronic illness also added an 




 . ' . / . . • ' . .. . ... . 厂•. 
. . 2 As a matter of fact, her continual sickness has 
‘invited various psychological interpretations. Consult 
Kathleen Jones, Learning not to be First; The Life of 
Christina Rossetti (Gloucestershire: Windrush, 1991), and 
Dolores Rosenblum, "Christina Rossetti: The Inward Pose," 
•ShakespeareSisters: Feminist Essays on Women Poets. 
ed- Sandra M., Gilbert and Susan Gubar (Indiana: Indiana 
UP, 1979)• 
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We can see clearly that Dante and Christina Rossetti 
are very different from the inside out but interestingly, 
both of them were widely-accepted in modern China. 
Suffice it to say that both were considered highly-
romantic and thought to generate a new force in English 
Literature. If 工 could use metaphors to describe them, 
Dante would be sparkling and intoxicating wine and 
Christina mineral water. This is not to say that 
Christina is inferior or "bland" but it is an acquired 
taste to truly understand this major poet. ' 
Four of Christina's poems were translated during the 
May Fourth Period-‘two by Xu Zhimo, namely "The Hour and 
the Ghost," and "Song (When 工 am dead, my dearest)•“ 
Liang Shiqiu published a translation of Christina's "No, 
thank you, John" in 1923.3 An author whose pen-name was 
He Xi published a translation of her "Helen Grey" in 
1928.4 The two poems translated by Xu are major poems of 
Christina but the other two are not well-known at all. 
In "The Hour and the Ghost," there are three 
1 , * 
figures: the Bride, the Bridegroom and the Ghost, making 
up an amorous triangle. The Ghost, who is the forsaken 
3 Liang Shiqiu, trans., "Yuehan wo duibuqi ni"�No 
thank you, John ^  叙:¾ 蟹 5-&依],XSYB 14 (Nov. 1923)': 
19"""2 0 • 
4 He x i , "Hailun Gerui" [Helen Grey •為惋高洛],XSYB 
19 (July 1928): 885-886. "Helen Grey," The Poetical 
jjprks of Christina Georaina Rossetti 355~~ : 
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lover, haunts the Bride on the day of her wedding. The 
story is presented in a dialogue form. It begins 
dramatically when the Bride feels the pull from the 
Ghost. The Bride is then struggling between 七he 
Bridegroom and the Ghost, the hopeful present and the 
guilty past. The Bridegroom apparently does not see nor 
feel his love rival. The Ghost tries to lure his lover 
back to himself: "Come with me, fair and false,/ To our 
home, come home.I|5 Not knowing what is troubling the 
Bride, the Bridegroom thinks that she is only having a 
nightmare and keeps reassuring her of his love: "Nay 
peace, my darling/ peace:/ Let these dreams and terror 
cease:/ Who spoke of death or change or aught but ease?"6 
The Ghost at the end laments the fickleness of love. 
The ghost-lover is a frequent figure in Christina's 
�. 
work, one major example being "The Convent Threshold." 
This figure represents the unconscious and forbidden 
self. What Christina shows in "The Hour and the Ghost" 
is a different ethic towards love. Love is not an 
abstraction nor illusion that provokes people's fantasy. 
. , . : . - ..‘ • ... . � . 
Instead, it could be painful and miserable. The Bride, 
though she is about to be married, realizes the tension 
5 "The Hour and the Ghost," The Complete Poems of 
Christina Rossetti： A Variorum Edition, ed. R.w. Crump, 
vol. 1 (Louisiana: Louisiana State UP, 1980) 41. 
‘‘6 "The Hour and the Ghost" 42. 
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in her inner being as she remembers her past love. The 
psychological drama is intense and tormenting. 
Xu's translation was published in 1924 and was 
entitled, "Xinhun yu jiugui" [The newly-wed and the old 
ghost 谵琪 1 xu follows the original 
structure and diction well. What we need to pay 
attention to though is how he makes use of Christina's 
poem, instead of jus七 being content with translating it 
into Chinese. A poem of his, "Yige emeng" [A nightmare 
is 
a direct borrowing from "The Hour and the 
Ghost."8 Xu's poem is much shorter than Christina's and 
is presented in the first-person narration. Though the 
poem does not have the immediate intensity of dialogues, 
it succeeds in giving the readers the feelings of misery 
and frustration of the lovers. The speaker is a 
tormented soul who. in a dream sees his former lover 
marrying another man. He definitely is in great pain but 
is also perplexed to see the uncertainty and sadness of 
乂 his love. 
This abandoned lover has mixed feelings: he is 
angry, bitter, sorrowful and yet not able to have the 
heart to look at the tearful and downcast Bride. He 
. . : : : , . . , ^ ' . . . • . - . . . ' . ' 
7 "The newly-wed and the old ghost. The completie 
Poems of Xu Zhimo 
.:.::..:‘ _. , . ‘ . - ‘ .一 z . . . . . 一' 
.‘.....：：:... ..- '• ‘ ‘ ... • . . 
1 "A nightmare," The complete poems of Xu Zhimo 394. 
. “ “ ••‘ . . . -
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says:“工 am angry--工 hate your conscience/ I indeed can 
not bear, can not bear to see you wearied/. • •/ why did 
you break your promise?工 again ask you loudly--/ The 
emerald lighting shines in the tears on your cheeks.1,9 
恨一S诋你、M�々、/菝又子S, , 3-/1,伋的蒗难丄./ 
T ^SL^f ^ Fo^  — af l 
鹿 & 你、兩 ffi, ^  •廉-jt ] • The speaker clearly shifts 
between his own pain and 七he pain he sees in 七he Bride. ? 
The poem closes with a surprising discovery. That the 
Bridegroom is a ferocious skeleton shocks the Bride (and 
the readers as well)• That the woman left her former 
lover only to marry a fiendish being is incomprehensible 
and of course nightmarish. 
Going back to the Ghost in Christina's poem, we can 
see that he in the end warns the Bride that the 
• • " •. • . �• 
Bridegroom could possibly one day forsake her and love 
another woman and that the Bride would then understand 
the agony the Ghost is going through. This is also 
implied in Xu's poem as his speaker observes the horror 
in the love relationship between the newly-weds. What we 
see in Xu are the ghost-lover (the Bridegroom), the 
nightmarish encounter of love rivals, and the betrayal of 
love. Xu is creative in capturing the different emotions 
of the speaker who feels angry and yet sympathetic 
9 "A nightmare" 394. ； 
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towards the Bride. We have seen from the above verses of 
how he gets tender* just a七七he point of explosion.工 
think Xu is successful in presenting in a dramatic way 
human weaknesses like what Christina says in the poem, "0 
fair frail sin,/ 0 poor harvest gathered in."10 
The Ghost and Xu's speaker have insights into the 
nature of lovesadly, it can dwindle and change. One 
interesting but subtle trait we find in Xu is that the 
speaker is "self-vindicated" at the end. By presenting 
his love rival as the horrible ghost-lover, the speaker 
is putting himself on a higher pedestal than him.�While 
the wedding guests and 七he Bridegroom are ghosts in an 
infernal wedding, hall, the speaker is able to see the 
real face of everything in there by the light from God [k 
^ /6 ] .11 We then need to understand this in relation 
to the character of Xu. He, like the speaker, is the one 
who is full of love and who, in the midst of horror, 
stili claims his faithfulness in love and also has 
penetrating insights. In other words, he is not denying 
himself his role as the real lover. 
Another poem which carries the same "borrowed" theme 
is Xu's "Xin cuizhuang qu" [A new song to hurry up the 
) • . 
10 "The Hour and the Ghost" 42. 
11 . "A nigh七mare" 394. 
：
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bride 斩後胁 ft ].12 What we have here again is a 
miserable Bride being urged to get ready to go up the 
aisle. Though the wedding scene is hilarious to the 
Bridegroom and the wedding guests, it is a graveyard to 
the Bride: "This church is your graveyard,/ Your love 
will be hurried here from now on."13 [道 ^ 4/^  6¾ A. 
氣砌、的生命观讣 筹].The Bride feels frustrated 
upon remembering her former lover. The irony is vivid as . 
we see the troubles of the Bride amidst the other happy 
faces. This poem is another example of how Xu borrows 
from Christina. 
In "A nightmare" and "A new song to hurry up the 
bride," the reason is not given for why the Brides leave 
their former lovers. Could it be familial objection? 
Could their loves be forbidden in the eyes of the 
•‘ . . . � -
society? What we know, though, is that both of them are 
actually still in love with their past lovers. If they 
had really changed their hearts, they would not have felt 
so confused and desolate. Xu is able to portray the 
subtle feelings of the Brides who are alone suffering. 
Through the dichotomy of the present and the past, the 
wedding and the Gothic locale, the poet presents to us 
j ' . . 
12 "A new song to hurry up the bride," The complete 
Poems of Xu Zhimo 214-216. —— 
. - ' . : . :
1
 . . . . ： ' . . , -1-. i. . ,• , , . i.. . . " . . “ ‘  . • , 13 "A new song to hurry up the bride" 216. 
v “ •“ -
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women who cannot really decide their choice of love and 
also fate. This is one of the dilemmas facing the "new" 
women in "new" China--they had high hopes and dreams but 
in reality they invariably acted otherwise. Even if they 
married by choice, they might do so unwillingly as seen 
in the emotional attachment of the Brides to the past 
loves. 
Marriage was the very area in which women wanted to 
claim freedom and paradoxically in which they stumbled 
easily. Xu then helps give us another side to the "new" 
woman: it is still possible that she cannot have total 
t V�. 
freedom in choosing her mate and that obstacles facing 
her can be familial and social. That she wants to pursue 
her dreams but feels pulled back by her family or 
conscience makes the tension all the more intense. The 
poet therefore aptly describes the church as the 
graveyard. The marriage is no longer a new, joyful and 
exciting phase in the Bride's life but a burial place for 
her love and passions, and also her destiny; when she 
cannot marry the man she truly loves. In other words, 
not every "new" woman is able to live up to the personal 
and social challenges in the society she grew up in. 
Besides the dreary side of love, Christina in her 
"No, thank you, John," gives us a seemingly witty 
, 、 . : . . . ‘ — . . ； “ 
, — ； 7 . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . 
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response to such a complex subject.14 This is not one of 
Christina Rossetti's well-known poem but is worth 
comparing to Xu's "Nahuiba, laojia, xiansheng" [Excuse 
me, sir, I'll take it back 茗 © 勞丨蓠 梦。t ], which 
is similar to Christina's poem in tone and wit.15 This 
is what happened: Xu once received a letter from Lin 
Huiyin, his pas七 love, who said she hoped to hear from 
him. Xu was delighted and excited, and almost sent her a 
telegram only to find out that she was making fun of 
him.16 This poem was writ七en upon that incident. 
To return to Christina: Realizing that John, though 
persistent, is not considered a suitable admirer, the 
poet replies: "I, never said 工 loved you, John: / Why will 
you teaze me day by day,/ And wax a weariness to think 
upon/ With always 'do' and 'pray'?»17 Xu begins ye七 more 
ironically: "0, finally 七his is the day your dream comes 
true. / How pitiful when she says '工 beg you"/. • • / 
With all her chitchat in the letter, she cannot still 
14 "No, thank you, John," The Complete Poems nf 
Christina Rossetti 50-51. ——— 
) 15 "Excuse me, sir, I'll take it back," The complete 
Poems of Xu Zhimo 403-404• “—— 
16 See the editorial note to Xu's "Excuse me. sir, 
I'll take it back" 403. 
. ‘ . . . . , ‘ * . . , _ 
. . : . . . . : . . , • . t ' • « “ "‘ . • •' 17 V "No, thank you, John" 50. 
' :. . ： ( ... “‘ . . . ‘, . . 
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forget me—me." 18 [啊，象煞，有今无，紘冬賓妁民^道 
‘其孓你"乜鉍铜劳嗨！/.. . ^1.1¾ 
The poet of course is laughing at his own gullibility in 
believing what the letter tells him. He prepares a 
telegram but discovers the truth in the telegram office. 
He then decides not to send it but to take it back.. Xu 
apparently follows Christina in treating a serious matter 
in an amusing way. 
In both poems, the tempo is fast and brisk, and the 
overall style is light-hearted. Christina affirms her 
decision by saying: "No, thank you, John.1,19 Xu does 
, f . -
accordingly before the clerk: "Excuse me, sir, I'll take 
it [his telegram] back."20 It is illuminating to see how 
Xu builds one of his personal experiences on the witty 
poetic mode of Christina, which is not the usual style of 
her more well-known works. However, Xu finds that style 
appropriate to cover up the hurts in himself, (and so 
does Christina). 
A most well-known poem by Christina, "Song (When 工 
am dead, my dearest)," proves more influential in Xu's 
• . . * ‘ . 
18 "Excuse me, sir,工'11 take it back" 403. 
19 "No, thank you, John" 51. 
20, "Excuse me, sir, I'll take it back" 404. 
.• . .; ‘ • . - • . • 
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writings than the two discussed above.21 Though it is 
about death, the feeling is delicate and the mood is 
lyrical. The subtlety lies in the flimsiness between 
oblivion and remembrance: "And if thou wilt, remember,/ 
And if thou wilt, forget./. • •/ Haply I may remember,/ 
And haply may forget."22 Xu's translation is close to 
the original. What we need to notice, again, is the way 
he makes use of the sentiments and mood of Christina in 
his own writings. Such delicacy of feelings is rightly 
and beautifully captured in two of his best-loved poems: 
"Ouran" [By chance低鉍],and "Zaibie kangqiao" 
[Farewell again to Cambridge 冉恥康、橋].23 
Xu of course was very well-known for his persistence 
in chasing after his dreams. He was the crown-prince of 
love among his contemporaries. However, we see another 
side of him in these two poems in which the speakers look 
like free and easy souls skimming through life without 
any seeming emotional burdens. The feelings do not shout 
aloud but whisper deeply in one's heart. Let's read the 
second stanza of "By Chance": "We met on the sea in the 
dark,/ You had your own direction,工 had mine,/ It would 
21 "Song (When I am dead, my dearest) ,11 The Complete 
Poems of Christina Rossetti 58. —— ‘ 
22 "Song (When I am dead, my dearest) “ 58. 
23 "By chance," and "Farewell again to Cambridge," 
Ihe complete poems of Xu Zhimo 155, and 246-247. ‘ 
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be good if you remember,/ But better if you forget,/ the 
sparkles in our encounter."24 [切、兹 tS 轰屯烹.氣的）¾ 
/你考位、的，铱有私的，t鲐）丨彻、Sill乜好，/ k 
\\ 收、fc,榫，/ t 1L ^ i 時互 ^ ^ h 
It is the renunciation of emotions that is similar in 
Christina's "Song.11 The tone is calm, light and yet 
lyrical as two people meet by chance and then depart. 
The sadness is even more poetic but subtle when Xu 
has to leave a place he loves, Cambridge. The stanzas 
that portray the poet as a free spirit read: "Gently 工 • 
go,/ As gently I came；/ Gently I wave my hand,/ to say 
farewell to the coloured clouds in the sky./. • ./ But 工 
cannot sing,/ Quiet is the flute bidding farewell;/ Even 
the summer insects are silent for me,/ And silent is 
Cambridge tonight/ Quietly I go,/ As quietly 工 came;/ I 
wave my sleeves/ And carry not any coloured clouds with , 
me."25 [ 終 經 的 � 良 J , / £ fc豫轾乾的幻/实螅輊 
的招矛，/作S-] 6 t ^ t %J. . . /伹較尽敢1LMJ 
責 I 虬鉍，/ 齓默 I 
气3¾的飯攙！ / 悄 賭 的 较 t ^ / JL知fe俏1|蝻 
良） /煞輝一琿各轴， /各華t —片鼋钐。] 
We can compare the above quotation to the second 
stanza in Christina's "Song": 
• I ••• ! • I •丨 
24 "By chance11 155. 
人 25 "Farewell again to Cambridge11 246-247 / 
:¾.¾.::,/:.,: > • - � .•‘ . . : . 
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工 shall not see the shadows, 
I shall not feel the rain; 
I shall not hear the nightingale 
Sing on, as if in pain: 
And dreaming through the twilight 
That doth not rise nor set, 
Haply I may remember, 
And haply may forget. 
We should not fail to see and feel the understated 
emotions and temperament. The helplessness at the moment • 
of departure, both physical or emotional, is human and 
forlorn. These two poems represent not only Xu's best 
assimilation of Christina but also his finest. The poet 
is a true lyrical talent. The lyricism in Christina 
certainly inspires him and "fits" well with that in Xu. 
Such a mood is typical of Christina. While Xu is able to � 
understand and capture well the images of the Brides in 
Christina, he is even better in re-writing the essence of 
her "Song" in Chinese. 
As a matter of fact, not much critical work has been 
done on the above poems, by Christina. From the 
information on translation, we can see Christina, in the 
hearts of her translators, was more popular than her 
brother； or at least, she was more 11 approachable" and 
"translatable." It is not surprising because there is 
� ...: •� • ... v • ... .., • . - ' . 
v , ' ' • . . ' * • . . . : 
v. . 
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simplicity in Christina's writing. The images she uses 
are often less "sensual" than her brother's images. 
In most of the essays discussed in the Rossetti 
section, we can find the information on Christina 
alongside Rossetti's due to her prominent position in the 
PRB according to the Chinese writers. When we refer 
again to Zhang Ziping's article, there is a list of 
Christina's poetical works such as "Goblin.Market," "The 
Prince's Progress," "Sing Song," and "A Patient."26 
Short as the list is, all these are major works and are ,. 
not mentioned (except "Goblin Market") elsewhere in other 
essays. In Zhang's view, Christina has a burning zeal 
for her religious belief but the general mood and tone of 
her work is sad and forlorn. This remark helps us 
understand that melancholy or "nameless sorrow," (to 
borrow from Feng Zikai), is one great attraction of her � 
work. The Chinese intelligentsia often responded 
emotionally to the Pre-Raphaelites and the way they felt 
about Christina was no exception. 
A most important essay concerning Christina and also 
feminist ideas on "new" women is the one written by Xu 
Zhimo. Xu, in a lecture addressed to female students in 
Suzhou, China, encourages the students not to see 
26 Zhang Ziping, "Romanticism in England," CBFK 12 
Aug. 1925: 77. ‘ 
. 、 . ？ . . . . . . -
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themselves as the weaker sex but to strive for self-
assertion.27 Xu presents various important female 
figures in the West and explains how they succeed and 
make a name for themselves because of their persistence 
and boldness in earning a right to be heard. In English 
Literature, in his view, Christina, Elizabeth Barret七 
Browning and Alice Meynell have already written a 
brilliant chapter.28 Christina and Elizabeth Barrett 
J-
Browning in particular, the author continues, have 
contributed tremendously to the literary and cultural • 
scene. On top of that, they are appropriate models for 
Chinese women. ,‘ 
This is an important essay both for the youths in 
. 1 
the May Fourth era and for Xu himself because it could be 
seen as a feminist manifesto which is intellectual and 
cultural by nature and not activist or propagandist. The� 
theme Xu puts forward is that a "new" woman in "new" 
• china has not only feminine tenderness and sensitivity 
but the talents to benefit mankind in society as well.29 
"it reflects how Xu, the lover-poet and scholar-gentleman 
in his day, thinks about women's position and pays 
27 Xu, "Guanyu nuzi" [About women 關达女备],XYYK 
2.8 (Oct. 1929): 1-18. 
28 Xu, "About women" 12. 
1 29 Xu, 11 About women" 18. ‘ 
_ : . . :‘， - ,‘••:. , . . . . ？ ‘ 
‘ I , 
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tribute to talented women. Still more important is the 
fact that there is an "elitist" or bourgeois overtone to 
what he says； this exposes him to more criticism from 
leftist critics. 
What Xu says is in fact similar to what our 
contemporary society demands of women——a modern and 
"capable" woman is an effective and graceful worker at 
home and in the workplace. Even though Xu. is attacked 
for neglecting the masses or the lower-class women, he 
presents an unusual and upfront discourse which people • 
advocate in the late twentieth-century. Going back to 
the subject of Christina, we are impressed all the more 
by Christina's prominent position in the Chinese milieu 
when Xu encourages the Chinese ladies to follow the 
footsteps of this major English poet. 
Christina must have also made an unforgettable 
"visual" impression on Chinese readers as Rossetti's 
painting, "Ecce Ancilla Domini," in which she is Virgin 
Mary, was reproduced three times during the May Fourth 
Period and was also the most popular among other Pre-
Raphaelite paintings. Her youthful and yet feminine 
vulnerability, and purity are clearly shown and enhanced 
by the overall simplicity, "clean-ness" and "white-ness" 
.U".:.…../..... ..:. ..v l . .:•“，：. .”�. .1 ‘ . . . . 一 '“‘ . . . . . , 
. . : '：. . ：•' , . : . •‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ . ‘ ‘ ‘ . . . . . 
. . - ••… ‘.“‘ ‘‘？ . ..- ‘ ‘ ；' ‘ ‘ • . “ “ ‘ , . . . . 
',:,.:.:..：..、...“ ‘ • 1 . . . . . . * I . .： . . . 
,、. ： ... •： ‘ :.:-. ’. -：. .:.. . .. .-,'〔、-. . .- .. ‘ • . •‘ •- ..........、-.. 
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of the picture.30 From the reproduced religious image of 
Christina and similar comments on her poetic practice, it 
seems to us that the Chinese readers accepted the outlook 
of Christina the way some Victorians did. 
To elaborate more on this, we need to remember in 
the first place feminine beauty is highly celebrated in 
Victorian paintings and the Pre-Raphaelite paintings are 
no exception. In those paintings, women are depicted 
with extraordinary sensuality, remoteness and dreaminess. 
Christina, however, was cast into another "type" at an • 
early age when she sat for sketches for her brothers and 
other painters in .the PRB. She was a model for several 
important paintings which helped launch the Pre-
Raphaelite Movement. This could be the reason why the 
Chinese readers regarded her as an important founding 
member of the PRB as she was "seen" clearly in Pre- � 
Raphaelite work and she was a sister of the PRB's leader. 
There is no denying the fact that the Pre-Raphaelite 
painters set her apart as another sort of female figure, 
.； - ' . I - ...、• ‘ -. _ . " • • • . 
totally different from the sensual Jane Burden and Fanny 
30 For the same reason, some of Rossetti's 
unsympathetic contemporaries attacked this picture for 
being too gaunt. For more information on this subject, 
see Jan Marsh, Pre-Raphaelite Women: Imacres of Femininity 
(New York: Harmony,‘1987). Actually, Rossetti and Hunt 
were accused of presenting biblical figures in a far too 
"human" and domestic surroundings. For the negative 
criticism on these artists, see Stanford Derek, Pre-
Raphaelite Writing： An Anthology 28-32 and 45二48. 
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Cornforth. Christina's private image of a quiet and 
reserved woman plus the public image of her biblical 
figures in paintings fostered and confirmed to the public 
eyes that she was an absolutely devout Christian leading 
a life almost like a saint. It is therefore probable for 
her brother William to say that "her life had two motive 
powers--religion and affection: hardly a third."31 
Looking at all these qualities under .Christina's 
belt, we may say that the way the Chinese readers looked 
at her was quite Victorian (to be specific, the • 
conservative side of Victorianism). The May Fourth 
Period was the time when "newness" was a banner over 
almost every cause because "new" things could replace the 
t I 
old and feudal in China and help save and launch the 
country into a state that would make it comparable to any 
civilized country in the West. • 
From their admiration of Christina, we can see that 
deep down in their hearts they were still attached to 
‘ . • . . . . ' , • - . ' • - ' ^  • .... ' . . .- ‘ ‘ 
some traditional qualities (which we have seen in this 
female poet)• Her poetic achievement and involvement 
with the PRB certainly were very impressive to them. It 
. . : . , . 1 . ... • . , . • “ 
is this strange mixture of "old" and "new" qualities that 
made her unusual, individual and different all the more. 
31 William Rossetti, memoir, The Collected Works of 
Christina Georcrina Rossetti liv. 
. .:•"... . : . . . . . . .... . . '. _ ( � 
:: - , : . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . .... . . ' - " .. . .. .. . : . . ' . . . . . 
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The spirituality of Christina then provided a kind of 
emotional and literary anchor and model to the Chinese 
intellectuals who were full of Utopian and fanciful 
thinking for China. The importance of this in turn leads 
us to another subject which is the May Fourth desire for 
the ideal or the dreamland as found in Morris, Yeats and 
Wilde, 
< 
�• ' • • • ' . . •. 
,,:•,..., , ；> . . • , •  -, . . 
• • • . .:: ,、.，. ， " . V. . • � - ' . 
. . , ‘ • i. • • . • 
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Chapter Six 
Utopian Thinking in May Fourth China: 
The Rise of William Morris 
As with Dante and Christina Rossetti, Morris was 
considered by the May Fourth intellectuals an important 
founding member of the PRB. Needless to say, wherever 
the PRB was mentioned, Morris was there. -An accomplished 
poet in his own right, he was a well-known and 
influential artist in every sense of the word. His name • 
represents design, weaving, printing, socialism, and, 
since he was leader, manager and designer of his own 
company, managerial skills. Such a versatile genius is 
i
 1 
then rightly called an "ant" in the Victorian Age.1 Feng 
Zikai regards Morris as the ingenious artist who has 
brought a breakthrough in design and crafts into Europe.2 ‘ 
The influence of Morris is so marvellous that the age of 
modern crafts began with him. From this precise 
evaluation, Feng shows us that Morris's unusual 
craftsmanship has made a name for himself for all time. 
1 For more information on this subject, see Zeld 
Austen, "The Grasshopper and the Ant: Oscar Wilde and 
William Morris in the Eighties," The Journal of Pre-
Raphaelite Studies 4.1 (Nov. 1983): 87-107. 
2 Feng Zikai, "Xiaridal de gongyi meishu" [Modern 
arts and crafts ^ ^ hi 1. ^  ^ ^ ] , Works of Feng Zikai: 
Arts, 1930.5 - 1934.11 274-^5. ^ 1 
‘ , 
SSVi'-i •!(, • . • • 
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The study of his fortune in China reflects a 
phenomenon different from Rossetti's. Dante Rossetti's 
romantic, passionate and somewhat "bourgeois" temperament 
gained acceptance easily from those Chinese writers who 
had a similar literary and artistic personality and 
orientation. The Crescent Moon poets were a 
representative group to illustrate this. Morris, an 
early socialist of course, was seen differently一-he was 
romantic and practical at the same time, and was not only 
well-loved by the romantic but also the leftist as well. • 
In other words, with the prominence of leftist literature 
in the 1930s in China, Morris's reputation endured 
because his poetic and yet down-to-earth personality and 
early socialist writing were very suitable for leftist 
taste in China. 
Because of Morris's socialism, we need to pay ， 
attention to another area which is closely tied in with 
the poet's concerns and desires for a Utopian state 
amidst the difficulties and trials of life in an 
industrialized, in some ways inhuman and often 
indifferent society. That Morris was a socialist was 
widely-known among the Chinese intellectuals in the early 
twentieth-century. As early as 1920, there was a full-
' ' ' . • • • . 
•‘ ：•：•. . ； . - -, . . . • . . . • . ‘ . . 
. ‘ ,
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 . ‘ . • •‘ ‘ . •‘ 
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length article on Morris, written by Xi Chen.3 According 
to the author, Morris uplifts "work" to a more artistic, 
respectable and noble level by putting it properly in 
every aspect of daily life. Xi Chen also gives us a 
detailed account of how the workers in the West were 
looked down on from the Middle Ages through the Victorian 
Age. What is admirable about Morris is that the artist 
stands firm in the age of commercialism and puts his 
beliefs into practice, thus infusing meaning, beauty and 
joy back to life. 
Xi Chen is familiar with Morris's major works such 
as "News from Nowhere,.11 and "Hopes and Fears for Art." ‘ 
He is clearly attracted particularly to the idealistic 
and communal lifestyle advocated in these works and he 
remarks that the Chinese should take Morris as a model, 
so that they could appreciate and enjoy working, art and � 
life. This is an important message because he states 
succinctly how we should look up to Morris, especially 
those who are seriously concerned about art and society. 
As a matter of fact, it is the idea of art for the sake 
of society and humanity that matters for China. One 
should always remember that the Chinese intellectuals 
during that time were eager to borrow foreign models to 
3 Xi Chen, "Molisi zhi yishuguan ji laodongguan" 
[The ideas of Morris on art and work 复理斯 ^¾ ¾¾^^¾ 叙 
DFZZ 17.7 (April 1920): 41-49. 1 ^ M ^ 打平 
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"save" old China. Undoubtedly, Morris's outspoken and 
active role in advocating the improvement of social 
conditions through the arts makes him stand out as 
particularly relevant to a new China. 
For the same reason brought out by Xi Chen, Lu Xun 
published a translation of an article on Morris.4 As the 
title suggests, it is concerned with the ideas of Morris 
on how art can help improve society and life in general. 
There is also an introduction on the study of Morris in 
Japan. This is one of the many essays translated of • 
Hakuson Kuriyakawa (1880 - 1923)[厨 J丨| 白柏]by Lu Xun in 
the mid-1920s. Kuriyakawa was a well-known Japanese 
literary theorist. In Lu Xun's translations of this 
critic, there are literary theories, aesthetic and 
cultural criticism. The influence of Kuriyakawa is 
indispensable in understanding Lu Xun.5 � 
From what we see in these essays, Kuriyakawa is 
outspoken about the problems in Japan and criticizes many 
of the national weaknesses through his writings. It is 
also clear to us that he quotes a lot from Morris whose 
4 Lu Xun, trans., "Cong yishu dao shehui aaizao" 
[From art to social reformation储;5 臂 1¾ ], 
Lu Xun viwenii [Translated works or Lu Xun ^ )%_ ^ 4 ], 
vol. 3 (Beijing: Renmin wenxue, 1958) 245-269. 孤 
5 Xu Huaizhong, Lu Xun yu wenvi sichao liupai [Lu 
Xun and the literary and aesthetic ideologies急 ^ ^ ¾¾¾ 
>mu :f(k ] (Hunan: Hunan Renmin, 1985) ^ 118. ® ^ 
. . . . : . , . . : . : . . . : 
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ideal society is admired as a possible model for reviving 
a country as old and conservative as Japan. What 
attracts him is that Morris does riot advocate social 
reforms in a vacuum but from a humanitarian, religious 
and artistic enterprise. In other words, this is 
"holistic" socialism which is closely connected with the 
physical, emotional and spiritual beings of mankind.6 It r 
is therefore appealing to intellectuals who, after years 
of education, are capable of responding to the call and 
have a sense of mission for the betterment of humanity in . 
their own country. 
Lu Xun is greatly inspired by such a calling and 
expresses his desire to revive China. Thinking that 
t 
Japan and China are quite similar, Lu Xun suggests that 
the Chinese look straight into their problems and borrow 
foreign models/attitudes as remedies. On top of that, � 
what Kuriyakawa says of his own country is particualrly 
suitable for the Chinese intellectuals to reflect upon 
what needs to be done for China. In the postscript to 
his translation of Kuriyakawa, he states that, through 
translation, he brings from a foreign pharmacy a laxative 
into China.7 [呱&敌鉍晷l輪入，作知败蚪國象底 
6 Translated works of Lu Xun 194. "Holistic" is my 
own word. 
7 Translated works of Lu Xun 499. 
: � . : * 
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fe皈良M — 啉 寇 躉 ， ] 
Morris, like the other Pre-Raphaelites, fancies 
medievalism as providing aesthetic guidelines. He, as we 
can see, is as nostalgic as any of the brothers in the 
PRB but instead of going after "art for art's sake," he 
is working toward the goal of bringing back medieval“ 
simplicity, freshness and naturalness in a society which 
has already been corrupted and polluted. .In Kuriyakawa's 
essay, one sees the emphasis on the joy of working which 
should be an honest and enjoyable part of life and not a , 
painful toil. Men are slaves in the factories of 
capitalist society, in which only money and commerce 
matter. 
Here is a main tenet Lu Xun thinks is applicable to 
his own country—China is not to borrow the medieval 
world model but follow the socialist philosophy advocated� 
by Morris that society or work should be structured on a 
.:::..,.；:•. ‘ ... .. . L_ • - . _„ - • 
communal and equal basis. Inherent in this is the idea 
that in such a surrounding, men doubtlessly work better 
and are able to design and produce crafts that are 
useful, artistic and beautiful, instead of those affected 
and extravagant commercial items in market. Morris's 
work philosophy, as emphasized by Kuriyakawa, is 
essential in our understanding of Lu Xun and also other 
Chinese writers who follow this practical Pre-Raphaelite. 
f ''' ‘ ‘ , ‘ .， ‘ • . .. ., . .• • • ‘ .. •‘. 
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It is usually when one is not satisfied with the 
present way of life or society that one tends to dream of 
an ideal society. This could well describe the Pre-
Raphaelites but we need to clarify that Morris reacted 
more actively than his pa inter-brothers and that he in 
reality worked hard by writing and doing various crafts 
to improve the quality of life. One may ask if the 
Utopian society of Morris was a new concept to the 
Chinese. It was not, neither in the May Fourth era, nor 
for those contemporary readers who are interested in • 
Chinese literature. As with the Rossettis, there is a 
comparable example for Morris in China--Tao Yuanming, the 
author of "Taohuayuan ji" [The story of peach blossom 
spring祠t 源 、 I t ]. This is an enormously famous work 
about Utopia. It is a story about a man who accidentally 
enters a land, the.peach blossom spring, which is a � 
perfect and idyllic world. The idea of Utopia is 
therefore deep-rooted in Chinese culture. 
In an article in 1925, Liu Jizhang discusses the 
world-view of Tao and his "Peach blossom spring."8 
Though the focus of the essay is on Tao, Liu makes a 
passing remark in the introduction about Morris and 
8 Liu Jizhang, "Tao Yuanming de wutuobang" [The 
Utopia of Tao Yuanming 陶淵哨的烏 Jf ], CBFK 10 May , 
1925: 3-4. "Utopia" is a word the author borrows from 
Thomas More, whose work, Utopia, is we11-known among the 
Chinese intellectuals. 
V - ‘ 
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compares him to Tao. What he is saying is that Utopia is 
an ideal world and that every person who has a poetic 
spirit has his own Utopia. The example from Morris he 
gives is "News from Nowhere." Short as this comment is, 
Morris's idealistic social concerns are seen as his 
blueprint. 
From what we have seen in the essays above, Morris 
is seen as a major poet-craftsman and socialist in the 
West. However, Zhang Jiazhu challenges such an idea by 
declaring that art should be independent from any ,. 
political or social reformation.9 In his view, Morris is 
inferior to John Galsworthy because he "uses" art for 
social and remedial purposes. He may contribute a lot to 
the socialist thinking but not in arts because social 
problems are usually too deep-seated to deal with. 
Though Galsworthy is not as great as Voltaire and � 
Bernard Shaw, Zhang continues, the characters he creates 
are probable and human. To him, Galsworthy is an 
aristocrat but is willing to know and write about the 
^ ；v. • ; •':. ；. ' • • . ； • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 
sufferings of the lower-class. We know that' the same 
thing can be said about Morris but it seems to us that 
the author just misses that. Zhang could be biased and 
inadequate in presenting Morris but he is a counter-
9 Zhang Jiazhu, "Huo^ hen jiashi de Gaosiwosui" [The 
truly worthy Galsworthy H 11 f ^ k ^ ]' ^ ^ 
I 22 July> 1926: 14-15. 外 ^ ‘ ) 
；:;',.•；.；- ',- . - • . • … .. 
：• •；"' • ‘ - ‘ . / • * . . . . . . . 
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example showing a different and misguided view on him 
amidst others who praise him almost unanimously. 
Having looked at the criticism of Morris, we shall 
see how he is represented in literary works during the 
May Fourth Period. Yu Dafu in "Qiuliu" [The autumn 
willow 秋柏卩](1929) puts into the hero, Yu Zhifu 防蜜 
欠]some of autobiographic elements.10 The author 
studied in Japan and led a frustrating lifestyle in which 
he tried to seek the meaning of being an intellectual and 
also of life in general. That he felt frustrated and • 
confused, and frequently went to the prostitutes for 
escape and pleasures are well-known to us. His hero in 
"The autumn willow," Zhifu, has studied in Japan before 
he teaches in China. However, he never feels any sense 
of achievement or mission, but helplessness, boredom and 
frustration. � 
Zhifu is one of Yu's typical heroes, who in face of 
the social problems of China, feels utterly inadequate 
and hesitant about which way to go. As such, Zhifu, as 
：：化‘, .： . , . . . .• ., . . . • . . . . , . •. . . . : 
well as other similar intellectuals in Yu, becomes more 
and more timid, and ends up leading an indifferent and 
"decadent" life as his sense of inferiority increases. 
Wha七 interests us is that Zhifu keeps two books by his 
10 Yu Dafu, "The autumn willow," Yu Dafu Wenii 
[Works of Yu Dafu 有 ^ 失 t vol. 1 (Hong Kong: 
Joint Publishing, 1982) 300-337. ‘ 
.• . ；‘ ‘ ‘ . i --— 
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side--his diary and Morris's The Earthly Paradise.11 
This is the only mention of Morris in the entire story. 
Nevertheless, Zhifu and also the readers know that China, 
as seen in the text, is no earthly paradise and Zhifu is 
too worn-out psychologically and emotionally to react to 
changes in a positive way. 
Like Yu, the only desire Zhifu seems to have is to 
visit his favourite prostitutes. Deep down in his heart, 
Zhifu, we could surmise, is longing for positive and 
radical changes for himself and China and knows that life • 
is more than brothels, fancy restaurants and opium. At 
the end, he is onboard a ship leaving for Shanghai, he 
looks back at the city and says casually: "After all life 
is like that."12 [人 t 乜 H i 疼的记]•工七 seems to 
Zhifu that paradise can only be found in Morris but not 
in reality, once in a while, there is Utopian thinking 
in his mind but that is all there is to it. Utopia and 
:.'r,‘.‘.：，，. , .. �‘ ' . . . . ... 
'..：；.''..:.,�• ‘ ‘ L. . . . . . . . . . “ > • � ’ . 
reality are mutually exclusive. He is not prompted to 
any practical action but keeps Morris's book as if it 
:• . p • � .... ‘ .: � . , . .... 
were his consolation of a fictitious kind. What Zhifu 
does is completely opposite to what Morris advocates—he 
does not work much, or does so only unwillingly. He does 
not feel any burden to reach out to and serve the masses 
11 Yu 301. 
� 12 -Yu 337. ‘ 
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by making use of his own knowledge and resources. 
One cannot help feeling that Zhifu is like a worn-
out raft adrift in the sea and wherever he goes, even to 
Shanghai, he probably could just remain disillusioned. 
When things are out of control, Zhifu is 011 the move and 
goes to another city. Unfortunately, nowhere is paradise 
for him. In a short story by Tian Han, we see however a 
hero who is also living in the same uncertain society 
like Zhifu but has a completely different attitude. 
Another issue we see in these two different heroes is 
I 
that our lifestyle is dependent on our choices, though 
given the turbulent state of society, an honest choice 
may prove costly arid difficult. 
In Tian Han's "Shanghai" [i 竭],published in 1927 
and 1929, there is an intellectual who is a scholar and a 
painter.13 The protagonist, Deng Kehan 
studied in Japan and is well-versed in Chinese, Japanese 
and Western literature. Deng in 七he story always refers 
to and quotes from different authors or literary figures. 
It seems to us that he sees life and the world through 
the eyes of these people. As a matter of fact, all 
through his life he is suffering from 
13 Tian Han, "Shanghai," Tian Han wenii [Works of 
Tian Han 扭 ^ HI ], vol. 14 (Beijing: Zhongguo xiju, 
1983) 115-175. -
..-. . • _ . - . 
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"melanchoria. "14 The romantic side of Deng is then spelt 
out clearly to us. Of all the major writers in China, 
Japan and the West, he admires Morris most. Deng is 
interested in the close relationship between art and 
society and spends time studying the social aspect of 
literature, i.e. how literature helps one understand and 
change the country better. Here is a romantic hero who . 
loves not only art and literature, and passion, but his 
own country as well. Tian Han presents to us the dilemma 
of this artist in the fast-changing May Fourth society: , 
Deng, because of his knowledge.of Western 
literature, sees some good qualities in Western drama but 
is then attacked by his conservative and traditionally-
r 
educated students for being too "Westernized" or 
"Europeanized. "15 This is another way of saying that he 
has betrayed and dishonoured the Chinese culture and � 
those who support it. When Deng finds Morris's Utopian 
society inspiring and encourages his fellow countrymen to 
learn to use art as a medium for higher humanitarian and 
social purposes, he is considered a traitor: However, to 
those who advocate Western and "new" things for China, he 
is regarded as a stubborn conservative, as he admires 
14 Tian Han 141. The word "melanchoria" is written 
once in English in the text. 
15 Tian Han 143. 
. � 1 6 4 
some good points in his own tradition. He is therefore 
. . . � . ' ' 
attacked by the above opposing groups of students 
publicly in newspapers and magazines. 
One may wonder what exactly Deng's position is. He 
even asks himself: "Are you really a patriot or 
universalist? His [Deng's] answer is 'both. "»16 0,¾ ¾¾ 
复看國 1¾¾ ^ / i l t ^ L i ^ 呢？仉的笤ll • J 
The author characterises Deng as a painter-scholar who 
loves his own country deeply but paradoxically is under 
attack by groups which clearly have different political • 
inclinations. What we have here is a non-conforming 
hero. Had Deng been willing to compromise, he could have 
, i 
excelled in either of the parties because of his open and 
outspoken personality. The May Fourth era was the time 
when there were numerous political and social ups and 
downs. Being educated and idealistic, Deng has a sense � 
of mission to save and serve China and not to commit 
•； , - : • : 1. .. • ,.. . i. ‘ • ' � -
himself to just any particular ideological cause. 
Deng's admiration for Morris helps and inspires him 
to make use of his own resources, his education, 
knowledge and most important of all, art, to teach people 
the meaning of humanity, life and work. Deng is also 
very self-assertive and stands firm in his beliefs 
‘ - . •. I . • . . . . . . . 
without wavering. His destiny may appear ambivalent to 
16 Tian Han 145. 
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us because he remains undervalued and misunderstood by 
those whom he cares for and who constantly criticize his 
every move, from his artistic concerns to his personal 
life. The irony becomes more and more acute as the 
readers see how a man of great talent could be attacked 
by contemporaries for the causes he commits himself to. 
Just when Deng thinks life could be simpler and 
better .in a remote village, fate shows him otherwise. • Jt 
is because of the unexpected happenings of village life 
that "he knows therefore the seriousness of life itself « 
. ' ' � * � . ' � . v , . . . � • ... - 一... • ... .….‘ ‘‘ . . . 
and the origin of religion and art.1,17 [他 ® 狄 J[ d^ 
龟 t )¾ I 貪 的 氟 如 氪 故 的 鼕 術 6 ¾ 趦 氣 ] • 
At the outset, he enjoys nature, the friendly people and 
the simple lifestyle in countryside. People work hard 
together according to the rhythm of nature. He thinks 
that life could be what Wordsworth describes in "The � 
Solitary Reaper.1,18 However, when the draught comes, 
,
1
.. .: . :. . . .... .. L. . - . . • ‘ 〜 • ， ‘ � . . 
such an idyllic life changes. Food is getting more and 
more scarce as time goes by and the merchants are raising 
the prices of the remaining foodstuff higher and higher. 
The peasants then begin to engage in all sorts of 
rituals, singing and dancing, so as to request rain. 
Though Deng understands that they are being 
17 Tian Han 161. 
18 Tian Han 167. ‘ 
‘.. ‘ .,.. • .. . , ‘ - . 
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superstitious, he alone cannot do anything to stop them 
and ask them to be reasonable. One day, he is reading 
poems and sees the fish struggling in a pond so shallow 
that its bottom can be seen. He feels that the fish "are 
clearly laughing in a violent and sarcastic way at the 
poet's [Deng's] helplessness in the face of reality."19 
[U ^峭痕驳処與定1 人势 t吼 t氐惫力^ 
He does not agree with those primitive ceremonies of the 
peasants, but all the different types of singing and 
dancing, he sees as the kind of living, real and simple 
art that springs from life itself. 
‘ • r 
In the city, Deng sees the hypocrisy and shallowness 
of those engaged in the game of politics. In the 
countryside, it is the reality of communal lifestyle, 
both the idyllic and the superstitious aspects of it, 
that wakes him up and touches him most. One may say that 
. , . . . . � ‘ 
he is too idealistic to live in both communities. 
However, we notice that he never, bends but still holds 
tight to what he believes in. Tian Han gives us a 
picture of an intellectual who is sympathized with and 
understood by only a few. 
Sadly, the Utopia Deng loves cannot be found in 
reality but only in his mind. The problem does not lie 
with him but with society. That he is not welcomed does 
' : : . " •.... v • . . . ,.... • *： 
19 Tian Hail 172. 
,；.. .；>•;：.• . .. ... . . • . • ..个 . • . . ., • 
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not imply any particular fault on his part. When we 
refer back to Yu Dafu, his hero Zhifu and Tian Han's Deng 
are both highly-educated intellectuals but they choose 
two separate ways——Zhifu resorts to a decadent and 
seemingly carefree lifestyle while Deng fights on for his 
cause. One notices Deng is surrounded by friends like 
Zhifu, who lets himself go and escapes in opium and 
prostitutes. Deng, realizing that all these sensual 
pleasures are only transient, continues to pursue his own 
dreams.‘ , 
What the author presents is a probable picture of 
life in the countryside, the beautiful and the horrible 
sides of nature. If Deng were to live happily ever after 
in a completely peaceful nature, he would just be an 
�”•>•«:�� . . . . . . . . _ •  
escap ist . Ha： .dec ides to go to Shanghai because he does 
not want to struggle in an almost shallow pond like a 
dying fish but swim out to the wide open sea.20 On top 
of that, his small child needs food, clothes and 
education. 
The ending of the story is open and we are not told 
of what would happen to him in Shanghai. Deng probably 
remains the same as he has always been. On the surface, 
he could be an unfortunate and "tragic" hero. Deng I 
think is himself a portrait of an ideal hero and because 
20 Tian Han 175. ‘ 
. . . ' . ， . : • .:. •; . . . . . . . . . . • . . •••.. ' .、 . . 
i - .: . ' .
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of his genuine understanding and commitment to his 
beliefs, he knows where to find his way in life. 工t is 
in him that I see the triumph of the idealistic and yet 
practical spirit of Morris. He is constantly looking for 
possible solutions to his problems. As in real life, 
true heroes are few and hard to find. 
From the above examples, we see how the Chinese 
writers approach the practical Morris in different- ways. 
But their reception of Morris's still famous "The Defense 
of Guenevere" is instructive, because it was not just one 
of the best-known of his poems in China but its theme of 
the power of love offered a different, less political way 
of viewing the world. This narrative poem seems "in many 
respects the most Pre-Raphaelite volume of poetry which 
the movement produced. "21 How did Chinese poetry make 
use of Morris's poem? An answer may be found in Xu 
Zhimo's "Zui yu Fa" [Sin and punishment Ife 頭 f»J], which 
is a direct borrowing from Morris.22 
In this poem, there is a woman whose confession 
sounds more like a defense. We can basically follow the 
plot of Guenevere--a woman who has committed adultery, 
21 W. E. Fredeman, Pre-Raphaelitism: A 
Bibliocritical Study (Massachusetts: Harvard UP, 1965) 
162. 
� 22 Xu Zhimo, "Sin arid punishment,11 The complete 
poems of Xu Zhimo 220-224. 
‘、::....：.0... • • . ' . . ... • ’' . _ ... 一 ^ • • . . . . . . . . 
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for reasons and also passions out of her control. Xu's 
poem is divided into two parts. The first is the 
introduction in which we see a woman ready to confess and 
the second part is her speech. It is in the second part 
we see the force and drama of her monologue. The 
narrator gives an account of the sins committed by both 
herself and her sister-in-law. There is also a parallel 
plot in which a wife has committed the same sin because 
of little love shown by her husband. (At this point we 
are reminded of Arthur) . t. 
Sadly, the poem is not one of Xu's finest. The 
narration is too -complex and confusing. The poet might 
have been trying to imitate Morris, whose narrative 
technique is rich, compact and organized, in both "The 
Defense of Guenevere" and "The Haystack in the Floods;" 
Xu actually is more of a lyrical than descriptive talent. 
(That's why I think he handles Christina better than 
Morris). In this poem, the speaker is defending several 
women who committed adultery. However, the characters 
are not clearly delineated, though the narrator is called 
a "femme fatale" in the beginning.23 Of particular 
significance and interest of the poem is that, as in many 
of his poems, Xu enters in a woman's consciousness and 
puts his thoughts, emotions and sensitivity into the 
23 Xu 220. , ' 
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narration. 
What the poet portrays is a woman who, as well as 
the other women in the story, does not deny her love and 
passions and is ready to stand trial if needed. All 
these women and Guenevere are romantic heroines 
doubtlessly admired by Xu who, as we have seen, lives and 
writes for love. While Guenevere is faced with the 
cloths of heaven, Xu's woman understands that "the 
strange and exotic temptation should incur divine 
punishment"24 [文？!幼银惫的引誘]•工n an age in which •. 
"free love" is advocated, these women are ironically not 
free to love and live their own lives without being 
criticized and despised. The poet presents to us the 
misfortune of these women so as to shed light to the 
question of women's freedom. 
This poem is less organized and lyrical than his 
other poems but it helps us reflect more on the problems 
women are facing. When they pursue their own dreams, 
they are considered "femmes fatales.11 Paradoxically, the 
people who call them so could be the ones who encourage 
freedom in every area and for every human being• 
Doubtless, Xu is no stranger to such a dilemma. In real 
life, Xu divorced his wife in order to marry a woman who 
,. ' . * • 
was already married. Sadly, not every educated person 
� 24 Xu 223. -
. 、 . . . . . . . . ' .—' '....、. ...’：..、 
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was supportive. Those who were more conservative 
strongly opposed him. From this incident, we can see 
that some Chinese intellectuals were unwilling to accept 
free choices in marriage. Divorce of course was s t i l l a 
disgrace and taboo. As for women, once they were 
married, they were supposed to yield all their dreams, 
desires and freedom to the interest of their husbands. 
Freedom was a difficult reality to achieve for women, 
especially for married women. From his writings, Xu 
definitely believes that love is essential but it could • 
be highly costly. 
It is not surprising that such a bold, assertive and 
romantic woman as Guenevere clearly captures the 
attention and appreciation of Xu. Though she is 
condemned, she is strong enough to speak her mind. We 
have seen how Kuriyakawa, Lu Xun, Yu Dafu and Tian Han � 
are drawn to the practical side of Morris. Xu stands out 
as a different phenomenon as he is more attracted to the 
romantic side of this Pre-Raphaelite. One could surmise 
that those writers who, more concerned about politics and 
social reforms, have a leftist tendency favour Morris the 
socialist; while Xu, instead of looking for an earthly 




A Patriotic Model for Modern China: The 
Early W.B. Yeats as A New Romantic 
"Yet I was in all things Pre-Raphaelite," Yeats 
comments on his early writing career.1 "When I was 
thirty I thought the best of modern pictures were four or 
five by Watts," Yeats continues, "four or five pictures 
• • • 
by Madox Brown; four or five early Millais; four or five 
Rossettis where there are several figures engaged in some •’ 
dramatic action."2 The influence of the Pre-Raphaelites 
on the career of Yeats in the late 1890s and early 1900s 
is admitted by himself in his various essays and memoirs. 
f 
Moreover, Yeats and also his sister were closely 
associated with the Morrises from 1888 to 1894.3 He is 
honoured when Morris thinks highly of his firs七 book: "My 
first book, The Wanderings of oig-ir,, had now been 
published, and Morris at a chance meeting a七 Holborn 
1 Yeats, "Trembling of the Veil," Autobioaraphi的 
JHong Kong: Papermac, 1987) 114. For more information on 
Yeats's accounts and comments on the Pre-Raphaelites, see 
,lso Yeats, Memoirs: Autobiography—First Draft, 
(Hong Kong: Papermac, 1988)• ‘ 
2 Yeats, introduction, Essays and Introdnr>inn^  
(London: Macmillan, 1961) vii. According to the 
editorial note on p. vii, this Introduction "[was] 
written for a complete edition of Yeats's works which 
was never produced.11 
3 Yeats, Memoirs 20. 
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Viaduct had praised it to me and said, 'it is my kind of 
poetry'."4 Yeats states: 
Yet women filled me with curiosity and my mind 
seemed never long to escape from the 
disturbance of my senses. I was a romantic, my 
head full of the mysterious women of Rossetti 
and those hesitating faces in the art of•Burne-
Jones. . .5 
From the above, we are able to see precisely the Pre-
Raphaelites as an essential shaping force in the early « 
life of Yeats, and understand better the feelings and 
sensibility shared by Yeats and the PRB. 
This is our departure point to discuss Yeats and 
read him in the Chinese context. In line with our 
research, 1903 is the cut-off date for our consideration 
of the early works of Yeats. Though articles and � 
translations of .Yeats can be found in China from the 
� •� . early 1920s through the 1930s (as discovered in our 
research), translations and criticism of Yeats's work 
written or published before 1903 will only be considered, 
because it is this that shows Yeats in his Pre-Raphaelite 
phase and thus his "extension" of the Pre-Raphaelite 
4 Memoirs 21. The Wanderings of Oisin was first 
published in 1889. 
5 Memoirs 33.. ‘ 
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influence on modern Chinese writers. This study 
hopefully helps us comprehend the reasons why Yeats was 
welcome among the Chinese readers, and, in turn, reveals 
the deep romantic longing, emotional and literary in the 
Chinese situation. 
An article by Yan Bing (1896 - 1981), published in 
1920, informs us how Yeats is recognized as a major force 
in making "new" Irish literature.6 The author remarks 
that while in China, as well as in the West, writers 
advocate a more realistic way of literary expression in ,-
order to reflect social problems, Yeats, however, opens 
up a different realm in Ireland. Yeats is greatly 
admired because of his romantic and other-worldly 
inclination, which makes his works profound—, mystical and 
also dreamy. He is a "poet, dreamer [and] seer."7 
Moreover, Yeats is the one who exalts the national Irish-
spirit most among other important writers such as Lady 
Gregory and John Synge. According to Yan Bing, Yeats is 
able to offer deeper meanings to Irish folklore and 
legends. His use of the past in this way is illuminating 
. . . . . . . '• 
6 Yan Bing, "Jindai wenxuede fanliuAierlande 
xinwenxue" [The reverse trend of modern literature--new 
literature in Ireland K乂 ^ ^ 的 t. % 4 
m K 琴]'DFZZ 17.6 (March 1920) : 72-80. Mao Bun is 
Qie pen-name of Shen Yanbing. 
7 Yan Bing 73. The words are written in English in 
the article. 
‘ ... • 
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and unique, and captures the essence of the more 
spiritual and philosophical side of those familiar Irish 
myths. 
The yearning for the ideal, Yan Bing continues, is 
one major characteristic of Yeats and his play The Land 
of Heart's Desire (1894) is a prime example of this.8 
Yeats presents to us characters longing for a paradise in 
which youth and beauty never fade and people live happily 
ever after. (It naturally reminds us of Morris's idea of 
paradise. Yeats admits that Morris's The Earthly •. 
Paradise appealed to him a lot when he was seventeen 
years old).9 Still more fascinating and mystic is 
Cathleen ni Houlihan (1902), which Yan Bing considers the 
most Yeatsian. That Yan Bing discusses this play in 
more detail than other works shows not only his interest 
in it but also his appreciation of its nationalistic, � 
patriotic spirit.• This play was translated into Chinese 
in 1924.10 
Ireland, an old woman personified in the play, goes 
to a young man and encourages him to join the French to 
8 For the plays of Yeats/ see The Variorum Edition 
of the Plavs of W.B. Yeats. ed. Russell K. Alspach —— 
(London: Macmillan, 1966). 
9 Memoirs 20. 
10 Fang Xin/ trans., "Cathleen ni Houlihan," by W.B. 
Yeats, DFZZ 21.7 (April 1924): 131-139. Fang Xin is only 
a pen-name and he could be Mao Dun. 
.;:..，.• J .:: • ' . ' . : . . . . . : 一 ' . . . . . . . 
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fight the British. The young man Michael then leaves his 
fiancee and goes after the old woman. When asked if he 
saw an old woman walking past, Michael's brother Patrick 
answers: "I did not, but I saw a young girl, and she had 
the walk of a queen.1,11 Michael's heart has changed and 
been inspired by a higher calling to save his country. 
The climactic answer of Patrick points to a strong and 
positive attitude for the love of Ireland. This is a 
� l 
most impressive and powerful and oft-quoted line in the 
play; and is translated by Yan Bing in his article. 
The overall impression one gets after reading Yan 
Bing is that he admires in Yeats the combination of the 
temporal, physical world and the dreamland to bring out a 
a vision of the fate of his country. Even though at the 
beginning of the essay Yan Bing emphasizes the romantic 
qualities of Yeats, he is clearly concerned about those � 
deeper social implications embedded in the poetic and 
dreamy outlook of the play. In both plays of Yeats, we 
see that the characters show discontent and frustration 
• 
with the reality and clamour for an ideal and yet remote 
world. Such an other-worldliness points not only to 
disappointment in the physical realm but also a more 
romantic thinking approaching fantasy. This is not so 
much a total escape and detachment from the world as a 
11 Cathleen ni Houlihan 231. 
•.' . - ‘ * 
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deeper understanding of what the physical reality is 
like. 
I t goes in line with what we have seen earlier about 
the Utopian yearning among the young people of the May-
Fourth Period. Yan Bing's interest in the above two 
plays reflects his hope and desire for a paradisal and 
"rejuvenated" world, (hence the old woman seen as a 
queenly girl), amidst the traditional and age-old 
. t. 
boundaries of the Chinese society. What makes Yeats 
welcome on the Chinese stage is his romantic and yet • 
profound and sophisticated treatment of important and 
noble themes, the love for one's country being definitely 
one of those and also one major concern in China. 
Among the various articles on English Literature or 
Irish Literature in which there are passing remarks on 
- Yeats, the following are important for our discussion--� 
HYij iuersannian de nuobeierjiarig zhe Xiazhi pingzhuan" 
[The critical biography of the 1923 Nobel Prize winner 
Yeats - h :三蜱的諾H觀噠% I "g：辨傳]12 and 
"Aierlande wenyi fuxing" [The renaissance of Ireland ^ 
^ ^ ^ SL % ^ ].13 The two articles are more 
12 Xi Ti, "The critical biography of the 1923 Nobel 
Prize winner Yeats," XSYB 14.12 (Dec. 1923): 23801-23804. 
Xi Ti is the pen-name of Zheng Zhenduo. 
� 1 3 Zheng Zhenduo, "The renaissance of Ireland," XSYB 
17.11 (Nov. 1928): 22-30. 
-~ ,." . 
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detailed than the others using similar approaches and 
both give usa biography and a list of the major literary 
works of Yeats. xi. Ti's essay is actually more 
descriptive .than critical, however, its merit being 
comprehensive and organized in presenting the history of 
Yeats and his works. 
AS . for Zheng's article, it focuses on the promirt~rit ; ~ 
positi~n Yeats has in the Celtic Revival~ Moreover, the 
author pays particular attention to Yeats's pursuit of 
beauty and mysticism in making use of and rewriting Irish t ' 
folklore. It is in this aspect that Zheng considers 
Yeats highly patriotic. He is clearly ~ore concerned 
· about .thenational spirit in Yeats than other qua"Iities. 
One could surmise that besides the general romantic 
aspects in Yeats, he is welcome, in Zheng's view, and 
stands out· among o~her writers '{who are more leftist in -
·their w,ritings) because of his love and respect for 
. Ireland evident in hi.s major works like The Celtic 
Twilight. .Cathleenni Houlihan, as Zheng ·says, is 
another 'good example showing the romantic and yet 
nationalist attitude of Yeats. 
Another article worth noting is "Xiazhi yu Aierlan 
'wenyi fuxingde shin. [Yeats and the poetry of the 
renaissance of Ireland 
*1 . 11~ ~a~ . &\ ] . 14 Hub is more impressed with the 
romantic temperament in Yeats and regards him as a 
prominent writer of neo-romanticism. As a ,matter . of 
fact, he ' repre~ents the romanti6 lineage in the celtic 
179 
Revival. According to the author, three major works that 
secure Yeats's position in Englis~ Literature are The 
CountessCathleen, The Wanderings of oisin and The Celtid 
Twilight; which are doubtless romantic and Pre-
Raphaelite. What makes the Celtic Revival so unigue,.Huo , 
cont~nues, is the combination of national spirit and 
romantic mysticism in Yeats. still more important is . 
, 
that Huo acknowledges , Rossetti as a major influence in 
:the early career of Yeats. 
From what we have seen so far, the · articles written 
on Yeats are unanimously appreciative of what this .major 
poet has donefor~imself (i.e. ' making a name for himself 
in English~ Literature) and also Ireland in the Celtic 
the leftist in China. As for the literary works "we have 
looked at, they reflect what an early Yeats is like. 
Moreover, his being a "Pre-Raphaelite" disciple certainly 
, ~ . 14' HUO, "Yeats and the poetry of the rel1aissance of 
Ireland," CBFK 2 Jan : -1924: .2-3. Huo is a pen-name. 
" 
.. ,.. ." 
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had an added' benefit tor his 'gaining sympathy ' and 
understanding· from the Chinese readers. In other words, 
the early Ye~ts, though a major writer in his own right, 
appealled to the same literary "tastebuds" which the Pre-
Raphaelites had he~ped developed in the Chinese readers. 
" When we discuss Yeats in the Chinese context, we 
. ~. 
heed to lodk at an important writer, Wang Tongzhao (18~7 -
1957), who translated not only some of Yeats's works but 
also wrote critiques on him. Wang comments that Yeats is 
a neo-romantic poet and that he portrays visible but 
unattainable beauty in dreamy and mystic contexts. IS 
W~ng . is evidentli interested in the romantic and 
. " spir~tual aspect of Yeats as he focuses more on The ' -
Celtic Twilight, in which he sees the genuine concern for 
love, spirituality and humanity in general. 
Three chapter,~ from The Celtic Twilight were 
transla:ted~ ' and }?uhlished in 1923 and 1924 by Wang, who 
· ac·tually translated ~he book in 1921. Wang in the 
, , 
postscript ·ofthe publication of one chapter, "Wu daode 
, .... !4; IA& 1! ~ de mengj'ing" [Dreams that have no Moral ~,. 1!a. .,~, (;l~ 9 t~] 
' \ 
mentions that it is difficult to understand fully the 
subtlety of The Celtic Twilight and that the beauty of 
'the, book lies in i~s complex and yet romantic 
IS , wa. ngTongzhao, "Xiazhi sixia~~de , yiban" [A bird' s 
eye view of Yeats's t~:inking \. ~ ~,~, .eg ~ - a], ~ 5 




connotations in seemingly simple folklore. 16 - Two other 
chapters from, The Celtic Twilight were ptiblished in 1924-
-"Lingj i shengwu" [Miraculous Creatures t , * 1£. . ~ ] 17 
and "Wangj in sl1idai" [The Golden Age t. 1 a~ ~~] 18 • It 
is evident that Wang is fascinated with the mystic and 
melancholic side of Yeats and that he reveals his own 
romanticiDclination as well. 
It is because of the profound insightful - treatment -
of 'fairy tales that Yeats was seen as the -counterp"art 6'f 
Wil~e in the eyes of Chinese writers. It once again 
affirms the utopian yearning among the Chinese 
intellectuals who ' were so weary of the ~rabness and 
uncertainty of life that they longed for the unreal and 
supernatural realm. Yeats, as well as Wilde, could 
, the~efore satisfy not just thei~ romantic side but also 
their deeper inte~~ectual needs~ 
IQ on~ , indispensablearticle on Yeats, w~ng Ton~zhao 
' ~~vises and expounds _his evaluation of this major poet." 
, 16 , Wang Tongzhao, "Dreams that have no . Moral," CBFK 
1 Dec. 1923: 73-75. For "The Celtic Twilight," see 
Yeats, Mythologies (Hong Kong: Macmillan, 1989) ~-144. 
17 Wang Tongzhao, "Miraculous Creatures," CBFK 1 
Feb. 1924: 1. 
18 Wang 'Tongzp.ao, "The Golden Age," . CBFK 1 April 
192,4: 2. 
19, Wang Tongzhao, "Xiazhide shengping j is_ i zuopin" 
[Tbe life and works of ,Yeats .\ . ~ a~ !L t JL:51- ~l- , ~ ], 




In this extensive article, some of Yeats's major works 
are discussed. Wang usefullyr~lat~s Yeatsto Chinese 
literary works. Wan~ is one of the very few writers in 
his day to discuss and translate Yeats. He surely 
realizes the difficulty in reading Yeats properly, 
because of the more hazy and obscure and less reali~tic , 
qualities. in Yeats. To, him, Yeats is necessary in modern 
China beca~se his work is highly artistig and yet deep in 
truths and insights. w Yeats is particularly challenging . 
to the "narrow-minded" and the "conservative" in China, 
in Wang's view, for his works are so thought-provoking 
that the readers real.ly need discernment and wisdom to 
.appreciate him. 
Moreover, Yeats is as serious as any writers who 
show leftist arid realistic tendencies. The introduction 
Qf Warig'se~say actually sounds like a defense but is 
useful because he· points out his own position as a writer 
L. • ~ 
. . 'and also justifies the relevance of studying Yeats in 
such a time in China. One appreciates easily the 
sincerity ~nd seriousn~ss of Wan~ in accepting Yeats, and 
on a large~ scheme of things, reading his ' romantic works 
in the Chinese context. Wang is aware that from youth 
Yeats had been influenced by the Pre-Rapha~lites and that 
his' "The , Stolen Child" (1886) is a brilliant example 
20 Wang 25. 
, t ' 
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which is not ' only the reflection of the romantic lineage 
from the PRB but also an unusuai poetic achievement in 
English Literature. 21 
Wang highly praises the poetic and of course 
romantic values of The Wanderings of Oisin and translates 
a ' few verses from "Island of Dancing" and "Island of 
Forgetfulnes's. ,,22 The pursuit of freedom, as seen in 
Yeats's book, from traditional and relig~ous norms, and 
mundane reality, is captivating and inspiring, in the 
vievl -of Wang, because it gives a noble and admirable 
example for the Chinese, especially the young people. 
Of all the plays, of Yeats to date, The Countess 
Cathleen (1892) and The Land of Heart's Desire prove to 
be the most attractive to Wang, as he discusses them mor~ 
than any other of Yeats's plays and he also translates 
from them both a few verses he thinks are worth noting. n , 
Both plays,", . according to Wang, are highly spiritual, 
, 'romantic and mystic. ' What is- shared between these two 
' plays is . the noble concern for humanity, projected in the 
wish for salvation of mankind (as in The Countess 
,Cathleeh) and the hope for an utopia (as in The Land of 
21 Wang 26. For the poems of Yeats, see The 
Variorum Edition of the' Poems of W.B. Yeats, ed. Peter 
Allt and Russell K: Alspach (New York: Macmillan, 1968). 
22 Wang 28-29. 
n Wang 34-36. ' 
-, 
c· 
. ( , ' 
:: ~ : .' . 
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Heart's Desire). Wang empha~es that one should not fail 
to notice the noble and spiritual themes, which are 
evident in both plays.~ 
In The Land of Heart's Desire, a young woman Mary is 
being ' lured away to an exotic land by a Faery Child. The 
Child tells Mary about the place: "But joy is wisdom, 
time an endless song/ I kiss you and the world beg'ins to 
fade. ,,25 Ai'ter Mary dies, there are voic~s , singing: 
"When the wind has laughed and murmured ,and sung/ The 
lonely of heart is withered -away. ,,26 The above lines are 
translated by Wang who strongly praises the poetic beauty 
of ' the play and calls it "dramatic poetry. ,,27 Those 
lines are examples reflecting the depth of sentiments and 
the beauty of the imagery. 
Yeats states that he builds his The Countess 
' Cathleen on an Irish legend: "I included the legend on 
' which this poem 'is founded in FairY and Folk Tales of the 
L 
. -Irish P~asantry, urider the belief that it was indigenous 
Irish folklore: I have since heard that it is of recent 
24 Wang 35. 
25 The Land of Heart's Desire 205. 
26 The Land of Heart's Desire 218. 
27 Wang 35. The words "dramatic poetry" ' are ' written 








introduction. ,,28 Wang does not mention the mythic 
origin of this play but he seems to ,be fascinated with 
the supernatural and symbolic meanings in it. The 
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Countess ' Cathleen is a saviour figure for she is willing 
to sell her soul to the evil merchants so as ,to redeem 
the souls of the others already ~old to them. To Wang 
The Countess Cathleen and The Land of Heart's Desire 
belong' to the same category--both are romantic and 
profound~ Yeats can possibly, Wang continues, be on the 
way .to becoming a writer on the same level as Dante, 
Shakespeare and Wilde.~ 
Wang has translated The Celtic Twilight and finds a 
relevant example in Chinese literature for it--Liaozhai 
[Strange tales from a studio l\§p , ], ·a widely-known - .: . ... . 
u The . Variorum Edition of the Plays of W.B. Yeats 
177. Though The Countess Cathleen is based on an Irish ' 
folklore, we are -reminded of Christina Rossetti's 
"Goblin Market" ('1862) when r~ading it. The goblin 
mercharits in Ch~istina's poem go around town selling 
. -gobin fruits to mai~ens who wither away physically and 
~m~tionally upon ~ating their fruit. The two heroines, 
Li~zie and Laura, are sisters. Laura eats a goblin fruit 
and starts collapsing. Lizzie appears like a saviour 
figure to Laura and goes to confront the goblin 
merchants. Laura at the end is saved. Yeats does not 
mention Christina in any way in his notes but ii' is 
~nteresting to see the resemblances in these two works. 
There is no denying the fact that Yeats has read "Goblin 
, Mark~t," because of his great interest in the Rossettis. 
' For ' ''Goblin Market," see Christina Rossetti, The Complete . 
Poems of Christina" Rossetti: A Variorum "Edition, ed. R.W . 
. Crump, vol.1 (Louisiana: Louisiana state UP, 19861 11~26. 
29 Wang 37. 
t ' 
' ) , 
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Chinese collection of 'strange and grotesque tales in, 
which ghosts and the supernatural are usual elements . _30 
This ' is an important point on The Celtic -Twiligh~ because 
it helps us to put it into perspective and also relate it 
to a familiar Chinese classic. It reveals why Yeats's 
work is popular as well, as it can find a comparabre 
example in the Chinese culture. For all the works 
mentioned above,wang sums up Yeats's philosophy in (an: 
oft-quoted) Keatsian motto: "Beauty is truth, truth 
beauty" (which is an essential tenet for the Pre-
Raphaelites as well). Such a kind of beauty Wang calls 
"melancholy and impa~poble [sic] beauty. ,,31 In Wang's 
view, Yeats makes use of literature as a medium ' to 
challenge people to look deeper into reality and as such, 
literature has a noble mission in awakening people. to 
. higher and more serious purposes in life. 
Looking at ' the translation of Yeats in ' China, we 
f~nd that those poems of Yeats were written in the 1890s, 
the early career of Yeats. As we have seen, that period . 
is more · mystic and Pre-:-Raphaelite. XU Zhimo in an 
~rticlS in '1924 encourages the readers to translate short 
lyrical poems. He gives a list of short English poems 
30 Wang 38. 
31 Wang 40. The two expressions, the Ke~tsian and 








and Yeats's "Where My ,Books c:;o" (1892) is one, of them. 
Though we do not know how the readers react to Xu's 
invitation~ Yeats must be among the lyrical talents XU 
has in his heart. 
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The translation of Yeats's famous poem, which is 
pr,aised by the Chinese writers discussed above, "The 
-Stolen C~iJ.d" was published in 1925. 32 Unfortunately, Ye'; 
Wei the translator does not express what~ he thinks of the 
poem and he seems not to be a most prolific and prominent 
translator or writer in his day. However, it is 
interesting to know that his "The Stolen Child" is not 
translated by any 'of the major authors discussed' 
previously. It then helps us see the extent of Yeats's 
reputation in the Chinese community. 
Tian Han had his translation of the first stanza' of 
"The Lake Isle of Innisfree" published in an article in 
1925. 33 ' The. author is getting weary of the city life, 
" (~hanghai, in this . case), wh~ch is so busy and inhuman' in 
some ways. He then remembers how good and serene his 
hometown is. It is for . the sake of escape ~nd rest, Tian 
Han makes it clear, that , he yearns for living in" a simple 
. 32 Ye Wei, trans., "Touqude xiaohai" [The Stolen 
Ch~ld 1f~ t 9~ I~' 3J~, ], CBFK 1~ Feb. 1925: . 3. 
33 Tian Han ', trans., "c~ng beiaide ' ~uoli l~i'i' . [FrO~ t~~kingd6m' of sadnes7 ~fE ~I 1111l {;Ig ~t .~] '" Works of Tlan Han, vol. 14 (Be1]lng: Zhongguo Xl]U, 1983) 'H 87-102 . 
.' 
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country. In -this essay, he translates Yeats's "The Lake 
Isle of Innisfree" to express the kind of idyllic life he 
has in mind. Let's first read the original stanza in 
Yeats: 
I will arise and go now, and go to Innisfreei 
And a small cabin build there, of -clay and 
wattles made: 
~ine bean-row~ ~will I have the;e, a hive for " 
the honey-bee, 
And live alone in the bee-loud glade.~ 
In Tian Han's translation, the second and the third 
verses are close ~o the original.~ The first ~nd the 
fourth verses however read: 
Yes, go now, go to the Lake Innisfree, " (V.1) 
[~~ J - t ~ I ~1 ~ ;~ ~ ~~~ \ ~/1 
And a small cabin build there, of clay and 
wa-ttles made: (v.2) 
Fel\ .~~t ~ro ;fG~Q ~ ~.! - M ~, Ii j 1 
Nine bean-rows will I have there, a hive for 
the hon~y-bee, 
-" ~ "The Lake Isle of Innisfree," The -Variorum 
Edition of the Poems of W. B. Yeats 117 . . 
(v. 3) 
35 I do not ·-translate these two verses in order -to 




Be' alone in the bee-loud mountain ,path to 
, enjoy this simple happiness on earth. (y.4) 
~ , 4. f!~ ~ ~ t1l~ ~ e~ \1 ~ t .t ~ re~ a~ ;~ ~~ 01 
The determination is clearly stronger in Tian Han's 
version. His tone is firm and direct in expressing his 
desire for pastoral happiness in the country. Such a 
change in his version reflects his heartfelt wish to go 
back to his hometown. What Yeats repres~nts 'to Tian Han, 
as ,in the translation of this poem, is simplicity, 
freshness and nostalgia. Such a romantic longing in turn 
reflects a problem which is the tension and pressure ,of 
living in a cosmopoli~an city. Shanghai was the prime , 
example of a complex, sophisticated and exciting 'city at 
that time in China. Reading Yeats, or other romantic 
writers (for e~ample, the Romantics and the PRB 
brothers), helps provide a mental ~scape for the readers . -
The translation of another of Yeats's poems, "The 
,'Lake Isle of Innisfree" was done by Zhu Xiang and 
published in .'1925. 36 Of particular significance and 
interest in our research is the postscript Zhu writes to 
his translation of "The Lake Isle of Innisfree." " Zhu 
makes a short but important note about his translation of 
" 36 , Zhu Xiang" trans., nYin'ni sifuli hudao" [The Lake ' 
Isle of· Innisfree m ~ ~ ~ !.. ;b~ !, ], CBFK 16 May "1925: " 
104.Zhu puts "The Lake of Inni;lree" beside - the Chinese 
ti€le. ' ~ . 
" 
. ....... , 
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the poem, which is quite close to the original. Zhu, 
though, explains three changes he makes. In the seco~d 
stanza in Yeats's poem, the second verse ~eads: ~Dropping 
from the veils of the morning to where the cricket 
sings-. ,,37 Zhu in his translation changes "the veils of 
morning". into "humid morning clouds" [t! l t t;!~r. 38 
Another charige is in the first verse of the last stanza 
in which the original goes: "l will arise and go now, for 
always night and day. ,,39 In Zhu' s version , it reads: "I 
will -indeed [my emphasis] arise and go now,_ for always -, . 
night and day. ,,40 Zhu states that he finds such an 
addition meaningful ~nd that the readers should not 
ignore it. However, he does not explain more why ~e adds 
an- extra word. We could surmise that it is for an 
emphatic purpose. 
The first verse of the second stanza reads: "And I " 
shall have ~ome ' peace there, for peace comes dropping 
- , 
-sl,ow. ,,41 Zhu' s ' translation reads: "And I shall have g 
37 - "The Lake Isle ,of Innisfree" 117. 
38 "Humid morning clouds" are in English in" Zhu' s 
postscript. 
39 
"The Lake Isle of Innisfree" 117. 
~ I leave th~ verse untranslated to show how close 
Zhu's translation is but highlight the word "indeed" 
which is added by Zhu. 
41 






bit of [my emphasis] peace, for peace comes dropping 
slow. " According to the translator" "a bit of" peac,~ [-
~~ ~', ~] is more special than "some peace ~ " He ~gain 
does not ' explain why he makes such a change but emphases 
that one should make the best use of the Chinese language 
and write it in a form as beautiful as possible. What he 
is . saying is that in translation one should not focus on O;' 
the limitations of the Chinese language Qut what one can 
do with the language to express one's thoughts. This is, 
as Zhu sees, an important mission for those who advocate 
"new" literature. 
We need ' to then consider the cultural condition in 
,China. In those ~ays, some Chinese intellectuals 
considered the classical Chinese too outdated and 
restrictive ,(because of the classical rules), thus 
'wishing to make as many changes as possible to help it 
I look more~'modern'." Writing some foreign words, be they 
'En,glish or French or: German, ,in a Chinese text was one of 
the- ways to do just that. For more "upfront" 
-, intellectuals, foreign ,languages were ' regarded as much 
better 'and more "modern" than Chinese; and 1::heref ore, 
they were a possible alternative for writing. 
, Zhu i 's actually speaking against those who want to 
rid' the Chinese language of any advantages. It. is · tru~ 




find equival~nts, esp~cially · in translation. · Howeve~, as 
Zhu reinforces, one should be flexible and creative . in 
using the Chinese language in translation so as' to bring . 
out the meaning of the original work. As short as Zhu's 
overall comment is, it tells us how Zhu thinks of 
translation and more significantly how it is then related 
to the kind of literature China needs (hence, "new" 
literat~re) • 
As we can see, the Chinese writers admired Yeats for 
his .other-worldliness, which was romantic and yet 
profound at the same time. On top of that, Yeats's 
patriotism was particularly inspiring and challenging, 
· · espe~ially during an era of severe socio-political 
turmoil in China. We remember that some Chinese writers 
wer~ accused of ignoring important issues in life, such 
as XuZhimo and Ye Lingfeng. Yeats, however, presented ' 
. to the~ an· example of a real literary genius who was not 
just brillant and artistic but also sensitive and bold to 
deal with vital : issues in his writings. 
" 
• f l, . • 
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Chapter' Eight, 
The Chinese "Decadents": Indebtedness to Algernon 
Swinburne, Aubrey Beardsley and Oscar Wilde 
"The Decadentslf ' as they are often referred to were 
the group of poets in the late nineteenth centur~, 
c6nsidered by contemporaries to be outrageous in their 
literary practices, outlooks and privat~ lives. The 
excessive indulgence in sensual pleasures even to the 
point of ruin in some cases was their blueprint. As a 
reaction against the materialism, uncertainty and 
Victorian prudi~hness of fin-de-siecle, the English 
Decadents advocated the pursuit of beauty in their poetic 
practice, a tenet handed down from the Romantics such as 
Keats and also the Victorian ro~antics, the PRB. 1 This 
isou~departure point for the discussion of how the 
Chinese wiitersreacted to these decadent poets during 
the May Fourth era. 2 , 
'We may begin by looking at one Chinese writer whose 
" 
Baudelaire and Rimbaud are also 'famous Oecadents, 
and they have a great impact on the Chinese writers. In 
the interest of our research, we consider only the 
" English Decadents. , 
2, FO,r an .imp~rtant 'essay , on ,this subject , consult 
Leo Lee,"DeCade!lce: A Tentative Essay on the Relevance ' 
of a Concept in Modern Chinese Literature," ' Chinese 
Literature and European Context', ed. M. Galik -





literary and personal ' reputation was conside~ed notorious 
by many, and .who was often seen as the epitome of the , 
Chinese decadents, Shao Xunmei. 3 From his literary 
practice to outlook, Shao was considered the counterpart 
of an Aesthete or Decadent poe't, Oscar Wilde, for his 
d~ndy looks. One characteristic trait the Chinese -
·writers discussed in the Decadents was Aestheticism, be 
~t in literature or general outlook. Al .. ~hough critics 
seldom regard Shao as a major Chinese poet, he can be 
seen' as a separate and interesting phenomenon in itself, 
because his lifestyle in Shanghai resembled both the 
Parisian bohemians and the English dandies. It 'is by no 
means easy to do research on him, because many of ' bis 
·works .were in the mid 1920s thought to ,be too obscene to 
be published. 
Shao w'rites the introduction for his collection of 
poetry and acknowledges various Western literary 
.' influences. 4 He claims that ·he knew Sappho first, went 
·fromher to Swinburne, and then from him to the Pre-
~aphaelites.5 In his poems, as he says, one can then 
3 See Leo Lee, "Mantan Zhongguo xiandai 
wenxuezh<?ngde 'Tuifei .. ~" \~Random Talk 011 ~D~aden~~' fk~n 
Modern Ll.terature )1. ~*.. 'P .Fl)) J~ 1~ ~ ~ tf ~~ ~ ] 
Jintlan ' [Today fr, r ...... ] 4 (Winter 1993): 26-,51. ' 
4 Shao Xunmei, introduction, Shi ershiwu shou ' [25 .-
Poems . ~ -:- t 3i. ~ ] (Shanghai: Xinhua, 1988). 7 . . , 
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easily and clearly see these figures (and al$o 
Baudelair~). , Shao' further explains that imitating 
foreign writers is unavoidable for a "new" youth like 
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himself .' "It ' is neither glory ' nor shame," he continues', 
nbut 'an ' inevitable phenomenon. When you spend nights and 
days ' reading them,you surely are contaminated by their 
' spirit. n6 [31 1~ ' ~ Il ~ ~, 
II l ' kJ..~ ~, t~ ~ t, J ~ tu 
,*P. Hn ~ q~ As .}- ;ft. '2t(\ 'bS 
t-c::', '1 tJ , , '\b ~" , e' ;: I:l ~ '\1 ~ 
~ 1- Il ~ ~'I 
9~., ~o ~ 1r~ ( 
~t ~f~ 6~ ~'J~I 0"1 
What Shaosays can also be applied to many other Chinese 
writers, since they have studied abroad (Japan 'or the 
" 
West), they know the literatures and are eager to bring 
into China the "new" ideas/attitudes. 
,. 
Shao is undoubtedly a romantic poet who, as he 
confesses, particularly admires the Victorian romantics. 
Writers in his day regarded them as "weimei" [aesthetic . 
ofi ~. '" The ,principle/outlook is neither more or less the 
, pursuit of beauty or "art for art's sake. 11 As with many 
·Chinese ,who wish to launch a new model for China, Shao 
argues ,that a "new" culture should replace -the feudal 
system and traditional moral codes. 7 Of all the" "new" 
poets in May Fourth China, he considers XU Zhimo the ' 
6 Shao, introduction 3. 






best. 8 His inclination is therefore made clear to us, as 
he allies himself with a writer who is no less than the 
Chinese representative of the romantic. 
Talking about his own poetry, Shao explains the two 
golden rules on which he relies. He first quotes 
swinburne: "I don't use rhymes to determine the form of 
, .poems . but my ears," and then Morris: 11 I don't believe iil' 
any inspiration, I only know the techniques. ',,9 One feels 
that these are typical answers from themboth--Swinburne 
is well-known for his musicality in poetry and Morris is 
of course the practical craftsman of the PRB. We are 
shown that Shao really takes them seriously and models 
his verse craft op them. Shao's introduction is 
essential in helping us understand the. inf'luence of the 
Pr~-Raphaelit~s - on him. It also reveals him to be a 
.representati ve poet in those days, in what he thinks of " 
the Pre-Raphaeiites, who, alongside other major writers 
of the world - such as Sappho,.· certainly have contributed a 
·,major part in making what Shao is. 
. Inline with our research, we shall look at Algernon 
Swinburne, 'Aubrey Beardsley and Oscar Wilde because of 
their "association" with the members of the PRB. From 
the importance of this~ we can understand b~tter the 
8 
9 
Sha,o, intr.oduction 2. 
Shao,intrQduction 8 . 
t ' 
I " , 
I , 
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influence of the Pre-Raphael~tes in China. 
ALGERNON SWINBURNE 
swinburne was considered a major Pre-Raphaelite by 
the May Fourth intellectuals. Like Morri~, we can find 
swinburne's name closely connected with Pre-Raphaelitism 
' in those, May Fourth essays on the PRB (discussed in 
previous sections). swinburne was close.~t to Rossetti 
because of his love for mysticism ,and romantic 
medievalism and for his death-wish. very few of his 
poems though were translated. As a matter of fact, 
musicality in the Pr~-Raphaelite poems is one' "difficulty 
for rendering them in Chinese. Rossetti, Morris and 
Swinburne, for example, are famous for their verse craft 
and word-music ' in their poetic works. Zhou Jiaozi, in 
.. 
, his postscrlpt to his translation of Macy's essay on 
Swinburne,. ,which -is the only , translated full-length 
critical article about the poet in the 1930s, comments 
.that he leaves the quoted poems in' the essay untranslated 
because _the unique mus~c in Swinburne dese17ves to be 
, preserved. 10 (Xu Zhimo agrees that the musical and 
harmonious quality can be destroyed easily in 
10 This article was , written by John M'acy, entitled 
"Swinburne: Thaumaturgist," and was published in 
September, 1930 in Book Man Magazine. See Zhao Jiaozi,' 
tr~ns., "Qiren Siwenpeng" [Swin.burne the wonder~ 1.... t t.. 




translation, hence the essence of the poem i~ at stake). 
In this artic1~, Macy explains how the Hellenism and 
medieva1is~ have strongly influenced Swirtburne's poetic. 
career . . Zhou ·a1so makes a special note thatswinburne is 
a Pre-Raphae1ite, and explains that "this Pre-Raphae1ite 
poet -is _famous for his .musica1 poems ... [His poems] 
·become an art form no different from music. I think 
it is bett~r to let the readers grasp i~ in the 
origina1.,,1l [ II 1l!\ r.u. 1].. l ~ ;rk -l -(Pre-~~ 
R(k~~· o..e \ i te ) e3 t~ J- 1~, L·)... 1 ~ ~16 ft~ ~~ ;i 
~ Tt., ~ 
'* 
~ ~t;1 \ ~, i} ~ ~t ~, . -r, 
~9 , ~~j 1~ go 3 Mr b,l' Al fit ~. ~ 
~ i~ ~ *' }£~ i ffi, ~~ 0 '] 
Yu Dafu, whose decadent hero we have seen earlier, . 
greatly admire-s Swinburne for his exotic and mystic . 
portrayal cif characters, and is . pa~ticu1arly fascinated 
wi th Boccacio.' s ' Decarn.eron. In Yu I s view, this is a most 
perfect literary work containing an impressive array of 
~diff~rent an~ yet -beautiful and decadent characters. u 
What is . important to o,ur subj ect is that Boccacio' s 
influence, according to YU, has been ca~ried over to 
11 Zhao 27. 
12 Yu Dafu · "Xiaoshuolun " [Discussion on fiction ~,~' , N\ ~"-l- tstmJWorks of Yu Dafu, vol. 5 (Hong Kong: Joint 




posterity by major English poets such as Swinburne. u 
swinburne's prominent position 'as an heir to this major 
Italian writer and his decadent style as ' a result 'of 
following Boccacio are then affirmed to us through this 
comment. 
' We ,have said earlier that because of the clos~ 
contact with Japan at the turn of the century, Chinese ~ 
intellectuals absorbed whatever Japanese. scholarship had 
to offer, them, including Western literature in general. 
Lu Xun was one "example who was eager to translate 
Japanese critical works into Chinese. Kuriyakawa, .as , 
mentioned in the Morris section, was translated in a 
se~ies by Lu Xun and published in Morning Post 
Supplement. In one popular essay, Kuriyakawa praises 
swinburne's un'usual achievement as a poet but 
unfo~tunately, since he is a , visionary and ahead of his . 
contempor~ries, ' he is not fully appreciated. w 
- , 
The May Fourth intellectuals were familiar with 
-Havelock Ellis who was constantly discussed, and critical 
essays ,on him were published in Morning Post Supplement 
and The Eastern Miscellany. Though Ellis s ,eems "out of 
place in this project, one important piece of information ' 
13 Yu 148. 
" 
14 . Lu Xun, trans., "Kumende xiangzheng, " .. [The symbol 




concerning him we need to know is that he started reading 
Swinburne at 15. 15 Therefore, Swinburne was regarded ~s 
one important influence on Ellis. Looking at al~ these 
pieces ofinfo~mation, we can clearly see that the 
Chinese writers regarded Swinburne as an important writer 
,in English literature and were more impressed when "famous 
'foreign ~riters also 'recognized him. 
' It is not easy to locate any transl.?ltions of 
Swinburne~ We find one though in a magazine and it is a 
very ' short poem, "Diyi bu" [The first step ~ - J9 ] .16 
This is a lyrical P?em with diction and style so simple 
that it is unlike a typical poem of swinburne : There is 
~ no use of any mythic allusions nor obscure and profound 
symbols. As the title suggests, the poem is about the 
first step tak~n by a small child. other themes are 'the 
joy and risk of growing up and -the excitement of 
exploring " ~ife . . " 
The simplicity and directness of the rhetoric and 
the content make this poem ea~ily translatable into 
15 Huai Shou, "Gelisi de hua," [The words of Ellis lJ ;!. 'AA' 99 ~-& ' ] CBFK 23 Feb. 1924: 4. See also Jing 
Sheng, "Jiaaxun zhi wuyong," [The futility af teaching~ t,,\ ' ~ W:, ~] CBKF 26 Feb~ 1924: 4. Huai Shau and Jing 
Sheng are .pen-names only. 
~. 16 Mei Chuan, trans., "The first. step, 11 Zhaohua [~~ 
~] (Dec. 1928): 4. Zhaohua in those days was a -
pr9mi~ent magazine which mostl~publish~d articles on 
arts. . - ' 
c' 
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Chinese. . It is clear to us that the poem cannot reflect 
the unusal Swinburnian elements.I~stead, it informs us 
how the Chinese intellectuals selected w~~tern ppems for 
translation. .Though they admifed Swinburne for his 
verse-craft~ they could not really handle the most 
-complex poems properly for syste~atic translation. . For 
-the same. reason many 'Pre-Raphaelite poems were left 
untran~lated by the May Fourth intellectuals~ 
Shao xunmei in a poem entitled "To swinburne" 
pra~ses both Swinburne and Sappho, whom he admires 
greatly.17 This is a , short poem with two stanzas: 
You were t~e older brother of Sappho and I was 
her little brother, 
Our parents .were God who also created Venus--
The rays, the rainbow, the tail of the peaciock, 
and the feathers of the phoenix, 
.' Every beautiful thing was created- by ,their 
craftsmanship .~ 
You liked her and I also liked her and I liked 
you too; 
We all liked lbve and the mystery of love; 
We liked the pure union of flesh and blood; 
17 Th~ word"s "To Swinburne" are written in Ertglish . . 
See Shao Xunmei, Tiantanq yu wuyue · [Heaven ~~q May 1:.. t. ~ . 
~ ~' ] (Shanghai: . GUanghua, 1~27) 49. ' " ,' - " 
.-
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, We liked the nectar of poison and the sweetness 
of bitterness. 
C.1~ \ l }~ ~ a~ ~ ~ ~ 11. ~ h9-~ ~ I . 
~1r~ ~ ~ ~ 1- 1!. \(ri. \~~ k4, ~ J:. '~ 
~ Or ~ \1t ~G/\i. ~~ JL ji+l JIL)It. ~ ~~, ' 
-\if! 1. a~ ~ !L ~~ l A~ {~ ,43 ~ ~· o 
\1, t %JL ~t .~ ~ -\-~ ~~ £l~ ,It!. ~)s, j 
~ 1r~ Sl ~~ -! ~ ~ -\- \lL t ~~ ~tf 5i<)t, j 
~ 1r~ -t '" m.. iO ~ »~\M:~) ;~\ 69 , \~ --5"' j 
~ 1t1 i . ~ -\ ~ ~JJ ~<- is-. 1i ab ~t\ c;k 0 J 
"-
This is an invaluabl~ poem as it is not only a tribute to 
Swinburne but also one of its kind in its poetic form. 
We clearly see how the poet ties himself in with Sappho 
and Swinburne.ln the second stanza, he also states -the 
major themes in Swinburne such as the celebration of 
sensuality , and the more decadent and myster'ious treatment 
, of love. Shao's appreciation for ' Swinburne (and also 
-Sappho) is well-noted here because the themes just 
mentioned are prominent in his work . . 
Besides Swinburne, another influence Shao claims in 
~is career is Baudelaire. - Let's first read a stanza ftom 
a ,collection of his poems, "Hua yiban de 'zuie" [The 
fl'ower-like ' sin~ . :t - f.rt ~~ ~ ~]: 
The ' dew on the grass .mattress .of a 'tree .tent, 
.. 
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Is like the sweet ,tears ,of a virgin at wedding 
night; 
Or the hot sweat on a wanton woman's lower 
body, 
That makes so many souls drunk with her 
spell. l8 
, t~~ tnt 1i: ~ + ~ l:. a~ ~ ~) 
ik. 1t. ~ it tl ~ ~ ~ ~ 3Jk j 
~ ~t1 ;4 ~ ~ ' "F k ~ 3+ ;t) 
~~ 1l \ '~- i ~~ B ~ ~ ~ a J 
In this collection of poems, Shao deliberately follows 
the style, images and subject matter in Baudelaire's "Les I 
Fleurs du Mal." 
However, I would suggest two more, possible 
influencesinShao's poem quoted above. Swinburne's ' "Ave 
"atque Vale: In Memory of Charles Baudelaire" could be 
one. 19 An , example to look at: "Is it well 'now where 
love can do no wrong,/ Where stingless pleasure has no 
-foam or fang/ Behind the unopening closure of her lips?/ 
Is it not well where ~oul from body slips/ · And flesh from 
18 This is translated by Leo Lee in his "Decadence: 
A,Tentative Essay on Relevance of a Concept" 25. For 
Shao's poem in Chinese, see Shao Xunmei, The flower-like 
sins (Shanghai: Jinwu, 1925) 49. 
19 Swinburne, "Ave atque ' Vale: In Memory of Charl~s ' 
Baudelaire," victorian Poetry and Poetics, ed. vi'alter E. '. 
HQughton and G. Robert Stange (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1959) 648-651. ~ . ' 
,. 
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bone divides without 'a pang/ As dew from flower-bell 
drips. ,,20 . Though the images in Shao and Swinburne are 
not exactly the same, they are similar in feeli~gs an~ 
the sense of mystic eroticism.' It is highly possible 
that · Shao knew nAve atque Vale," given his strong 
appreciation for Swinburne and Baudelaire. ·· 
Another possible influence would take us back to 
Rossetti's "Nuptial Sleep," considered notoriously 
obscene .in his day.21 Sexuality is shown strongly in 
this poem. That Rossetti has influenced swinburne is 
well-known. This particular poem of Rossetti bears a 
resemblance to some .parts in "Ave' atque Vale. -" The above I 
20 swinnurne v. 39-44. 
21 See Rossetti, "Nuptial Sleep," Victorian Poetry 
and Poetics, 579. For the sake of comparison, the p6em 
is quoted here in its entirety: 
At · len'gth their long kiss severed, with sweet, 
. smart : 
. I . And as' the last slow sudden drops are shed 
From sparkling eaves when all the storm had 
fled, _ 
So singl~ flagged the pulses of each heart. 
Their bosoms sundered, with the opening start 
Of married flowers to wither side outspread 
From the knit stemi yet still their mouths, 
burnt red, 
Fawned on each other where they lay apart. 
Sleep sank them lower than the tide of dreams, 
And their dreams watched them sink, and slid 
away. 
Slowly their souls swam up again, through 
gleams 
Of watered light and dull drowned waifs' of daYi 
Till from ' some wonder of new woods' and streams 
·He woke~ and wondered more: for tnere she lay. 
t ' 
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verses from 'Swinburne ' also demonstrate such an influence. 
The graphic ~escription of a woman is seen clearly with 
a strong mystic touch and feel in Rossetti, Swinburne and 
" i of course' Shao. What we need to notice is the way Shao 
makes use of the sensibility and the physicality in the 
P~e-Raphaelite poems for his own writings . . , Though -his 
. poems appear less profound in theme and originality than' 
Rossetti's or Swinburne' s (or even Baud~.laire 's), they 
reveal to us Shao's positive response and reception to 
them. 
still more important is the manner Shao describes 
womeri--erotic, sensu~us, evil and 'desirable at , the same 
time. This became the focus of the attack for Shao in 
those days. A "new" woman such as this was not 
acceptable on the Chinese stage because of the overt -
sexuality and "decadence." While sexual freedom in the . 
May Fourth Period was often regarded as a means to attain 
' . 
total individual freedom fro~ any traditional norms and 
,~oral codes, there is absolutely no need to reduce a 
' Woman into a sexual object, which is :what we see in Shao. 
This is actually .a dilemma which the May Fourth ; 
intellectuals did not seem to be able to comprehend. On 
the one hand, they claimed to help free w~men from any 
Sddial and moral constraints; on the other hand, they .. 
then put them into another mould "fit" for their 
" 
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sexuality,. The women; after such a "liberation," appear 
more like femme fatales who con'stan~ly lure men with 
their sexual power, . instead of normal and dignified human 
beings. 
This attack, however, is different from that of XU 
Zhimo in terms of writing about a "new" woman. In "Shao, 
. there ·is only surfac~ imitation of the physical aspect . . ~ 
In Xu, there are relatively more effort~, to explore 
personality and psychological depth which are definitely 
worthwhile discussing. The women in some of Xu's poems 
are not .just "erotic" (as thought of by some critics) but 
a:lso 'feeling, bold a~d assertive in pursuing 'their dreams I 
or loves. They are also consciously struggling within 
the fetters of a traditional Chinese society. Though 
Shao is considered a "new" and "bourgeois" poet right 
after Xu, i think he is only. roaming the edges. In Shao, 
we :see "col?ies'" of ,various poets; in Xu, we see 
, "creations" based on others. , Nevertheless, Shao should 
·,not escape our attention as he is a clear example of a 
i'disciple" of the Pre-Raphaelites and the Decadents. 
, .; AUBREY BEARDSLEY 
While the · PRB disintegrated in a few ,years, Pre-
Raphaelitism 'was still a major' for~e in Englan4~ In lin~ 
with the romantic imperatives of the PRB, Beardsley is 
e' 
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seen as one ' of the great practitioners of aestheticism, 
which is an inheritance from the Pr~-Raphaelites; and 
alsti a different Pte-Raphaelite in the la~t wave of Pre-
Raphaelitism. , Beardsley's works are highly 
"recognizable" because of the basic black and white 
' colours and the simplicity of lines and figures. This is 
, not to diminish his artistry but to say that he is 
compl~tely different from his colourful ~ and detailed 
predecessors. 
- One may not fail to feel in his paintings the sense 
of decad,ence, which ,is a strange mixture of horror and 
beauty. Many of his, works feature literary figures ,'or 
episodes. Some of his contemporaries considered him 
obscene and improper for the public because of those 
naked'figures~-not only nakedness but a sensual 
~ exploitation of hintedsexual 'practices considered to be 
scand~loqs~On the surface, we feel that it is so much 
easier to imitate a Beardsley painting than those of any 
-other pre~Raph~elite. He was introduced eagerly to the 
Chinese public by such devotees as Tian Han, Lu Xun, Ye 
Lingfeng, and a less well-known writer,. Zhang Wentian. 22 
n Ye Lingfengcredits Tian Han as the first writer 
to introduce Beardsley to the Chinese readers. Tian Han, 
tl1e editor of Nanguo zhoukan [Nanguo weekly f¥l ~ J&\. 74J ]' , 
reprints in his, magazine some of Beardsley'spaiI}tings., 
eith~r as cover designs or illustrations. See Ye . 
Lingfeng, Dushu suibi [Reading . notes t\ :l. ~l ~ 1, vol. 2 
(Beijing: 'Xinhua, .1988) 296 . . ' e . ' 
t ' 
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First, though, a b~ief ' digression is necessary. A 
professor ' at· the University of Beij'ing involved in 
academic research in psychology and education, Zhang 
Jingsheng was' active in the academic community at large 
and became very well-known in the late 1920s, with the 
ptiblicati9n of his book Sex Histories. It contains 
several "different stories of young men. The layout 
consists of case studies followed by Zhang's analysis. 
This controversial book is considered the first of its 
kind in China. 23 Knowing well what people might think of 
this book, Zhang states in the preface: 
I only offered this book to be' read by the 
lil;?eral-minded. • I therefore proclaim in 
advance that if in the future this ' book is 
changed into one of lewdness, the 
responsibility shouid be . borne by those who 
didn!t allow it to be studied openly. The fact 
that Sex Histories is not a lewd book but 
rather one of science and aesthetics will be 
apparent to 'men of discernment ata glance.~ 
Zhang, as shown clearly above, aims at 'teaching the 
23 Zhang Jingsheng, Sex Histories:' China's First 
Modern Treatise on Sex Education,trans. Howard S. Leyy 
(Japan: N. pub. " 1968). The common translation of Zhang 
in the Wad~~-Giles system is C~ang Chingsheng. 
J.. ' " 
24 
. .-
Zhang, preface 9. 
" 
.~ . . 
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public the psychological ' and sexual needs of ·human 
beings, and looking at them from a scientific, moral and 
healthy point of view. 
.-
The translator Levy comments that this book "gi~es 
us valuable insights into the inner Chinese ·family 
structure of the early twenties .. ,,25 He also gives· us 
. information concerning the fate of this book: "[It was] 
confiscated twice in the twenties in Shanghai and 
Hangchow, translated into Japanese in 1951 only to be 
prohibited in the following year, and considered 
forbidden reading in' Taiwan even to the time of this 
writing [which is 1967]. ,,26 
,Nakayama Motosuke in his foreword . to the publication 
of Sex Histories in 1968 in Japan further elabor~tes on 
this phenomenon: "Once this bpok appeared, all of Chinese ' 
'was [sic] startl~.d by it. Young man [sic] and women read 
it with wild enthusiasm and pleasure as if 'it were glad 
' tidings from . Heaven~ Older ~eople made wry faces about 
. , 
-it on the· surface b~cause of the old morality, but 
inwardly treasured it more than the youth, scrambled (to 
get pieces [sic]) and read it avidly."n 
In the interest of the present project, we credit 
2S Howard Levy, translator's foreword 1-4. 
26 Levy, translator's foreword 3. 
27 - - . " ~ Nakayama Motosuke, . foreword 6. 
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Zhang as a scholar who highly valued and respected the 
human and sexual rights of women. , This is particularly 
significant as the rights and freedom of women were 
popular topics of discussion in those days. Moreover, 
Zhang, as well as his subjects in his book, was open an~ 
) .~ . 
' bolden~ugh to, explore and discuss a subject w~ich was a . 
' taboo.- Freedom in love, we should remember, was the maIn 
concern for the Chinese young people, "which often implied ' 
sexual freedom as well. One could consider the impact of 
this "sexual revolution" in China before it was widely~ 
talked about in the 1960s in the West. 
Zhang made not only himself well-known (inevitably) 
, i 
but alsoB~ardsley as well, because on the cover of his 
boo~, there was one Bearsdley painting, "The Woman in the 
Moon," which was taken from one of his illustrations for 
Oscar wilde's Salome {Fig. 23).28 Due to the "publicity" 
of Sex Histori~s, Beardsley's popularity, already 
impressive in China, rocketed up. It helps us realize 
t~at Beardsley must have been an important artist whose 
paintings Zhang regarded appropriate in expressing his 
-I 
own feelings. His admiration for Bea-rdsley was therefore , 
28 Beardsley, ,, 'The Woman in the Moon," Salome by 
:Oscar Wilde, trans. L6rd Alfred Douglas (New York: DOver, 
1967) frontispiece. See also Ye Lingfeng, R~ading ' ­
notes, vol. 2, 297. That Zhang uses this painting as the 
~cover d~sign for his book Sex Histories is -mentioned in 
Ye. . 
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obvio~s, as the painter seemed to .be his spokesman of 
liberation. 
During that time in Shanghai, as Lu ~un co~ents in 
one of hises~ays, there were people who made use of 
their academic standing or noble educational causes as 
excuses for lower purposes, name~y money arid sex.~ · 
' Zhang, . in .Lu Xun's view, is the most undisguised among -; 
those people. Zhang, like Shao Xunmei, ~pened a book 
store, "Meide shudian," [Book Store of Beauty l 93 t ~ ] , 
whi~h sold books about sex. It was forced to close down 
because of the unfavourable reputation of Sex Histories. 
Though Zhang's intention seemed sincere and serious to 
us, the undesirable destiny of his book informs us a 
deeper problem among the general Chinese public. That 
the book suffered a fate so disastrous reflects the inner 
unwilli~gness of ~he intellectuals to accept a more open, 
scien~ific . and "hew" attitude towards a forbidden 
subject. _ 
On the su~face, they talked about revolution and 
openness; but underneath, they were still attached to 
more conservative values. There is no denying the fact 
spme people must have made the wrong use of the book. 
-i " Ic:~ 29 Lu Xun, , It Shuj i he cais'e" [Books and money ... a.nd :'sex 
'9, *' . ~ ~ ~ ], Lu Xun zawen, guanbian· [The coroplet~ m~,scellanous prose of . Lu Xun ~ '-UL a ~ 1.. ,~- . .J , . vol. 1 
(Zhejiang:-· Zhejiang ~enyi, 199~) 623-624. .. 
t ' 
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However, it seems true to say that Zhang was' far too 
ahead of his 'contemporaries to be accepted by them. The 
Chinese intellectuals also seemed to be operating on a 
double standard--it was acceptable for Westerners to talk 
about love and sex but not so for their own people. On 
the one hand, they longed for a more open and modern 
China; on .the other hand, they still wanted to draw a 
clear line between themselves and the foreigners. Such a 
"split" became a cross-road on which the intellectuals 
stand and a strange phenomenon at that time in China 
which was too fast- and complex-changing. 
It seems to us that, from what we know about Zhang, 
he c.ould be considered a "decadent" in his day and an . 
academic counter-part to Shao Xunmei.Going back to our 
research, we could surmise that the influence of 
Beardsley was more far-ranging~~the academics and the 
poets .alike we~e " truly fascinated with this young artist. 
·The connection between Beardsley and the liberation and 
~reedom in sexual relationships was shown clearly all the 
more, with a "new" and ' unconventional painter speaking 
. } 
for a "new" and "liberated" book for a "new" China. From 
the above information- concerning Zhang, we have an idea-
of what theliterqry and artistic taste . or preference 'of 
the author was like. Suffice it to say that he ~ a~ well 
~s~ his contemporarie~, could not resist the _~esthetic ' and 
.. 
decadent premises of the later generation of ·the Pre-
Rap~aelites, ,as represented by Beardsley. 
One sho,uld not . fail to notice Ye Lingfeng who so 
greatly admires Beardsley that he is called "a Chinese 
Beardsley" (unfortunately derogatively by Lu Xun) .30 
Ye's illustrations are popular and seen in 'major 
. . 
magazines .such as Hongshui [Deluge:",-~,] and Creation 
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Monthly, and are so clearly Beardsleyan ·thatone cannot 
miss the - resemblances. Like Shao who is ~onest about the 
author he admires best, Ye confesses that ever since he .' 
became a student ot the arts, he had fallen in love with 
Beardsley to the point that he began to imitate him. 31 
It does not take us ,very long to se~ that the i~fluence 
of Bearsley on Ye is clear and obvious~ What is related 
to our research ' and also interests us though is the 
briticism on Ye. 
Quitecont.rary to what we have seen in Rossetti and 
Morris, Beardsley is close t6 Baudelaire in Lu Xun's 
understanding and he represents the spirit of the fin-de-
siecle 'best. In another of his articles, tu Xun again 
accuses Ye, so-called the "Chinese Beardsley," ~f 
30 LuXun, "Zhi Wei Mengke" [To WeiMengke ~~ ~ ~ . ?\JJ~ ~~ Xun lun. meis~u [LU Xun on arts ~ 'ilL ~ t.~d\j] . 
(Bel.Jl.ng: Renml.n mel.shu, 1982) 287-289. , The l.nfluence ' of 
Beardsley on Ye has actually been studi~d in China . 
31 . , ' Y~ ' Lingfeng, Reading notes, vol. 2, 295. 
: ' .... ~ . 
imitating Beardsley and as such calls him (once more 
sarcastically) "a first-rate ChinesE? writer. 1132 His 
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critIcism on Ye, a fellow-admirer of this ,major ,artist, 
may sound har~h but he aims at -pointing out th~ fact th~t 
one should not copy blindly (like Ye) but be creative and 
sensible in learning and appreciating. Of 'particular 
' significa~ce is one essay by Lu Xun, in which he gives us 
not only more criticism on Ye but also more importantly a 
picture of the general literary trend in 'Shanghai in his 
day,. 33 
Lu Xun in the first place attacks what Ye has 
advocated--"xinliumang zhuyi" [new rascalism M >~ tUv 
l.. ~]. 34 A i'new rascal, 11 Lu Xun explains, is a 
combination of "caizi + liumang" [a talent"ed scholar + 
rascal ;to t + ;rrut@V]. 35 A talented scholar is usually 
thoughtful and d~~btless intelligently well-versed and . 
knowl~dge,able in'~ the Chinese culture. A scholar' who is 
also a rascal ' is not only . well-versed in literature and 
-the arts but also ' cunning and crafty. Ye, according to 
32 Lu Xun, IIQiguai" [strange ~ ~], Lu Xun on arts 
150. 
33 Lu Xun, "shanghai wenyi zhi yipie" [The literary . 
trend in -Shanghai · at a glance.l: ;~ l ~ \. - ~ ] , 'Lu 
fun.sanshi nianji , [Work~ o~ Lu Xun in~t?e1930S ~ Ut ~ t ~ ,1t, ], vol. 6 (N. p.: XInyl., 1968). 88-104 ~ 
34 
35 
"The literary scene in Shanghai at a glance" 90. 
liThe literarY' scene in Shanghai at a gl'ance" ,90. 
C' 
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Lu Xun, is a painter of this kind who imitates the 
surface features of the Beardsleya~ styie but misses the 
spirit and · essence. Therefore, Ye's paintings are 
"decadent" -in . an unbearably vulgar way. In other wO,rds, 
Ye, an educated painter himself, brings down the value of 
-both scholars and ~rtists. 
still more humiliating is that he disgra.ces 
Beardsley and encourages others to follow his own 
philosophy. We have seen earlier what Lu Xun thinks of 
Zhang Jingsheng, a scholar who degrades himself by 
serving "low" purposes in life. The same thing can be -
said about Ye, a painter who is an embarassment to the 
- real intellectuals. Instead of capturing the truly 
decadent and aesthetic spirit of Beardsley, Ye is 
distorting it into .a low and obscene style. From how Lu 
xtincriticizes Ye, ' we can see that Ye is another 
generation -of intellectuals different from the serious 
writers ,(whom we have discus'sed earlier) in his day. His 
is ~ourgeois, - unctuous and frivolous in appearance and 
- -
behaviour, (hence an educated "rascal"), unlike the 
sophisticated dandy Oscar Wilde, whom we take asa 
repre~entative of a Decadent hero . 
"New rascali$m" was prevalent in fJlm and popular 
-fiction, the be~/t-sellers in those day~ in the "19.30s. 36 . 
- 36 "The -literary scene in Shanghai at a -gl'ance ll 90. 
t' 
Lu Xun presents to us a strange literary and ' cultural 
scenario ~t that time in Shanghai. As the teftist 
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tendency is on the rise, writers are turning to 'what is 
-- - .... 
called '~geming wenxue" [revolutionary literature ~ "'P f. 
. ~ ] .37 Writing ,. ' ~s they believe, should serve the 
masses,t~e proletariat, to be specific, who had, long 
b~en neglected. Liter~ture, in their point of view~ 
should no longer be a pastime of the bourgeois and 
."romantic" poets and now it is high time it became an 
outlet of expression for the underprivileged. 
On the one hand, the socialist inclination is 
getting more and more prominent; on the other hand, as Lu 
Xun . comments,. a group of frivolous intellectuals like Ye . 
is gaining popularity. How are we goirig to make sense of 
this situation in China? We need to notice first of all 
·· ·. 1 'that the leftist tendency had -~lways been there. The 
' . 
influence ofR~ssian Literature of the early .twentieth-
century, ·,for example, has· a great impact on certain 
Chinese writers ' such ' as Lu Xunand Mao Dun. 38 In the 
1920s, we see the rise ' of romantic p6ets, and the 
Cresdent Moon poets are those we should credit for such a 
trend in China. In the 1930s, however, the untimely 
37 
"The literary scene in Shanghai at a g~~nce" 95.-· 
~ For more information on this subject, see Ng 
Mausang, The Russian .Hero · in Modern Chinese -Fiction (Hong 
Kong: The ~hinese -UP, 1988}. 
.' 
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death of Xu Zhimo and the different preoccupations of . 
fel~ow-poets, ' seemed to stop this romantic enterprise. 
As time went by, this romantic lineage extended · but 
surfaced in a different form. 
The unprecedented popularity of Beardsley and the 
scholar~rascal Ye mark another generation of wr~ters in 
china. ··Beardsley carried with himself the European 
spirit of the fin-de-si~cle and China, with its social 
and political upheavals gave the intellectuals a sense of 
expectancy and great uncertainty. Though they were in 
the early twentieth-century for the Chinese 
intelligentsia, it felt like the fin-de-siecle . . 
Doubtless, some young men were committed to give 
themselves to their country; others, who probably were 
more well-off, buried themselves in romantic pursuit. 
Ye, in the eyes of Lu Xuii, belongs to the latter, ' 
and he i~ an ~n~iscerning disciple because he follows the 
trend of serving the working class by painting the 
proletariat Beardsley-like.~ To Lu Xun, Ye is only a 
"follow~er" ' who goes with the flow, whatever it is. with 
his pseudo-proletariat tendency, he trivializes Beardsley 
first oi ail and also those serious writers working fo~ 
the proletariat . . He ca~ only remain an outsider, far 
removed from. the real lower class. What we have _ see~- so 
39 
"The literary scene in Shanghai at ag1.ance" 91. 
.' 
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far is the change from the romantic/sentimental to the 
"decadent" and "rascal," with the superficial imitation 
of the European Decadents. 
We need to be able to distinguish the two decadent 
attitudes in Yu Dafu and Ye respectively. Yu in his 
works very often aims at exposing the helpiessness- and -
confusion _of the intellectuals who are looking for 
direction and support. He portrays his-· characters with 
penetrating insights and psychological depths. His 
. writings reflect the uncertainty of the whole nation and " 
also those living in agony and desperation. (Yu and Guo 
Moruo, for example, .were serious writers whomLu Xun 
considered serious in the socialist and proletariat 
cause). Yu is far more serious than Ye who is greatly 
interested in the Decadents but unable to catch the 
~ essential substaqce of their spirit and attitude. 
Ye'~ pain~{rigs clearly exhibit the Bear~sleyan lines 
and techniques but ,not the genuine feeling and 
sensibility of . Beardsley. Moreover, I think he lacks the 
sophistication of Shao' Xunmei (who c'opies "the Decadents 
" 
as well). Ye could be sincere in his attempt at 
"learning" from the Decadents but unfortunately he looks 
as if he were only playing along. May~e Lu Xun could not 
bear to see his ;favourite artist Beardsley being ~treate~ 
so shabbily that he strongly reacted against . what Ye did. 
, } 
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LuXun was familiar with other Pre-Raphaelites ' such 
as ~. watts and Burne-Jones and actually was as 
fascinated with Beardsley as Ye, and therefore was active 
in introducing him to the Chinese readers. Beardsley had 
a very prominent · position in Lu Xun's mind. ' Lu Xun was 
" 
one of th~ many intellectuals who were strongly ~ouched 
by such ' a , different arid yet superb artist, whose 
paintings were about hell, not heaven. 40·· The beauty as 
such', Lu Xun explains, is devilish and decadent but he 
calls it "chuncui de mei" [pure beauty ~t ~ Q~ *-].41 
One may feel that Lu Xun inevita~ly agrees with such a 
decadent attitude when he , says this. It is the kind of 
beauty that ~efies and challenges social constraints and 
traditions. 
In Beardsley's paintings, ,we see the folly and 
ugliness of the upper-class 'and people indulging in 
sensual . plea~ures. (For this reason, he was , considered 
improper and obscene by some of his contemporaries). In 
the Chinese context, Beardsley, seen through the eyes of 
Lu Xun and others, ,is 'a talented and artistic rebel who 
is the spokesman of beauty and his desires. Moreover, 
the more "modern" outlook of his works makes the paintE?r 
stands out sharply and gives an unadulterated "modern" 




feeling and atmosphere to the spectators as well. 
In 1929, Lu Xun published a catalogue of twelve · 
paintings by Beardsley, Biyazibi huaxuan[Selected 
paintings of Beardsley 1:l:: S!. ~ ~ l.at] · This is a most ' 
important book on Beardsley as it contains a number of 
his pail)tings in one volume. It is the first ever 
c6llection of Beardsley's paintings introduced in an 
organized and focused manner, not just reprinted 
separately as illustrations. According to Lu Xun, 
Beardsley is an unusually talented artist whose skills ,. 
are unsurpassable. 42 In his view, Beardsley is the most 
widely-known painter in black-and~white painting and his 
inf~uence on modern arts is most far-reaching. Unique in 
the unstable society of 1890s, Beardsley is incomparable 
in the area of decorative arts and a pioneer of "xinde 
. yishu" [new art ~ Q~ ~~tt] in the . fin-de-siecle. 43 Smal'l 
, .. / 
wonder in 1920~, art deco in architecture and decoration 
were popular in shanghai. ·Beardsley's influence is far-
reaching " in every sense of the word, from literature to 
architecture. 
I 
As with many writers who had contacts 'with Japanese 
scholars, Lu Xun enhanced his knowledge of other Pre-
~ Lu Xun on arts 65. This is an ,.introdudtionof 
Selected paintings of Beardsley. 
~ L~ ' Xun on -arts 67. 
") . 
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Raphaelites through his admiration of a Japanese artist, 
Fukiya Koj i {~jci' m. ~], who was also a follower of 
Beardsley.In a book entitled Selected paintings of 
Fukiya Koji (1929), Lu Xun compiles some paintings of 
· this artist and translates some of his poems. In the 
introduction of this book, Lu Xun explains "how Fukiya 
appreciates and imitates Beardsley.~ Fukiya is popular ~ 
in China,Lu Xun continues, because his oriental touches 
to Beardsley's style soften up and make more romantic_ the 
strong and sharp Beardsleyan lines, thus being more 
attractive to the Chinese youths. We can see Beardsley's 
work being assimilated and used for another · artist's 
purposes. 
It is because Beardsley, as well 'as other Pre-
Raphaelites, stood high in fav~ur with Japanese writers 
-and ,artists, ' tha1;. the Chinese --readers were more convinced 
of hi$ talents and also enthusiastic to learn and copy 
from BeardsleY. On top of that, it is the spirit of 
. iconoclasm that - prompted the young intellectuals to 
"update" themselves wi'th what was fashionable in other 
; 
countries like Japan. For the same reason, Beardsley 
appeared to be the right model for them because of his 
unusual and iconoclastic way of painti~g. The naked ' 
.. 
bodies in his wprks were an icon in itself dec·la~ing ',' 
~ Lll' Xun on · -arts 56. 
c· 
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independence from any moral and social constraints~ 
Beardsley, then, was widely-known to many Chinese 
intellectuals who were awed by his unconventional and 
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bold choice of subject matter' and techniques. Near the 
time of death, he asked that his paintings which he 
considered obscene should be burned.~ 
; ~ . . 
However, his 
Chinese ,admirers thought otherwise as they saw in him a 
different spirit that was suitable for them at that 
juncture in Chinese history. To them, his illustrations 
for Salome were his best and the most well-known. Duri~g 
the May Fourth Period, Salome was very popular and was 
stagedsucc~ssfully ,in Nanjing in 1929.% Tian . Han 
translated the play in 1922 and it marked the beginning 
of his translation career.~ 
4S This episode is described ' in tlpiyacilu sh~~e ' , 
, danqiezhe 11 [Beardsley was a coward it Si. ~fd -ig &.1i~ ~ ~ , is] XSYB 19 (March 1928): 443-444. According to Ye 
Li~gfengi those paintings are illustrations for 
Lysistrata. S~e Ye 'tingfeng, Reading notes, vol. 2, 293-
294. 
% In th~ : accouht of Ye Lingfeng, the play was 
staged , one time ' in shapgahi in a Ningbo A~sociation. 
(But Ye does not give the year of the performance). The 
lady who played Salome was Yu Shan and was famous 
overnight. The actor who played John was even more 
impressive, in Ye's view, because his voice was strong, 
powerful and rough at the same time, thus enhancing th~ 
force and assertiveness when he accused Herod of his ' . 
sins. See Ye Lingfeng"Reading notes, .vol. 1, 286. 
47 Tian Han; Works of Tian Han, vol. 16 (Beij'ing': 
Zhongguo xiju, 1983) 584. The cast list is as · follows: 
Wan Laiti~n [lAr.J . played the role Herod; ~, Jil}. Yanjun 




This brings us to the author of saiome, Oscar Wilde. 
In th~ eyes . of the Chinese youths, Salome was considered 
. an unusually beautiful and artistic play and a prime 
example to illus~rate the aestheticism of Wilde who was " 
seen as' the leader of the Aesthetic Movement in .the late 
nineteenth-century. Wilde, in their view, was one of . the 
heirs to the romantic lineage starting from the 
nineteenth-cent~ry poets to the victorian romantics, i.e. 
the PRB. The romantic flair and mysticism were seen 
shared by Wilde and the Pre-Raph~elites, especially 
Rossetti. The love 'of beauty was summed up in "art -for 
artts sake" ~hich was the slogan of the Aesthetes. 
Salome was seen to be a manifesto of such a concept. 
That the success of the translated version of Salome 
' ce~tainly encouraged Tian Han; as ' it had been banned 
several times in Europe before it was translated into 
Chinese. Therefore, Tian Han sees his success as a 
triumph of youthful iconoclasm and the pursuit of 
. . i 
Wu Zong ['fit, ~~], ,a young Roman; Xie Yuezhang [~~.fu ~ J, . 
Naaman; zuo. Ming [a:. e~], the page of Herodias; Y i~u [~ 
, ~ . ]; Herodlas; and Yu Shan ~ 100 ], Salome .. ' See Tlan 
Hart, ' ~womepde zij i ,pipan" [ criticism on ' oursel ves~ ~f~ 93 
~t ~tt: 6'], Works . of Tian Ran, -vol. 14, 343. 
c· 
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freedom. 48 To Tian Han and those who are inspired ·by 
this play ~ Salome is highly poetic,- romantic and sensual 
in every aspect, both the text itself and its 
illustrations. Since this is also a strongly 
individualistic w.ork, one may wonder why it 'was received 
so well d~ring the .time when the leftist tendenqy was 
p~evalent· i~ China. The fearless spirit and 
determination to pursue love, freedom ahd equality, as 
Tian Han observes, is the attraction of the play.49 
Each character in the play shows the same spirit but 
for a different reason: for John it is the love for God 
that sustains him to resist those in authority; for ' 
Salome, it i~ John. They both at the end die for what 
they believe in--John for the sacred love (God) and 
Salome for sensual love because she greatly loves' John's 
. body, as she says, 11 I am amorous of thy body. "so Tian ' 
Ran in· another article calls this love of Salome "sexual 
love. "S1 . Praising the beauty of John's body, Salome 
exclaims with all. her passion: 
. 48 Tian Ran "Yishu yu yishu~ iade tai:du" [Art and the 
a~titude of an artist ~ ~m'l ~ • ~iFt~~~~OO, Works of 
Tlan Ran, vol. 14, 196. 
49 Tian Ran, "Criticism on ourselves" 343. 
50 Wilde 21. 
_ . 51 Tian ' Ran, "Two youthful periods," Prose of Tian 
Ran (Shangpai: Shanghai ,jindai, 1978) 114. - The words 
"sexual love" 'are ' written in English in the text. 
" 
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Thy body was a column of ivory set upon feet of 
silver. It was a garden full of doves and 
lilies of silver. It was a tower of silver 
deck~d with shields of ivory. . . . I saw thee, 
and I loved thee. . I am athir~t for thy 
,beauty; I ~m hungry for thy body; and neither 
,wine nor apples can appease my desire. . . .' I 
was a virgin, and thou didst take my virginity 
from me. I was chaste, and thou didst fill my 
veins with fire.~ 
From this speech, we can see better the unusual force, 
the sensuality and of course the horror in Salome's 
emotions. Th,is is not just the desire of Salome, but a 
wild outcry from the hearts of Chinese ' youths.~ As 
such, Salome is raising and challenging a forbidden 
~ubject in the feudal Chinese~ociety, especially the 
human 'rights of c~inese women. In this case, it 
concerns ,the freedom to love' and realize one's physical 
. passions and de~ir~s. 
Salome's final speech on the beauty of John's body 
and the climatic kiss on his mouth are consiqered an 
ultimate act of defiance of, any traditional and moral 
norms. Many writers, Ye.' Lingfeng being , one of them, 
52 wilde 65. 
53 Tian Han, '''Two youthful periods" 114. 
" 
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consider Salome's kiss scene the high point of the play 
when she exclaims, "Ah! thou wouldst not suffer me to 
kiss thy mouth, Iokanaan [John]. Well! I will kiss it 
riow" (Fig. 24).~ What Tian Han encourages the readers 
to appreciate most is the naturally human and yet wild 
yearning for love and beauty, (and certainly not . k~ssing 
a mouth of a severed head) . ss It is importan:t that, .in 
Tian Han's view, the intellectuals and the proletariat in . . 
China understand that what Salome represents is suitable 
for' China, because the people need to have the courage 
and tenacity to express themselves and persist, (just 
like Salome who desires to kiss John and can only do so 
after he ' dies,,) . 
The importance of this is to show how art can unite 
people toge:ther on the frontline fighting against social 
injustice and p~verty.~ Tian Hanis advocating art for 
the sake of society and the proletariat . . To "him, this is 
a new . play, ,(its subject matter being Biblical), and 
~ Wilde 64. The illustration is called "Qesign 
from the studio," see Wilde 66. This is the cli'max when 
Salome is seen holding up the severed head of John. We 
can imagine how "stunning" and "horrible" it was for the 
May ' Fourth Chinese to see such an iconoclastic image. 
The 'French words read: "I've kissed your 'Jl1,outh, Iokanaan. 
I "ve kissed your mouth. ", The play was originally written 
iri~ French. " 
ss Tian Han, "Criticism on ourselves" 343. 
56 · Tian Han, "Criticism on ourselves" 343. 
t ' 
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appropriate to help launch China into a "new i ' era with a 
"new" ,expression and lifestyle, · which is particularly 
important to the long oppressed lower-class. It seems to 
us that Salome's outrageous behavior sets Tian Han's 
heart on fire to .inspire the masses to pursue and stand 
for what ;is needed and that art ' is an essential .means for 
this cause. In other words, art in this way is in ,his 
view no longer bourgeois.~ 
~ This is certainly a very different and more 
"political" way of looking at Salome. Ever since the 
translated text was published in, 1922, it received good 
reviews. Several important essays on Salome we should 
look at are ','Yinguo jindai judi xiaochang" [The growth 
and decline of modern English drama l ' ~ 1iL.,f(. M ~ ~B 
~],s8 "Wang Erde de pingzhuan" [Critical biography on 
.' Wilde :£. ~ ~*J .~~ .. t~ 1~ ],59 "Jindai Mingzhu baizhong 
shulue" [Synopses" of ,one hundred ma~terpieces lit ~ 16 i a a 
l!\L ~] ,60 - "M~ngchu yu aide gongguo" [The common ending , of 
57 , Tian Han, "criticism on ourselves" 344. 
, 58 YuCang, "The growth and decline of modern 
'English drama," CBFK 29 August 1922: 1, and also, "The 
growth and decline of modern English drama: Part II," , 
CBFK 30 August 1922: ' 1-2. Yu Cang is a pen-name. 
59 Shen Min, ' ''critical biography on Wilde,," XSYB .. 
12.5 (May 1923): 1-12. 
00 Xu. Diaofu, ~Synopses of one hundred~ ­
masterpieces, tt XSYB 18 .10 (Oct . ' 1929): 80-91. 
c· 
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blind touch and love ~ ~ ·~t 99 ;t, *,J ,61 and 
"Xinlangmanpai de xiju" [Neo-romantic dr.ama._Mr;~ 3l ;~ a~~ . 
t1 ].62 The Chinese critics in these essays unanimously 
praise Salome as the best and most romantic play ever 
. written by Wilde" who in fact has always been considered 
cl most pr.ominent playwright in the late nineteenth-
century· ~ , Wilde and t~e Pre-Raphaelites are seen under 
the label of neo-romanticism. Their works often reflect 
mysticism, sensuality, and exoticism, an unusually 
beautiful element Wilde admits he shared with Rossetti.~ 
Such an element is clearly ,seen in Salome in which 
the Biblical context, the Hebrew style of courtnobles 
and fashion ~re undeniably attractive. Herod's empire 
represents the centre of sensual pleasures and people 
living in it act according to their personal dreams and . 
. ; desires. The yiolent and horrible passions are of course 
personified in S~lC?me, who lives for herself, only. Her 
~trong artd rebellious charabter makes her stand out as a 
."stunning" icon to the Chinese ' intellectuals. (Her 
appearence in China could be as stunning as when the Pre-
Raphaelite stunners first appeared). 
61 Guo 'Zengai, "The common ending of blind touch and 
love," CBFK 11 May 1924.: 3-4. 
62 Zhang . Mingqi, "Neo~romantic drama," CBFK:' 12' Dec • 
. 192,7: 19. 
63 Quoted in Shen 11. 
c· 
Xu Diaofu in his "Synopses of one hundred 
ma~terpieces" gives not only a detailed synopsis of - -
Salome, but also translates a few parts of the play.M 
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The last part starting from Herod begging Salome to . darice 
for him till Salome's final kiss, xu considers the most 
passiona~e, provocative and iconoclastic. As w~ can see, _ 
the paramount sensuality and hqrror captivate the hearts 
of many Chinese writers. In the conclti~ion, XU Diaofu 
mentions that the translation of Douglas is the best. 65 
One could surmise that this is the version read by many _ 
Chinese readers in those days. 
Guo Zengai in his article, "The common ending of 
blind touch ~nd love," describes the two sides of 
emotions in the world, indifference (when people touch 
things but feel nothing, hence the title), and love. He 
ends up wishing to be like Saiome who passionately 
. -
,-
strives for love.~ Guo's desire can represent that of 
others who are fascinated with Salome. They look to her 
as ~n sp~kesman of ~hat they care for most--liberation 
and love. The reception of this play is therefore 
- instructive because it helps us understand the depth of 
the emotional responses and needs of the Chinese 
M Xu Diaofu 89-91. 
_ 65 Xu Diaofu 91. 
~ Guo Zengal 3. 
,. 
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intellectuals, rather than the "practical" purposes ' T~an 
Han ,has in mind. 
considered a most iconoclastic play, Salome is 
well-received· by most writers because of its overt 
defiance against ~hose in authority. Ch en Chujun, 
., 
however, comments that it is not beneficial to the 
masses to · see the characters cry out only after they fail 
out of love and that it would be better ~ to stage plays 
directly about social problems.~ Tian Han clearly ' sees 
the potential of Salome and also that of his fellow 
countrymen to assert and unite themselves, and is serious 
about the future of China. However, we may wonder if the 
"masses," the truly working class or the commoners can 
really understand the social implications of Salome, as 
perceived by Tian Han. There is some truth in what Chen 
says about Tian Han. It sound~discouraging but points' 
out the questi9~' of how far one can go in the choice of 
appropriate subject ~ matter for the masses . . 
We need to recognize that he is speaking against 
Tian Han and not Salome. Chen's position is more 
practical and socialist than Tian Han'~, as regards the 
choice of highly artistic works as an educational means 
for the general public. The latter sees art as a common 
67 Chen Chujun m'akes this comment which, is quoted in 




language between people of different social and 
educational backgrounds. Though his dream is noble,the 
general public may not fully comprehend the complexity 
and beauty of Salome, let alone the social message in it. 
Tian .Han is sincere in promoting art as a possible 
u~ifying agent for different cl~sses. However, Mhen 
dealing ' w~th the illiterate, or the peasants, and t~ose 
who scarcely know any literature, Salome is certainly not 
the best play to put across a socialist theme to th~m. 
In Salome, the ~heme of love, the dazzling and 
strongly assertive characters, and the stylistic diction 
and expression probably overshadow any leftist 
connotations. Tian Han's emphases on the kissing scene 
of Salome is misleading. How can a person help serve his 
country if , he is as persistent as Salome? I am nbt 
denying love as an important part in life but pointing 
out that . it · 'shoulci not be possessive and manipulative. 
That Salome is 'selfish and uses her physical attraction 
to obtain power seem not to be noticed by Tian Han or 
other writers. ' The "sexual passion" of Salome, as Tian 
Han describes her, should not be one's moral guide and 
the only ,means to achieve freedom. Despite the negative 
viewpoint of Chen on Tian Han's belief -in' Salome, we can 
s~e that this play definitely inspires -the 




Doubtless, Salome provided a romantic ' appeal to 
bourgeois intellectuals such as Tian Han~ XU Zhimo and Ye 
Lingfeng, whQcould afford to go see the play and greatly 
praise the ' play, but mainly its aesthetic aspect. XU 
Zhimo in a poem, "Yuming de luoji" [The logic of fatet~ a3 
. ~ ~r, '"r .e-creates the dancing "femme fatale. ,,68 The 
first' stanza reads: "The day before yesterd~y, she was 
dancing in a big hall lit up like a crystal palace~-/ How 
shiny her stockings were!/ How smooth her hair was!/ The 
smiles on her teeth drove the men in the entire hall 
insane .,,69 [Rtl . ~ tt ,t lJ<" la ~ 11:A ~l ~ '(34 ' :k..A ~"" 
;~~l\ -/\ ~ ~ l~ Q~ ~~ / ~ ft ;t ~ 93 ~!/ 
tt .{\~ t ~ ' J:. M (* 1l~ 1:.. t. . ~~~ f 1M .ft.] 
The lady in this poem is surely as captivating and 
. seductive as Sal9me, and dances with all her might and · 
passions ,' in order to win the souls of the men. 
,There is no denying the fact that Salome presented a 
"new" woman for many Chinese intellectuals. Xu Zhimo in 
his article "About , women" mentions his impression on Y.u 
" 
Shan, the lady 'who played Salome. w Yu ' Shan came from a 
68 
"The logic of fate," The com121ete 120ems of Xu 
Zhimo 213. 
69 
"The lo,gic of fate" 213. 
70 Xu Zhimo, "About women, 
" .XYYK 2'.8 to.ct .. 1928): ' 1~ " 18. 
t ' 
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wealthy and prominent family and was talented enough to 
be offered the part of Salome . . According . to Xu, she had 
to go' through many obstacles before going up the stage to 
.. ' 
play the role because her family had considered Salome ' 
too unchaste and obscene for a well-bred lady. 
One night during the performance, just whe~ Yu Shan 
was about. to say, fIr' will kiss thy mouth, John," she 
caught a glimpse of her mother sitting in the front row 
and staring angrily at her. Instead of saying the line 
with her might and passion, she was lowering her voice 
and slurring over the line. What XU points out by . 
telling us this episode is that though in reality there 
are ,. many objective obstacles preventing a "new" woman to ' 
realize herself, the psychological barrier is by far the 
less visible but more destructive. The talented actress 
Yu Shan could have played her role more powerfully and ~ 
d~amat;:.ica·lly b,ut:" for the angry gaze . of her mother, which 
represented a ~acit censorship. 
' As XU says, that was the moment whenYu yielded to 
traditions at the expense of artistic expression. 71 
One feels that the character Salome, when compared to the 
more timidYu Shan, is unusually "new" and bold all the 
more. To be a "pew" 'woman, in the view of Xu, one needs 
" 
to behave with ~sychological abandonme~t and be 
71 Xu ' Zhimo 16. 
.. 
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courageous and, persistent all the way through. Sadly, in 
reC\lity there are not many "new" women. 
. That Salome was well-loved by the more well-off 
writers prompts us to re-consider if what Chen says . is 
right-~the play is for the educated only and not the 
illiterate. That the theme is love seems to st~nd out 
more than other possible social issues in it. 
Nevertheless, in the interest of reading Salome in the 
Chinese ' context, we find that the Chinese writers 'seemed 
to · be looking for emotional and psychological excitement 
and a model which spoke to thei~ personal needs and not 
the objective moral ' and humanitarian aspects. -· The 
Chinese writers who were more romantic saw Salome as an 
essential resolution to the class problems in society. 
Actually the play exemplified their deeper yearnings but 
- not necessarily the social ov~rtone they claimed to s~~ 
·init. We n~ed ~ to notice though Tian Han at the 
beginning of his writing career is more romantic but gets ' 
truly socially-oriented at the -later part of his life. 
Salome, from what we have seen, excited and inspired 
those young men who had personal and emotional dreams 
albeit a small and "selected" group (the intellectuals), . 
Tian Han might not be able to use .this -play to reach 'out 
to as many as .he hoped, but the success ofhis "transl~ted 
text and the play :r~inforced a romantic ' trend 'during the 
t ' 
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May Fou'rth Period. Though Salome marked the, height, of 
wilde's reputation in China, Wilde .was ~lready well-known 
-' 
because his plays such as The Picture of Dorian Gray and 
Lady Windemere's Fan, for example, were popular among the 
Chinese intellegentsia. As a matter of fact, as early as 
1920, Zhang Yugui published a translated article in which 
Wilde is regarded as a brilliant comedy playwright. 72 
When we look at the articles on Wilde and his works, 'he , 
is praised by the Chinese writers as a phenomenal 
literary figure of the nineteenth-century, especially for 
his leading position ~n the Aesthetic Movement. 
In the early 1920s, Wilde w~s already known to the 
Chinese readers. , Yu Dafu in an article mentions that he 
translated ,The Picture of Dorian Gray in 1920 but dared 
not publish it because he was not sure if he understood 
- the work in Engl~sh correctly~n Yu, an important moderri 
Chine~e , writer in his own right, is also well-remembered 
for his ,introducing the Dec~dents in the early 1920s in a 
popular essay" , "jizhong yu Wangmianzhi (The Yellow Book) 
de renwu" [Focusing ori. the people of The Yellow Book t tf 
72 Zhan~ Yugui~,v"~enxue yu xiju" [Literature and 
drama t. ~W ~ I~~j], DFZZ 17.17 (Sept. 1920): 64-
70. This is a translation ' of an article written by 
Brandon Matthews~ Zhang does not give us the date of 
pUblication and the publisher. ' 
, 73 , Yu Dafu'{t& "Da Hu Shizhi xiansheng" [AnSwe~ing, Mr. 
'Hu Shizhi ~ ~ ~ ~ _,~ ~, The complete works" of , Yu 
Dafu, vol '.-· 5 (Zhejiang:Zheji?-ng wenyi, 1992) 437. 
.' 
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According to Ye 
Lingfeng, · yu Dafu was considered by his contemporaries a 
romantic and decadent writer because of this article. 75 
Yu never owned any copies of The Yellow Book. Shao 
Xunmei, however, did as he had bought them in England at 
a· high pr ice. 76 
In .this essay, Yu traces the rise and fall of The 
Yellow Book and regards the aestheticism of Wilde as an 
unconventional reaction ag~inst the obstinate traditions 
in .Victorian England. All the writers involved with The ,-
Yellow Book are unusually talented, romantic and exhibit 
decadent tendencies ,in their works. Beardsley, Yu . 
bel~eves, is responsible for the high reputation of this 
magazine. His special beautiful technique and 
imagination are unprecedented. _ Of all his works,' hfs 
- illustrations for Sal~me are abosultely unique. n A 
number of writers are mentioned in Yu's essays but 
particular attentiqn is paid to Wilde, Swinburne and 
Beardsley, who are of course the major writers of The 
Yellow Book and also o'f the Aestheti'c Movement. That 
74 Yu Dafu, "Focusing on the people of The Yellow 
~, 
" 
The complete works of Yu Dafu, vol. 5, 92-116. 
75 Ye Lingfe.ng, Reading notes, vo~. 1, 342. 
76 Ye Ling,feng, Reading notes, vol. 1, 342 • . , 
n Yu, "Focusi~g on the people of The Yellow Book" 
9'5-96 • . 
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Wilde, like other Decadents, evidently does not go 
unnoticed brit captures the attentidn (and also the 
fantasy) of many Chinese readers is clear to us~ 
Mao" Dun, also an influential modern writer, agrees 
that wilde is the representative of such a movement. To , ," 
him, the aestheticism as thought of and practised by 
wilde is bold, exotic, sensual and of course romant~ci 
and concerns the pursuit of one's desir~s.n In 
"critical biography of Wilde," Shen Min also focus"es on 
wilde's leading role in promoting aestheticism in England 
and America. Wilde is an artistic giant, as "Huang Rikui 
comments, and his aestheticism which encourages sensual 
pleasures is . a revolution in its own right.~ It is 
evident that Wilde's role in the literary and artistic 
realm is time and again affirmed as highly significant 
-" 
and unique by different writers. 
Appar"ently kpown as a major Decadent writer , wilde 
was alscf" famous for his fairy tales in the eyes "of the 
Chinese intellectuals. As a matter of fact, in those 
days in Chiha, there were numerous translations of Grimm 
and Hans Andersen. Because of the poetic sensibility and 
wit of W~lde, his fairy tales " were another of his 
78 Mao Dun, "Weimei 11 [The aesthetic oa ~ ] ~ This ' 
article was published in 1921. 
. 79 Huang Rikui, --IIWenxuede' taolun" [Dis"cllssion on 
literature t. ~ g3 t~. m~, CBFK 7 F~b ~ 1922:2. 
.' 
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trademarks. We see in an article in 1922 that Wilde puts 
in ,his fairy tales the same rich and witty style and · 
diction as he does the plays, and therefore, his fairy 
tales are more profound and suitable for adults than just 
for children. w ~hao Jingsheng follows up what Zhong Yun 
says about the difference between Andersen and Wilde. 81 · 
He comments that Andersen is more straight forward, 
easier to understand and more approachabl-e for children; 
while Wilde, is too deep and abstract but has more 
literary values. 
In his response to Zhao, Lu Xun remarks that 
Andersen is ' more "naive" than Wi lde. 82 By that, Lu Xun 
points out the simplicity and purity in Andersen but 
sophistication and wit in Wilde. He agrees with Zhao 
that Wilde's fairy tales are beautifully-written and 
' profound in insights. Zhao in another article continues 
, -
to praise ,the .three accomplished areas of Wilde, namely, 
his b~ing a poet, playwrigh~ and writer of fairy tale. D 
80 Zhong Yun, "Zijide yuendi" [My own field B ~ a~ 
\~ i~]' CBFK 2 April 1922: 1. Zhong Yun is a pen- name. 
81Zhao Jingsheng, "Tonghua de taolun 11 [Discussion 
on fairy tale 1- tt ~3 t~ ~ ], CBFK 9 Apirl 1922: 1. 
82 Lu Xun, CBFK 9 April 1922: 1-2. The word ' "nalve" 
is in English in ·the te~t. This response of Lu Xun is 
printed right afterZhao's article . 
. , 83 Zhao Jingsheng, 11 TOl1ghuaj ia zhi Wnag Erde" [Wilde· 
the fairY."tale wr~ter 1 t'tl ~ .~"f... ii ts,], -GHFK 15 July 
1922: 2-3. ' -
t ' 
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wilde is a highly individual artist and therefore, in 
Zhao's view~ finds the fairy tale a proper medium for him ' 
to put his :thoughts and feelings into an ' imaginary realm, 
rather than the physical world. It is also because of 
his romantic personality that he can give free rein to 
his fantasies in beautiful and unreal dreamland$. In 
this article, the author gives a useful list of his fairy 
tales translated into Chinese, and syn6pses of several of 
the fairy tales. 
Zhao continues his discussion on wilde in another of 
his articles, in which he gives ,a summary of what some 
Chinese writers think of Wilde's achievement as a writer 
of -fairy ta~es, some of which a~e already discussed 
before. M The Chinese intellectuals once again 
unanimously agree that one sees Wilde at his best ' in his 
fairy tales. Wilde being weii~known as an important 
Decadent poet, z~ao agrees that his decadence is 
-appreciable becaus~ he sees the futility and hypocrisy of 
social codes and then exalts love and beauty as virtues 
for milnkind to abide by. 85 
" 
In other words, Wilde is so 
serious about mankind that he renounces the world and 
lives according to his aesthetic philosophy. 
M Zhao Jingsheng, "Wilde the fairy tale w~iter~' ,', 
, CBFK 16 July 1922: 3-4. 
85 Zhao 3. 
.. 
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Lu Xun mentions that when he was young he liked 
reading Jincrhuayuan [Flowers in the mirror 私森], 
which is a famous novel about exotic adventures.86 The 
author, as he reads Wilde's fairy tales, is reminded of 
his love for this Chinese novel and sees the same kind of 
beauty and exoticism in both. 
How did the Chinese writers make use of Wilde's 
fairy tales? From what we know about the same view of 
the Chinese writers on Wilde, especially in the area of 
fairy tales, there was a desire for dreamland and fantasy « 
among the youths in the May Fourth era. The beautiful 
and yet remote realm seemed a perfect escape for those ' 
who were more romantic by nature. The sophistication of 
Wilde doubtless spoke to them, especially those who were 
more concerned about society and politics, because of the 
strange combination of dreamland and reality. Thus, the 
multi-layered meanings in Wilde's fairy tales were 
\.; . j' . . . . . . . . . . . . , .... ‘ . ' • . ’ 
particularly appealing and worth noting, aesthetically 
and philosophically, to intellectuals even like Lu Xun 
who was well-known for his unsympathetic position on the 
Chinese romantic writers in his day. The irony and 
literary depths in the fairy tales of Wilde certainly 
moved Lu Xun. 
86 Lu Xun, "Luzhou" [The oasis 森 yi-d ] , CBFK 31 
March 1923: 2-3. » 
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When we look at the Utopian thinking in the May 
Fourth Period, we can see how the Chinese writers looked 
for suitable models in the West to satisfy and also build 
up both their emotional and literary needs. With this 
kind of mindset, fairy tales took 011 a different meaning 
and importance in the hearts of the modern Chinese 
intellectuals. This is a significant contribution of 
Oscar Wilde, as well as the Decadents,"in general for he 
provided an aesthetic "escape" and fostered a deeper 
thirst for romantic yearnings in the Chinese writers. 
However, behind the "escape," there still lurked social 
concerns that could not be effaced easily. Doubtless, 
most young people in modern China were excited about them 
and enjoyed them, but only with nervous energy, not pure 
pleasure; because the socio-political reality was too 
unstable and demanding. 
Did the Chinese writers ever re-define the English 
Decadents? There is no denying the fact that the 
Decadents were stunning to May Fourth intellectuals. 
- « : *• 
They looked "radical" and "new" to those who were looking 
• ) 
for a way out in modern China. The Chinese writers then 
borrowed and even re-read them to serve and support their 
• » 
own causes. As we have seen, they took up their ideas 
and forms quite superficially without much criticism, but 
the genuine spirit seemed not to be there.^  •" 
. . . . - � * ‘ > . . . : . . 
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Shao Xunmei, however, was ari exception because he 
imitated the Decadents on purpose in his life and works. 
From a moral standpoint, his attitude may be questionable 
but, among other writers, he stands out as a distinctive 
example of a disciple of the Decadents. Therefore, these 
Victorian writers definitely played a great part in 
shaping what he was. As such, he himself was a 
Westernized intellectual of a different generation of 
writers. Even though he claimed his literary heritage 
from Xu Zhimo (on the Chinese part), he clearly was a • 
different phenomenon and also promoted new and "decadent" 
discourses on women and love, especially on the physical 
side of love, because of his conscious copying of the 
Pre-Raphaelites and the Decadents. 
As for other Chinese writers we have discussed, they 
in a way re-defined the Decadents to serve their own 
• )• ： ‘ “ ‘ - .. • V. 
purposes. We know how Tian Han made use of such a 
sensuous play, Salome, to voice his social concerns. 
Sadly, they might not understand them well and 
thoroughly. Though they were able to create or translate 
literary works with seeming decadent features and themes, 
they did not capture the essence. Being "modern" takes 
• • • > 
more than just looking at the nudes in Bearsdley. In 
other words, such "decadent" works on, again, women and 
f:- . • : ... . : • : . • . • .—— ： - . : 、 “.： . .：•-� . , . . . 
I love were popular in those days but they actually lacked 
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substance• We may be able to see such a discrepancy in 
writers like Lu Xun who was too socially-conscious to 
copy "personally" the real decadent attitude• We 
remember that the basic tenet of the Decadents was anti-
social, i.e. they set out to be "rebels•” 
V 
r 
"‘ L • ' •-. ' ' 
I 
/ - , . - ' . . , ' . '! . . . . + ) ' . ' ‘ ， ‘ ' . . . 
:.! . - • . . . . a 
• ‘ • . ' - r 
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Chapter Nine 
"The Fleshly School of Poetry" in China? 
We now need to discuss how modern Chinese writers 
with "romantic" tendencies were received in their own 
country, because through them the foreign writers were 
introduced or made more popular and were of course 
assimilated and used for other writers' (Chinese in this 
case) purposes which were not just literary but also 
personal. Moreover, it is important to look at the 
cultural and intellectual atmosphere that influenced the 
way the Chinese writers/readers considered the Pre-
,.' - .t ... 
Raphaelites and made the whole situation favourable or 
hostile for their gaining sympathy in a different 
cultural and historical condition. 
This is our departure point to discuss the literary 
.1 ' . . ' 
and intellectual climate of modern China and serves as 
the background to help us understand better the sense of 
history, the literary tastes of the Chinese young people 
and also their preferences about models or attitudes that 
in turn served their personal and emotional needs. Our 
attention once again focuses on the Crescent Moon poets 
in whom the Pre-Raphaelites played an important role in 
"making" who they were in modern China, thus revealing to 
us their contribution in modern Chinese literature. 
1 • . • : 
1 . ••. : - . • • - i . - .�•- ‘ 
\ ： . . . . : . .... . � . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
�. . j ‘ • 
• ！ ... • . . . 
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The main intellectual debates of the Period can be 
summarized as issues like women's status, personal 
freedom, liberation in love, and in general "new" versus 
"old," for example, "new woman,11 "new poetry," and "new 
China." Amidst the "ideologies" that mushroomed in 
China, be they literary or political, two trends were 
particularly complex and undeniably worth noting--the 
leftist and the romantic tendencies. These two streams 
were prominent in those days and they registered the rise 
and fall of the intellectual development of the youths as 
they allied themselves to either of the groups. In this 
chapter we shall look at both the positive and the 
negative criticisms on the more romantic writers. The 
unsympathetic or "anti-romantic" voices were also part of 
the shaping forces in China at that time. 
Shen Congwen gives us the picture of the two 
different literary orientations succinctly: 
Because of social and physiological 
disturbances, all things are uncertain and 
chaotic to the young people. There are two 
kinds of poetry they want. One trumpets 
intellectual energy and denies instincts; the 
. • 
other celebrates the passions for women... . 
[Guo Moruo] with a more unbridled voice singing 
powerfully and heroically. Therefore, Guo 
1 , . ‘ - • � 
. . . . . • . .. . . . • 
j , .. . . - - : * ... . _ , -；： 
:
• , . . ' ： •、 . .：： . 、 . ..-
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Moruo‘s poetry, with unusual speed, occupies 
the hearts of the young people. Xu Zhimo, 
however, represents another theme and keeps 
under his control certain youthful hearts, 
both females and males, who are feeling and 
sentimental.1 . 
L k f 的 镇 t 逯 “ 聽 f , 
) i 
银 ,，一則队熱鳴Ui ^和體昊 . . . • 
m 3方、老3 L�k 1 I汷的蟹 t ,遏么A的 
奂 i 的 調 + , S忱^沬笔詩队鲊寧 
；4. h, Al ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ � i 的 
空 閫 。 喷 、 助 % k^k 
亂 到 ^ t I ^ 苌 负 ^ 綦 M &,�] 
From what Shen says of these major Chinese writers, we 
: . . . . , ' ., .
 K
 . ‘ 
； c a n see that Guo appeals to the intellect of the young 
people, while Xu appeals to their hearts. Shen's article 
is certainly useful and informative in giving us the two 
camps of poetic tendencies in May Fourth China. 
Lu Xun makes a similar assessment of the literary 
situation in China. In an article on the literary scene 
1 Shen Congwen, "On Wen Yiduo's 'Dead water',11 XYYK 
3.2 (N. month 1930): 2. To go in line with the context 
in Shen,工 use "intellectual energy" to explicate the 
meaning more and draw the difference between Guo Moruo 
and Xu Zhimo. 
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in the 193 0s, he cites the example of a pro-leftist 
magazine, Liening gingnin [The young people of Lenin到寧 
鲁年].2 In this magazine there is one essay about the 
literary schools in China. Chuangzaoshe [Creation 
society J^ 造 i s proletarian arid is discussed in 
detail. Yusishe [The silk word society 1¾ 系叙 is 
petit bourgeois and and is discussed less. The Crescent 
Moon Society is bourgeois and takes up less than one page 
of discussion. We can see how a leftist writer 
classifies these three prominent literary societies • 
according to their socio-political tendencies. 
Lu Xun clearly thinks that the Crescent Moon Society 
stands out as the "aristocratic" class among the Chinese 
readers. What he wants to show us by quoting this 
article is that one should know one's enemies well so as 
to gain the upper hand. To be truly revolutionary, Lu� 
Xun continues, one needs to know every aspect and trend 
of society well before one can write accordingly. Though 
he does not attack directly the Crescent Moon Society in 
his article, he clearly advocates a clear understanding 
‘ ‘ - '( . 
of life and experiences of the working-class in order 
that literature can reflect or speak for them. 
Therefore, according to Lu Xun, even highly-educated and 
2 Lu Xun, "The literary trend in Shanghai at a 
glance," Works of Lu Xun of the 1930s. vol. 6, 101. 
' ； ..:.. ..:• . - : . . . .. , \ .‘:'_. v.�:�:....::,. ：• - ..  : ；• 
. ' . • • . •-； ‘ 
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"better-off" intellectuals can be proletarian in their 
orientation in writing. The Crescent Moon poets however 
seem to be uninterested in such possibilities because the 
sub j ect matter in most of their writings is bourgeois by-
nature . 
Shen Congwen in his own right is a more romantic 
writer and is considered by some critics a counterpart to 
Romantics like Wordsworth, in the line of the pastoral 
and romantic tradition. Lu Xun is well-known for his 
realistic, practical and more leftist writings； and also • 
for his strong criticism on the more romantic writers in 
his day. From what we have seen, both Shen and Lu Xun 
.-,-... ' . i：. 
represent different literary and political concerns but 
they have similar opinions on the literary situation in 
China. We can then see clearly how China in the May 
Fourth period was generally divided into these two � 
opposing literary mainstreams. 
While the Crescent Moon poets such as Xu Zhimo were 
more "wealthy" and educated in the West, the Creation 
Society poets such as Guo Moruo and Yu Dafu had mainly 
studied in Japan. They definitely had an agenda 
different from Xu Zhimo. In 1928, the "declaration" of 
the Creation Society 
was publishedf "Cong wenxue geitiin 
dao geming wenxue" [From literary revolution to 
revolutionary literature 'AjL t ^ 4 辟飞革每 1¾] by 
• “ . 
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Cheng Fangwu (1897 - 1984),3 which clearly represents 
one particular school of thought in that age. 
Cheng defines and discusses the tenets of the 
Creation Society, and clarifies that even though the 
Creation Society poets are petit bourgeois, they aim at 
being "revolutionary" intellectuals who can bring 
literature, often considered too "elite,11 to the masses.4 
As the title suggests, to really make a difference in 
society, the Chinese intellectuals, Cheng explains, 
should commit themselves to such a cause in their •• 
writings, hence literary revolution. The outcome of 
which should hopefully bring out a more massive 
"revolution" in the Chinese public. 
Literature, therefore, according to the Creation 
Society poets, serves as a "radical" and active means in 
changing China. To be revolutionary, Cheng continues,� is 
to write for the peasants and the working-class, and use 
i. ‘ • 
their language as the means of expression to bridge the 
gap between the bourgeois and the lower-class. What 
Cheng advocates is Marxist by nature, as he outlines the 
differences and struggles in a class-conscious society, 
and encourages the intellectuals to renounce their 
3 Cheng Fangwu, "From literary revolution to 
revolutionary literature," CZJK 1.9 (Feb. 1928): 377-383. 
4 Cheng 380. 
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bourgeois heritage. 
The author declares the doom of capitalism and 
further defines the two opposing forces of the age: "One 
side is the residual poison of capitalism which has now 
become an isolated Fascist city. Another side is the 
united front of the peasants and the proletarians of the 
whole world."5 [ - 良 ： 氣 杏 L fe “ 膝 負 & 斯 等 
铤鉍减，—氬1 i tit ^ t x大钆辆聯令絜激• 
Cheng does not clearly state the meaning of Fascism but 
he seems to ally it with capitalism in this context. It «• 
is inevitable for China to move in the proletariat 
direction, Cheng suggests, because this is the trend of 
the world. In other words, to keep up with what is going 
on globally, it is necessary to get in on the wave of 
Marxism. 
The difference cannot be more vivid and acute when 
1 we put Xu's article alongside Cheng's. The poets of both 
'.‘' i- • ‘ “ ‘ � ’ 
societies were of course very well-educated and some of 
them have prominent family backgrounds. However, one can 
understand that it is because the Creation Society poets 
appealed more to the masses that they gained popularity 
5 Cheng 382. This is the only place where Cheng 
mentions "Fascist city." He may want to draw our 
attention to the isolated (hence, city versus the whole 
world in the quotation) and unsuccessful racist 
dictatorship of Fascism. What Cheng is thinking of could 
be the Comintern when he calls on "the peasants and the 
proletarians of the whole world." 
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easily and have maintained their appeal in modern 
communist China. 
Xu Zhimo and his Crescent Moon fellow poets were 
considered by their contemporaries romantic and 
(definitely) bourgeois, thus not being able to write 
about themes of great and important magnitude.6 It is 
important that we look at the inaugural essay published 
for the first issue of Crescent Moon Monthly. That 
Rossetti in 1848 wrote a poem called "At the Sun-rise in 
1848" makes one wonder if it was written to commemorate 
the occasion when the PRB was founded in the same year.7 
Could it be a coincidence that Xu Zhimo begins his 
essay by quoting the same scripture used as the first 
verse in Rossetti's poem, "God said, Let there be light; 
and there was light?"8 The "light," or the hope Xu 
claims is that the Crescent Moon Society will be an � 
enterprise of like-minded intellectuals who can help 
6 Such criticism is partisan. There is nothing that 
can stop the romantic and bourgeois writers from writing 
on significant themes, as we can see from literary 
history. Blake, Coleridge, Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley 
and Keats, to name but a few, all wrote on themes of 
great importance. 
7 For this poem, see The Poetical Works of Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti, ed. William M. Rossetti (London: Ellis 
and Elvey, 1895) 237. 
8 Xu Zhimo, "The attitude of the Crescent Moon," 
XYYK 1.1 (March 1928): 3-10. 
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energize the drab state of modern China and give new 
light to the gloomy literary scene, hence the Crescent 
Moon.9 
Freedom, of course, is the banner for many May 
Fourth youths. However, it is not freedom without any 
boundaries. The basic governing tenets are "health"[祷 
房Jand "dignity"[寒氣].10 Xu states the principles of 
these qualities: "Dignity is a. voice calling back those 
who are in a branch road and feel hesitant. Health is a 
power able to destroy any bacteria which corrupt our 
thoughts and lives."11 [弯巖，包的臂"I可队或0 l 咬 
族褚復的人I�破I hf.可k >1 '在-切後 
氣撞]• In other words, whatever 
tendency or style the poets are going to take, they must 
not jeopardise the physical safety and personal respect 
and dignity of the others. 
1
 • ： .... . “ 
, What Xu is speaking against is anarchy [無政鬼的養 
] .12 Reflecting on the situation in which the young 
9 The "Crescent Moon," which Xu and his fellow poets 
took as the symbol of their society and journal was 
inspired by Tagore's collection of poetry, "The Crescent 
Moon.11 Xu and some of his friends knew Tagore personally 
and they greatly appreciated this unusual Indian poet-
philosopher. Some of his works were introduced in China 
during the May Fourth Period. ‘ 
10 Xu 5. 
11 Xu 9. 
'V-
12 Xu 6. 
i . . • ' . . . , . . " . ：-" — , ‘ • 
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people act wildly arid loosely in the name of freedom, Xu 
states that they have degraded the artistic and literary 
endeavours by treating them as commodities. 
Commercialism seems to have made its way into the 
literary community. Instead of genuine exchange of 
literary talents and ideas, writing becomes enslaved in 
the materialistic and utilitarian system. 
What Xu advocates is a humanitarian approach to 
literature, which can benefit mankind ultimately. 
Writing, Xu continues, should reflect what is truthful, 
beautiful and noble to human beings and not for any 
disgraceful or commercial purposes. We find that Xu is 
bold in stating his hopes and dreams for a better 
literary future for China. He admits that the general 
socio-political situation in China is uncertain, worldly 
and "polluted.11 We can also see how refreshing and 
L assertive these young poets are in claiming their 
individuality and dignity in such an undesirable age. 
This is a manifesto that appeals to the aspiring 
young talents to declare their ideals and, in a way, 
independence in a "new" China, which should be sheltered 
under their own tenets and hopes. They regard love, 
passions, romance, and freedom as holy virtues that can 
help set human beings on a higher pedestal. One finds 
that this article doubtless sounds like a romantic 
• . 
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statement of purpose, full of youthful ideals and energy. 
Sadly, right after they had published their 
manifesto, they were attacked severely by an 
unsympathetic critic who was relatively more Marxist, 
Peng Kang. Xu Zhimo and his Crescent Moon friends, as 
Peng criticizes, are merely "clowns" who, because of 
their wealthy backgrounds, are ignorant and shut off from 
the real hardships of life.13 The author considers 
health and dignity (as explained by Xu Zhimo) too 
pretentious and bourgeois. As a matter of fact, the 
Crescent Moon poets are living in ivory towers and fail 
to understand that love poetry is not a remedy for the 
"old" China. Moreover "health" and "dignity," Peng 
continues, are only games the "privileged" class can 
afford and not the general public. 
Peng's standpoint is actually Marxist as he 
. . . . . ... . . “ ‘ 
advocates the notion that "new" literature starts with 
L. • 
the masses, with those who face conflicts and poverty 
daily, and not with those rich and Western-educated 
, . I » ., 
intellectuals. As we have seen, "clowns" are the 
recurrent label Peng gives to these bourgeois Crescent 
poets. . Marxist critics are fond of suggesting that 
.': anything bourgeois or of the bourgeoisie cannot be 
13 Peng Kang, "Shenmo shi jiankang yu zunyan?" [What 
are health and dignity? ^  /¾ ]建氟皭龟晟],CZJK 1.12 
(July 1928): 3-11. 万 双 
»,. • . . . -
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progressive. Peng is no exception and does not 
understand bourgeois poets like Xu Zhimo who can help 
contribute to a new poetic tradition in modern China. 
He then definitely finds it unconvincing for the 
"better-off" intellectuals to talk about "newness" and 
progress for China. Peng's criticism on the Crescent 
Moon poets is useful for us to see a typical leftist 
attack on the romantic writers. It represents a 
different group of Chinese readers who apparently do not 
respond positively to the more sentimental and (of 
course) bourgeois claims. It certainly helps us 
understand more the concerns of the leftist intellectuals 
who greatly, encourage a more proletariat outlook in their 
writings (and also life style). 
We can see how Peng, typical among the leftist 
' .' -• . . . V. 
critics that attacked the romantic literary preferences 
L of Xu Zhimo, was part of the leftist critical movement at 
that time. Xu Zhimo definitely is so different that he 
is a unique phenomenon in himself. It is essential to 
note that it is not just any love poetry Peng (or other 
. . . • ' . . '> \ 
leftist writers/critics) is attacking but the kind 
written by Xu and his Crescent Moon friends. They are 
thought to be able to write only about love among the 
"elite" and of the physical side of love. 
The leftist writers or critics also exalt the love 
“ . ,: . . . • • . • ” 
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theme but put it in a more realistic and "common" context 
(as opposed to the seemingly "aristocratic" style of the 
bourgeois poets). Therefore, it is illuminating to put 
Peng's essay alongside Xu's manifesto so as to comprehend 
clearly their respective agendas, and also the two 
different spirits in modern China. 
Xu Zhimo was the quintessential representative of 
romantic writers in modern China, thus-placing himself 
inevitably as the main target of criticism from those who 
were more leftist. One can imagine how vigourous and «• 
controversial the critiques on Xu were upon the 
publication of his collection of poems in 1925. Mao Dun 
praises Xu's contribution in modern Chinese literature 
and acknowledges his being the representative of the 
bourgeois poets in China in his day. "I think Xu Zhimo 
is the most noticeable poet among the 'new' poets,11 Mao 
i '. . . 
Dun states, "because his works are the most worthy of our 
study. He was the representative bourgeois poet. He in 
the beginning wrote prophetic poems of the bourgeois 
ideology. However, his works have become the 'swan-song' 
； ' • •； 
of the bourgeoisie. "14 
^ xMao Dun,. 11 Xu Zhimo lun" [Discussion on Xu Zhimo 
m %t /¾1 ¾^¾ 1 / Mao Dun quani i [The complete works of Mao 
Dun 矛 J| vol. 19 (Beijing: Renmin wenxue, 
1991) 392. This article was written in 1933, two years 
after the death of Xu Zhimo. 11 Swan-song" is written in 
English in the article. 
. . . . ‘ -
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Mao Dun, clearly speaking in defense of Xu, explains 
Xu's bourgeoisie as the "new," "progressive,11 and 
democratic model of the West, which is dramatically 
different from the traditional Confucian mentality. It 
is because Chinese readers have taken Xu's "Western-ness" 
in writing and life style as imperialistic and 
pretentious that he has been unfortunately misunderstood 
and dismissed as unimportant by the more leftist 
intellectuals. Not all the bourgeois poets are capable 
of making such an impact as Xu Zhimo, as Mao Dun ,. 
explains, calling him "the Last Poet" in modern China.15 
[J�代詩 
When other Marxist critics consider Xu 
representative of the futility of the bourgeoisie, Mao 
Dun regards him as an embodiment of its worth. What Mao 
Dun tries to clarify is that Xu incorporates the noble� 
virtues of love, freedom and beauty in his works.16 
These values are considered "Western" in the sense that 
-they are the basic Romantic qualities. Such an 
individualistic attitude is foreign to the traditional 
Chinese model, which is, expressed simply, "more of 
society, less of me." 
As Xu changes into "more of me," he is emphasizing ‘ 
15 Mao Dun 375. 
16 Mao Dun 390. ‘ 
. . . ； . ： ..., . . . .‘ -
口 , . . . •.. ,, . “ . . . . - . . . . . . ....... . ........：: --..‘. 
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more the worth and dignity of the self, independent from 
any social bonds. We find that Mao Dun stands closely in 
the line of Shen Congwen in his praise of Xu as the 
representative "new" poet in his day. Moreover, Mao Dun 
makes an important pointer to our understanding of Xu by 
putting the poet's "bourgeois" qualities and the love of 
passions into a proper place, which are exactly the oft-
attacked features of Xu. 
A lesser-known critic, Zhou Rong, admires Xu for his 
rich imagination, tenderness and sensitivity in his 
poems.17 What is more important, according to Zhou, are 
Xu's prose poems, a new genre for China. The more 
popular ones are Xu's "Yinger" [The Baby ^ ] and 
"Duyao" [Poison 臭箱 ] . 1 8 Both works Xu himself, like 
other readers, considers poetic even though they are 
written in prose form. The titles themselves suggest .the 
dominant symbols of the poems. 
i.. __ • - •‘ 
Zhou Rong regards these two works highly because 
’they are not only inventions but also examples of the 
poet's creativity and boldness in breaking away from the 
traditional classical Chinese poetic forms. While other 
writers are preoccupied with discussing rhymes or free 
17 Zhou Rong, "Zhimo de shi" [The poetry of Zhimo 
良/|幼誇],CBFK 17 Oct. 1925： 35. 
18 For "Poison" and "The. Baby," see The complete 
poems of Xu Zhimo 139-140 and 143-144. 
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verses in "new" poetry, Xu Zhimo takes the lead in 
creating a form some writers find hard to define (or even 
accept as poetic). Therefore, one can easily agree with 
what Zhou Rong says of this particular achievement of Xu. 
Xu was always attacked for his inability to 
understand the life of the working-class, thus being 
inadequate to reflect reality and deal with important 
issues. This is the usual rebuke we find in the negative 
criticism on Xu by his contemporaries. Wang Xizheng, for 
example, comments that Xu does not even know the "petit •. 
bourgeois," let alone the lower-class.19 The critic 
seems to refer to Xu's reaction towards an anonymous work 
called "Having a daughter-in-law" in his article. As 
quoted by Wang, Xu considers the suicides of 
Shakespeare's Juliet and Goethe's Werther deeply moving 
and inspiring, especially to writers. That the daughter-
in-law commits suicide after having a fight with her 
mother-in-law, according to Xu, seems relatively trivial. 
Wang strongly reacts to Xu's critique on these 
works, saying that life is precious, be he rich 
("bourgeois") or poor. Xu has been living in his 
"palace" too long, Wang continues, to understand the 
daily or even "mundane" aspects of life. What Wang also ‘ 
19 Wang Xizheng, "'Yang xifu' de beiai" [The sorrows 
of "Having a daughter-in-law". "fe ^ ^ ], CBFK 2 
Nov. 1925: 4. r “ 
• • • ： ^ ,. “ • - . , . . ' . ..- . •‘ .• , ... . •: 
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attacks is Xu's ignorance of the real concerns and 
emotions of the common people, as exemplified in the 
relationship, feelings and conflicts between a daughter-
in-law and her mother-in-law, who are both peasants. 
Therefore, the sorrows of the girl are not just the 
problems in the family but also the unfair and 
unsympathetic criticism from Xu Zhimo, a person who does 
not know the difficulties of living in. a poor peasant 
family. 
Another critic, Qi Ming, also has the same view on • 
Xu.20 That Xu Zhimo is ignorant of what is going on in 
society is because of his hiding in a castle-in-the-air. 
The poet is gifted with a "poetic" vision, Qi Ming puts 
it sarcastically, which makes him notice only the 
beautiful things in nature like flowers and the moon. We 
can see that the critic is not sympathetic towards Xu � 
and, like other "like-minded" critics, considers Xu a 
. t... ‘ ^ 
trivial and "minor" poet, in the sense that he is 
‘insulated from the life of the commoners. 
When we look at how Xu Zhimo and his Crescent Moon 
friends were received by the Chinese readers, it is 
20 Qi Ming, "Xianhua de xianhua zhi xianhua" [A chat 
about "A chat" about "A chat"閜 1¾ ^ 閒話 ^ 關 1¾ ], * 
CBFK 20 Jan. 1926: 33-34. There is a series called 
"Xianhua" [A chat] in which writers express their 
opinions on literature or other writers. Qi Ming, a pen-
name of Zhou Zuoren, is reacting to some of the ideas 
concerning Xu Zhimo in one "A chat.“ ‘ 
• V'U , _ . , / * 
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essential to discuss Qu Qiubai (1899 - 1935), a famous 
communist writer well-known for his harsh criticism of 
the romantic writers in his day. Doubtless, Xu could not 
escape his attention. In an article called, "Huangmo li" 
[工n the desert 荒 考 裏 Q u attacks Xu for being 
hypocritical in erasing any human responsibilities in the 
name of exalting love.21 What Xu advocates is love in an 
unbridled way and, to Qu, is actually selfish, 
irresponsible and definitely immoral. Worse still is 
Xu's way of coating it with noble talk. ,. 
The reality is, Qu continues, that what is supposed 
to be admirable and normal has now been degraded by Xu. 
The critic carries this attack over in another article 
and labels Xu a cat-like poet who yearns only for the 
obscene and erotic.22 What we see here again is the same 
attack on Xu's "bourgeoisie" which is thought to prevent 
him from writing something vital and significant. 
Qu basically attacks those bourgeois poets who have 
‘studied in the West and now lead more "aristocratic," 
"modern" and "prideful" lives in China. Xu, as 
reflected, is definitely the representative of the "rich" 
21 Qu Qiubai, "In the desert," Qu Qiubai wenii 
[Works of Qu Qiubai % 秋 d ] , vol. 1 (Beijing: Renmin * 
wenxue, 1954) 229-232. 
w 2l Qu Qiubai, "Maoyang de shiren" [A cat-like poet^ fe 
W ^  A. ], Works of Qu Qiubair vol. 1, 270-272. The 
author is also attacking Shao Xunmei in this article. 
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and romantic poets in that generation. The Crescent Moon 
Society of course is the target of criticism for Qu who 
regards those poets as agents advertising "patriarchal 
Romanticism.,|23 
These poets, according to Qu, are covering up their 
feudal and imperialistic mentality with noble-spunding 
mantles like love, peace and appreciation of nature. We 
need to clarify at this point that Qu is not speaking 
against the Romantic values in the Romantic poets of the 
West but against those Chinese poets who are deliberately •’ 
oblivious of the social conditions in China and just 
impose any Western, attitude or value on the general 
Chinese public. Therefore, the claims of saving China 
and building a better and more modern nation by pursuing 
freedom and love are too superficial and inappropriate 
for the masses. 
The "ideology" Qu thinks Xu Zhimo is promoting is 
"linggan" [spiritual % 蔡]and "rougan" [fleshly ^  感 ] 
hedonism.24 Xu does not really understand love in the 
real world, Qu further explains, but "spiritualizes" what 
23 Qu Qiubai, "Lun wenxue geming ji yuyan wenzi 
wenti11 [On literary revo^atipn and the problem of . 
language and words 孚部 U ^ t t 1 !閱錄 ] , W o r k s 
of Qu Qiubai, vol. 3, 605. The words "patriarchal 
Romanticism" are written in English in this article. 
24 Qu, "On literary revolution and the problem of 
language and words" 606. 
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is actually erotic and immoral, i.e., sexual love. The 
fleshly and sensual love is "a product from the Western 
market" [ 减約 jL 物]brought to China by poets like 
Xu,25 who, with his Crescent Moon friends, is a "higher 
rascal" [& 1 fe | | ] .2 6 
The problem and concerns on reality they claim to 
reflect are too personal, such as falling in love or out 
of love, and are nothing of particular- significance to 
anybody except to themselves.27 The Crescent Moon 
Monthly as such is not a journal for the masses but an « 
elite few. Even though the Crescent Moon writers hope 
for a "new" literature for China, they are only 
encouraging the "ideology for a petty group" [/!�圓 
i, ] .28 Such an "ideology" informs "elitism," as 
thought to be practised by the bourgeois writers. 
It is clear to us that Qu "beats" Xu and the � 
Crescent Moon广:poets unusually hard and .also condemns 
everything they do. How are we going to make sense of 
Qu's criticism? His critical position or standards of 
25 Qu, "On literary revolution and the problem of 
language and words" 606. 
26 Qu, "On literary revolution and the problem of 
language and words" 611. 
27 Qu, "On literary revolution and the problem of 
language and words" 611. 
28 Qu, "On literary revolution and the problem of 
language and words" 634. 
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judgment are not just literary but moral and political as 
well, due to his strong communist tendencies. Moreover, 
his criticism (or condemnation) is so full of vigour and 
"passion" that it reflects his personal motivation in 
criticizing those writers or writings that are not 
compatible with what he believes. What is also obvious 
to us is his Marxist position that prompts him to refute 
anything that is bourgeois. 
It is illuminating and useful to know what the 
Chinese leftist or "anti-romantic" critics think of their •. 
relatively romantic fellow writers because they help 
reflect their own critical position and concerns. In 
other words, knowing their socio-political agenda helps 
us understand better their standard of judgment. Critics 
like Qu are a different phenomenon and also taste. “ What 
we have seen in the negative criticism on Xu Zhimo � 
reveals that "eroticism" is not only the focus of attack 
but also the "bourgeoisie" of the poets. Therefore, 
:because of their political beliefs, the leftist critics 
may not be able to fully understand the true worth and 
contribution of the Chinese romantic writers. 
The motivation of the critics discussed above, be 
they pro- or anti-romantic, is actually primarily ， 
personal, as they have their own political and literary 
preference over certain writers. One pays attention to 
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such a trend in the May Fourth period as it helps shed 
light on the different attitude/beliefs of different 
writers and also their choices that in turn reflect and 
serve their own personal (and emotional) purposes. 
Knowing what Qu Qiubai thinks of the Crescent Moon 
poets, we probably find the following quotation an apt 
description of what Qu could have written in another 
language: 
This may seem a frivolous and inadequate way of 
opening our remarks on a school of verse-
writers which some people regard as possessing 
great merits; but in good truth, it is scarcely 
possible to discuss with any seriousness the 
pretentions with which foolish friends and 
small critics have surrounded the fleshly 
school. . . . Fully conscious of this � 
themselves, the fleshly gentleman have bound 
themselves by solemn league and covenant to 
extol fleshliness as the distinct and supreme 
end of poetic and pictorial art'. . .29 
• . “ • - "/ 
The way Robert Buchanan criticizes the Pre-Raphaelites is 
unfortunately very similar to what Qu does to the 
29 Robert Buchanan, "The Fleshly School of .Poetry: 
Mr. D.G. Rossetti," Victorian Poetry and Poetics, ed. 
Walter E. Houghton and G. Robert Stange (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1959) 839-840. 
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Crescent Moon poets. Interestingly, Buchanan, a minor 
writer, became well-known for his attack on the Pre-
Raphaelites, mainly Dante Rossetti, William Morris and 
Algernon Swinburne. 
For Buchanan, the "fleshly" Pre-Raphaelites were 
"obscene" and "petty." Ironically, the Pre-Raphaelites 
and the Crescent Moon poets seemed to share the similar 
destiny of being misunderstood and despised by some of 
their contemporaries. Having read the above quotation, 
we cannot help asking if it is the usual "fate" for the •  
more daring and "romantic" poets to receive opposition, 
regardless of what country they are in. It seems that 
there are bound to be hostile forces to romantic poetry 
in different cultural epochs, be it Victorian England or 
May Fourth China. 
Against such a backdrop, various new discourses on 
love, women and life in general were promoted by writers 
L. ‘ . . ‘ s *• 
in modern China, especially the Crescent Moon poets. We 
* have seen how they assimilated certain Pre-Raphaelite 
features to announce "new" images of women like "The 
Blessed Damozel" and Salome. Moreover, the Chinese 
writers were attracted to certain influential writings 
they considered full of sentiments like William Morris 
and W.B. Yeats, (which are actually quite political). 
However, the Chinese writers often reacted 
... - - , " 
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emotionally, as seen in their poems and works that are 
full of "easy" sentiments, in an effort to copy and 
"reproduce" the feelings in their own writings one after 
another. Therefore, by studying those works, we can 
better understand the "attitude" and "models" adopted by 
the Chinese writers. "The fleshly school of po.etry" 
could rightly describe the Cresent Moon poetry, in the 
eyes of the Marxist critics. They were considered 
"fleshly" because they broke away from the traditional 
Chinese modes of thinking on life and in particular love, . 
and encouraged "modern" Western attitude and values. 
John Ruskin (1819 - 1900) defines the two different 
groups of artists in Victorian England: 
Until of late years, young painters have been 
mostly divided into two groups； one poor, hard-
working, and suffering, compelled more or less, 
a • • 
' .. ‘*-
for immediate bread • • • the other, of perhaps 
' ' . ' . r ' ' - . . . v , ‘ • 
more manifest cleverness or power, able in some 
degree to command the market, and apt to make 
the pursuit of art somewhat complimentary to 
. . ' _ ' . + • .... . . . ‘ . ‘ } ‘ - ' � � . . 
that of pleasure . . .30 
The first group of artists, more impoverished, 
30 John Ruskin, "R.A. [Royal Academy] Notes on Some 
P.R.S [Pre-Raphaelites]--'The Scapegoat' (W.H. Hunt)," 
Pre-Raphaelite Writing: An Anthology (London: J.M. Dent & 
Sons, 1973) 150.‘ 
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reminds us of the anti-romantic group of Chinese writers 
who were not necessarily destitute but certainly had 
experienced hardships and poverty in life. The second 
group is reminiscent of the Crescent Moon poets who were 
more well-off in every aspect. It is undeniably-
interesting to see how similar the cultural milieu of 
Victorian England in the eyes of Ruskin is to May Fourth 
China, in terms of the basic divisions" of artists of two 
opposing backgrounds and agendas. 
As mentioned earlier, the Pre-Raphaelite painters, • 
even up to this point, are not totally foreign to the 
Japanese. Courses on Pre-Raphaelitism are taught in 
their universities. The Pre-Raphaelites, however, 
touched the Chinese soil once more but in Hong Kong at a 
1984 exhibition jointly organized by the Hong Kong Urban 
Council and the Birmingham Art Gallery immediately after 
an important but "controversial" exhibition at the Tate 
Gallery in London of the same year. 
In the 1984 Exhibition in Hong Kong, the collection 
came from Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery. There were 
altogether sixty-five pieces of Pre-Raphaelite works, 
ranging from canvases to studies. Of particular interest 
was the wide range of both major and minor Pre-Raphaelite 
artists represented in the Exhibition. Besides..the 
famous Pre-Raphaelite brothers, there were, featured also 
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Robert Martineau, John Inchbold, Frederick Sandys and 
John Brett, to name but a few. 
The selection was quite similar to that exhibited at 
the Tate Gallery. Some well-known paintings were 
exhibited like Brown's "Work,11 Rossetti's "Proserpine," 
and "Beata Beatrix.11 Pencil drawings, sketches and 
studies from popular and not-so-popular paintings were 
present. It definitely is interesting, to note that such 
a wide array of Pre-Raphaelite works was helpful in 
presenting different Pre-Raphaelite artists, given the 
fact that it was the first ever for Hong Kong (a Chinese 
place) to "receive" the Pre-Raphaelites. 
"Beata Beatrix" graces the cover of the catalogue.31 
Both the cover and the reprint of the same painting on p. 
107 in the catalogue bear the same mistake. The dove in 
the painting is reprinted white and the poppy red. In 
the original work, it is just the opposite. The Hong 
Kong publisher could have taken it for granted that doves 
-should be white and poppies red, thus missing out the 
deliberate reversal of the normal colourings and 
• •/ 
associations of these objects. Unknowingly and of course 
ironically, the publisher challenged the original and yet 
daring endeavour of Rossetti in presenting both a 
31 See Pre-Raphaelite Art (Hong Kong: Urban Council, 
1984). 
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Christian and sexual symbolism. 
Even nowadays, the Pre-Raphaelites do not enjoy the 
same reputation as Shakespeare, Dante or Goethe in many 
universities, their presence in China informs us of a 
complicated arid enigmatic mapping of different forces of 
influences at that particular time in China during which 
it was an open country. As Yeats writes in "Adam's 
Curse": 
A line will take us hours maybe； 
.Yet if it does not seem a moment ‘ s thought, «• 
Our stitching and unstitching has been 
naught •32 
Brief as their reception on the Chinese soil was ("a 
moment's thought" compared to the deep-rooted Chinese 
traditions), the "stitching and unstitching" of how they 
were assimilated by May Fourth Chinese writers reveals a 
maze of different baggages, political, personal, 
emotional and literary, in the intellectual arena. 
If we look at their reception in the May Fourth era, 
we can see that the 1920s and 1930s was the most 
prominent. This is also the period in which Xu Zhimo's 
and Wen Yiduo's creative output were at their peak. The 
rise of Xinganjue pai [New Sensationalist School新 緣 
32 Yeats, "Adam's Curse," The Variorum Edition of 
the Poems of W.B. Yeats, ed. Peter Allt and.Russell K. 
Alspach (New York: Macmillan, 1968) 204. 
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条 ] i n the 1930s could be seen as another extended force 
of the residual influence of the Pre-Raphaelites and the 
Decadents； but this time, it was mainly Swinburne, 
Beardsley (and of course the French symbolists as well) 
who upstaged their Pre-Raphaelite brothers.33 
33 It is illuminating to look at the Western 
influences on writers of the New Sensationalist School 




Fig. 1 Dante Rossetti, "Ecce Ancilla Domini" (1849 -
1850) 
Fig. 2 Edward Burne-Jones, "Wine of Circe" (1863 -
1869) 
Fig. 3 John Millais, "Mercy--Saint Bartholomew's Day, 
1572" 
Fig. 4 John Millais, "Glen Birnam" 
Fig. 5 John Millais, "Spring" « 
Fig. 6 John Waterhouse, "Hylas and the Nymphs" (1897) 
Fig. 7 John Waterhouse, "Echo and Narcissus" 
Fig. 8 John Waterhouse, "Penelope and Her Suitors" 
Fig. 9 Lord Leighton, "Icarius" 
Fig. 10 Lord Leighton, "The Return of Proserpine" 
Fig. 11 Lord Leighton, "Helen of Troy" � 
Fig. 12 George Watts, "Hope" 
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Fig. 13 Dante Rossetti, "Beata Beatrix" (1863) 
Fig. 14 Henry Holiday, "Dante and Beatrice" 
Fig. 15 Dante Rossetti, "Dante's Dream" (1871) 
Fig. 16 Dante Rossetti, "Paolo e Francesca" (1855) 
Fig. 17 Dante Rossetti, "Lady Lilith" 
Fig. 18 Dante Rossetti, "The Blessed Damozel" (1871 -
1877) 
Fig. 19 Dante Rossetti, "Fiametta" 
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Fig. 20 Dante Rossetti, "Chaucer at the Court of King 
Edward 工工工“（1845 - 1851) 
Fig. 21 Liu Haisu, Copy of Rossetti's self-portrait 
done in 1861 
Fig. 22 Liu Haisu, Copy of Rossetti's self-portrait 
done in 1847 
Fig. 23 Aubrey Beardsley, "The Woman in the Moon" 
Fig. 24 Aubrey Beardsley, "Design from the Studio" 
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U a n t e
 GABRIEL ROSSETTI (1828-82):^« Beatrix. About 1863. London, Tate Gallery 
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